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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Illustrative 3D Visualisierungen werden heutzutage im klinischen Alltag immer
häufiger zur Präsentation patientenindividueller Bilddaten eingesetzt. Die vor-
liegende Doktorarbeit präsentiert Studien, die medizinische 3D Visualisierungen
und dafür verwendete illustrative Techniken betrachtet. Ihr Potenzial zur effizien-
ten Darstellung von patientenspezifischen Bilddaten und daraus abgeleitete In-
formationen wird im Rahmen von vier experimentellen Evaluierungen analysiert.
Diese Arbeit konzentriert sich auf segmentierte 3D Strukturen aus patientenspezi-
fischen Bilddaten, die zur Unterstützung für die Diagnostik, für die Behandlungs-
planung und zur chirurgischen Ausbildung visualisiert werden. Die vorgestell-
ten Studien basieren auf Richtlinien und Erkenntnissen psychophysischer Meth-
oden, Theorien und Grundlagen, die Aspekte der visuellen Wahrnehmung be-
trachten. Wahrnehmungsbasierte Evaluierungen ermöglichen eine Analyse der
Eignung und des Potenzials illustrativer Techniken für eine effiziente visuelle Ex-
ploration. Es werden etablierten Evaluierungsstrategien der visuellen Wahrneh-
mung analysiert und erforderliche Änderungen für die Evaluierung von 3D medi-
zinischen Visualisierungen präsentiert und diskutiert.
Die entwickelten und durchgeführten Studien untersuchen illustrative Visua-
lisierungen einzelner Strukturen wie Aneurysmen, Schädel oder Oberschenkel-
knochen und komplexe Szenarien wie Mittelohr-, Hals- und Thorax-Anatomien.
Alle verwendeten Stimuli (Reize) wurden aus und basierend auf patientenspezi-
fischen Bilddaten generiert und die Aufgaben von realen klinischen Aufgaben
abgeleitet, die für die Diagnostik, die Behandlungsplanung und die intraoperative
Navigation benötigt werden. Neben dem autostereoskopischen Monitor und der
neuen zSpace-Technologie als zwei stereoskopische Ansichten wurden drei Her-
vorhebungstechniken, zwei ghosted view-Techniken und sechs Merkmalslinien
Techniken betrachtet. Ihre Fähigkeit, effizient wichtige Informationen zu kommu-
nizieren und medizinische Strukturen realistisch und ästhetisch zu veranschauli-
chen, wurde im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit analysiert. Effizienz und Aus-
sagekraft einer Visualisierung oder Technik wurden in Bezug auf ihr Potenzial
zur Aufmerksamkeitslenkung und der Unterstützung von Form, Tiefe und räum-
licher Wahrnehmung untersucht. Qualitative und quantitative Studien mit bis zu
129 Teilnehmern wurden konzipiert und durchgeführt. So wurde wahrnehmungs-
basiert die Wirkung der Techniken, Visualisierungen und Ansichten durch objek-
tive Messungen und subjektive Meinungen analysiert. Die gesammelten Ergeb-
nisse der Probanden wurden mit Methoden der deskriptiven Statistik und Inferenz-
statistik ausgewertet.
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A B S T R A C T
Nowadays, illustrative 3D visualizations are used more frequently in the clinical
routine to present patient-specific image data. This thesis presents four experimen-
tal evaluations analyzing 3D medical visualizations and applied illustration tech-
niques in terms of their potential to efficiently communicate patient-specific im-
age data and derived information. This work focuses on segmented 3D structures
from patient-specific image data visualized to support the diagnostic, treatment
planning and surgical training process. The presented evaluations are motivated
by guidelines and findings from psychophysical methods, theories and fundamen-
tals that examine aspects of the visual perception. Perception-guided evaluations
analyze the technique’s suitability and potential to provide and support an effi-
cient visual exploration. In this thesis, well-established evaluation strategies for
visual perception are analyzed and required modifications to evaluate 3D medical
visualizations are presented and discussed.
The designed and conducted evaluations investigate the visualization of single
structures such as aneurysms, skull or femur bones as well as complex scenar-
ios such as the middle ear, neck and thorax anatomy. Stimuli are generated from
patient-specific image data and the tasks are derived from clinical tasks required
for the diagnostic process, the treatment planning and the intra-operative navi-
gation. Besides the autostereoscopic display and the new zSpace technology as
two stereoscopic views, three emphasis, two ghosting and six feature line draw-
ing techniques were investigated. Their ability to efficiently communicate essen-
tial information and to illustrate medical structures realistically and aesthetically
were analyzed. Efficiency and expressiveness is evaluated in terms of the tech-
nique’s attention guidance potential and the shape, depth and spatial perception
support. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations with up to 129 participants were
designed and conducted. Thus, the perceptual effect of techniques, visualizations
and devices was analyzed with respect to objective measurements and subjective
preferences. The gathered results were analyzed using descriptive and inferential
statistics, respectively.
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Part I
P R E L I M I N A R I E S

1
M O T I VAT I O N A N D C O N T R I B U T I O N S
1.1 introduction
A visual representation of data is used to understand, explore, navigate or to
visually convey complex and relevant features and relationships to the viewer. A
growing research domain is the visualization and simulation of 3D patient-specific
data. Medical volume data, e.g., from computer tomography (CT) or magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), and derived segmentation and simulation information,
e.g., blood flow, are visualized for the diagnosis and treatment planning as well
as for documentation, training and education purposes. Visualizations are gen-
erated to support the viewer in data understanding, exploration and answering
therapeutic questions to make disease-specific diagnosis and select appropriate
treatment options. A patient-specific data analysis enables a detailed surgery or
intervention planning and therefore minimizes the injury risk and surgery stress
for the patient and the physician. Furthermore, to train and explore different dis-
ease patterns, characteristics and treatment options, training systems benefit from
the integration of individual anatomy compared to artificially generated datasets
or illustrations in anatomic atlases. The increasing amount of 3D data, e.g., gen-
erated by scanners and simulation processes or acquired biomedical and medical
datasets demands adequate techniques and visual representations to efficiently ex-
plore, analyze, and communicate essential data information.
However, the selection of adequate techniques and visualizations, the determina-
tion of an efficient exploration and the communication of essential information is chal-
lenging. Initially, a definition of essential information is required. Due to the thera-
peutic question or medical purpose an appropriate medical imaging modality is
used. An acquired dataset should support the identification of potential patholo-
gies and risk structures. Since a patient-specific dataset is very complex including
lots of structures tightly located, a structure categorization and importance-driven
identification depending on the therapeutic question is suitable. The information
communication, in this case the structure illustration, demands adequate illustration
techniques and visualizations to guide the viewer’s attention and support the ex-
ploration process. Many illustration techniques as well as in- and output devices
have been developed and refined to support the viewer and enable a perception-
guided exploration. 3D visualization techniques have a great potential to convey the
anatomy of a particular patient, to show pathologic structures realistically, and
to reveal their spatial relations to adjacent risk structures. It is, however, difficult
to decide which techniques or devices should be used for particular applications
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and therapeutic questions, how they should be combined and how parameters
should be adjusted. Perceptual theories and experimental evaluations form the ba-
sis to analyze and verify the suitability and the potential for an efficient exploration.
Physiologists and psychologists investigate the human’s perception for over 150
years. Signal and information processing and representation are determined and
analyzed using experimental evaluation studies. Recently, computer scientists try
to benefit from such knowledge and evaluation experiences to provide a validated
perception-guided exploration of medical visualizations [17, 84, 109]. However, it
is in most cases not possible to only adapt well-established experimental tasks,
methods and guidelines. Complex and real-world visualizations and tasks used
in computer science hamper an evaluation design, since they often violate some
of the traditional experimental design assumptions [40]. Novel pitfalls arise that
have to be addressed to obtain a visual perception analysis.
1.2 goals and leading questions
The aim of this thesis is to design and to conduct experimental evaluations analyzing
3D medical visualizations and illustration techniques in terms of their potential to
effectively communicate essential information. This work focuses on segmented
3D patient-specific structures visualized to answer therapeutic questions for diag-
nostic and treatment planning purposes. Primarily, these visualizations are used
for the clinical workflow as well as for training scenarios, education and documen-
tation. This thesis presents experimental evaluations that investigate the effective-
ness of emphasis techniques, the individual characteristics of two ghosted view
techniques, a stereoscopic view illustration and the personal preferences. In detail,
qualitative and quantitative evaluations were designed, conducted and thus, the
perceptual impact of techniques, visualizations and devices was analyzed based
on objective measurements and subjective preferences. All evaluations are moti-
vated by guidelines and findings from psychophysical methods, theories and fun-
damentals that examine and analyze aspects of the human perception. Controlled
perceptual evaluations can be performed such that the results are more general
and more objective than an informative evaluation or observation. It is, however,
difficult to adapt common psychophysical experiments that are primarily based on
rather simple stimuli and tasks compared to complex 3D medical visualizations.
The thesis analyzes well-established evaluation strategies and introduces possible
adaptations and required modifications to perceptually evaluate 3D medical visu-
alizations with patient-individual structures.
In summary, the following research questions are investigated in this thesis:
• What is an effective and expressive 3D medical visualization?
• How can psychophysical guidelines be applied to complex 3D isosurface
visualizations of medical patient-specific image data to evaluate the effec-
tiveness and expressiveness of the visualization?
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• How is an appropriate evaluation for a 3D medical visualization character-
ized?
– Are qualitative or quantitative evaluations necessary?
– Which stimuli, tasks and measured parameters are necessary?
1.3 organization
Based on the previously mentioned motivation and leading questions, the thesis
provides several results and novel contributions. The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the individual steps of the design process of experimental
evaluations and required decisions. In this context, guidelines and findings as well
as design conventions are introduced and analyzed according to their adaptability
for evaluating 3D medical visualizations. Statistical fundamentals and definitions
are outlined as well as limitations and pitfalls of statistical analysis methods.
Chapter 3 presents a short overview of medical tasks and areas of application
followed by the specification of the major requirements to generate customized
3D medical visualizations of patient-specific image data. Different visualization
concepts and the fundamentals of visual perception including preattentive and
attentive perception as well as important depth cues are presented. Perception-
guided research and evaluations investigating illustration techniques and stereo-
scopic views generated for the exploration and presentation of 3D medical visual-
izations are outlined and discussed.
Chapter 4 presents a visual search task experiment to quantitatively analyze and
compare the effectiveness of three illustrative emphasis techniques. The ability to
guide the users’ attention were investigated. The visual search and the signal detec-
tion theory were applied to clinical datasets and a therapeutic question of lymph
node detection. To validate the first evaluation results regarding generalization for
lymph node detection, a second experiment is presented using thorax datasets.
Chapter 5 presents and discusses the design, conduction and analysis of a com-
parative feature line technique evaluation. Six feature line drawing techniques are
evaluated with 129 participants. Six models were used to evaluate the techniques’
capability of illustrating surfaces according to realism and aesthetics. The analysis
is divided into a pure qualitative analysis based on the Schulze method and an
inferential statistics analysis to test the postulated hypothesis.
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Chapter 6 presents three controlled task-based experiments investigating indi-
vidual technique characteristics of a ghosting visualization of cerebral aneurysm
anatomy with embedded flow derived from five clinical datasets. Quantitative and
qualitative evaluations were performed to evaluate and compare a common semi-
transparent visualization technique with a ghosted view and a ghosted view with
depth enhancement technique. The design, conduction, analysis and results dis-
cussion of three studies analyzing the techniques’ capability to support the shape
and the spatial representation of the aneurysm models as well as the smart visibil-
ity characteristic are presented.
Chapter 7 presents a comparative experimental study investigating the effec-
tiveness of 2D versus 3D displays for an otologic training scenario. Therefore, a
training scenario for a tympanoplastic surgery was developed and used as stim-
uli. The design, conduction, analysis and results discussion for the evaluation and
comparison of a 2D display with a glasses-free a 3D autostereoscopic display and
the new 3D zSpace technology are presented.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis results and provides recommendations. Further-
more, remaining challenges for future developments are outlined.
2
E X P E R I M E N TA L E VA L U AT I O N S
Psychology is a comprehensive discipline that aims at analyzing the human mind.
It can be distinguished between research psychology, which investigates the humans’
mind by conducting experiments and the applied psychology, which seeks to help
people with their problems. Different disciplines within the field of psychology
study why people behave, think, and feel the way they do. There are several sub-
disciplines of psychology including social psychology, clinical psychology, occu-
pational health, and cognitive psychology with each taking a somewhat different
approach to understand and analyze the human mind. Gustav Fechner, a German
psychologist born in 1801, is considered to be the founder of the experimental
psychology. Fechner established the branch called psychophysics that investigates
the relationship between physical stimuli and the sensations and perceptions they
affect [50].
Psychophysical experiments and experimental evaluations, respectively are de-
signed to investigate this functional relationship. Since one cannot directly mea-
sure perception, behavior is measured using experimental evaluations including
specific tasks [40]. The properties of a stimulus are systematically varied along
one or more physical dimensions to study the caused effect on a participant’s be-
havior or perception, and thus to analyze the perceptual processes with scientific
methods. Due to the effort associated with running an evaluation, it is valuable
and important to design the experiment carefully. A poorly designed study leaves
too much scope for further alternative result explanations, and thus leads to in-
accurate or, in the worst case, to biased or useless results [53]. A well-designed
evaluation isolates the causal factors and provides valid, reliable and generalizable
results.
• Valid in the sense that they actually reflect what the evaluation intends to
show and reliable that the results can be confirmed by other similar experi-
ments, and thus that they are reproducible.
• Reliable in terms of the precision of the measurements and of the control of
factors that were not intended to be studied [28].
• Generalizable in the sense that the findings of the performed evaluation
are adaptable to other similar domains; in our case further anatomical struc-
tures (e.g. with similar shape or surface properties), surgical procedures or
illustration techniques and anatomical visualizations.
Since there exist several terms in human-computer interaction (HCI) evaluation,
a basic set of expressions will be used within this thesis. An experimental evaluation
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also denoted as "user study" or simply "evaluation", "study", or "experiment" is
defined as an orderly procedure carried out as a human participant research with
the goal of verifying, refuting or establishing the validity of a research question or
hypothesis. It generally consists of one or more user experiments (except for an
entirely observational evaluation). During an user experiment, participants are gen-
erally asked to perform different tasks that are representative for the research ques-
tions or the experimental hypotheses. An experimental condition is a complete set
of values for the experiment’s independent variables, which are variables that poten-
tially affect the task performance or subjective preference [47]. Furthermore, when
designing an evaluation one of the main classifiers is whether it should be a qual-
itative or quantitative evaluation. Based on that, several response measure methods
are available and an exploratory, descriptive or inferential statistics analysis is possi-
ble and required.
The individual steps of the design process and required experimental decisions
will be introduced within this chapter. Starting in Section 2.1 with the definition
of the main research aim comprising the decision of a qualitative or quantitative
evaluation and the identification of required and important variables. Followed by
the experimental design process introduced in Section 2.2 including the specifica-
tion of appropriate tasks and potential response measure methods as well as the
recruitment of participants and the stimuli generation and presentation. Finally,
analysis strategies and methods will be presented in Section 2.3.
2.1 goal definition
Even though the definition of an evaluation is easy and well-known, it seems
to be very difficult to design a proper empirical evaluation for visualization be-
yond time and error [28]. On the one hand, this is caused by the complexity of
visualization tasks, which makes an evaluation design relevant and the analysis
difficult [47]. On the other hand, the evaluation is often designed poorly, starting
at the beginning with an insufficient and vague goal specification. Primarily, the
major part of the design process is the goal definition, starting with the research
question. Experiments vary greatly in their goal and scale, but always rely on a
repeatable procedure and logical analysis of the results. The initial question heav-
ily influences the choice of research strategies, the types of stimuli and data, the
methods of result collection and analysis [100]. A poor or weak goal analysis in
advance hampers the experimental design and task specification. Imprecise tasks
may confuse the participants or produce non-reliable or, in the worst case, useless
results.
2.1.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses
Experimental evaluations are performed to answer research questions and/or to
verify hypotheses. Thus, finding a research question to answer is the first step
when designing an experimental evaluation. Since this thesis focuses on evalua-
tions of illustration techniques, visualizations and devices developed and used for
the clinical workflow, informal or vague questions such as "What is the difference
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between visualizations?" or "What happens if .... ?" are rather seldom. These ques-
tion are commonly used when comparing existing techniques and the difference
or the effect on the perception, respectively is not jet specified nor obvious. Gen-
erally, medical visualizations are generated to answer diagnostic or therapeutic
questions or to promote the patient’s education, the training process of medical
students or the documentation of surgical interventions. However, for each of
these target applications general or specific questions should be answered with
patient-specific visualizations. Either these therapeutic or diagnostic questions are
already the research questions or they establish the major requirements and thus
define the research aim and indicate the required questions. Section 4 to Section 7
present four different medical areas of application and domains including various
research questions and hypotheses motivated by specific medical questions of the
diagnostic or therapy planning process.
The initial aim, for example, when introducing a new illustration technique or
device, is to analyze the potential benefit compared to the common techniques
or methods. Thus, a possible research question is usually rather general, e.g., "Is
there a difference in surface perception with the new technique or method?" or "Is there
a difference in task performance with the new technique, method or device?" However, if
a benefit in different specific properties is assumed, and thus improvements for
the structure assessment or perception, the research question is more specific, e.g.,
"Does the new input device enable a more accurate implant positioning?" or "Does the
new developed technique enable a more accurate depth perception of vessel branches?" Gen-
erally, the recommended research question finding strategy starts with a general
topic and is refined down to a particular question.
A first question should be "Which clinical workflow or process is supported?" fol-
lowed by "How is it supported with the new technique / visualization / device?" Com-
monly, the answers of the second question are too general, e.g., "A better depth
judgment is provided.", "The new method is better than the common method." or "The
structure’s surface perception is more accurate.". Now, it is necessary to define words
like better, improved or more accurate ("What is better or more accurate and how is it
defined?"). A specific definition of these describing verbs and adjectives indicates
the required experimental tasks, requirements and the measured variables that
enable a detailed research question verification and analysis. The more research
questions are defined, the more experimental design choices including measured
variables, tasks and stimuli have to be defined and potential bias variables exists.
However, the questions and the tasks should be as close to the real-world as pos-
sible, but still be adaptable to a controlled experimental environment [40]. If "bet-
ter" or "more accurate" are defined as measured variables, e.g., a correct implant
position or distance estimation, a quantitative design is required. If "improved"
or "better" are defined as subjective preferences, a qualitative design is necessary.
These design choices will be introduced and explained in Section 2.1.2.
Overall, it is recommended to define the research question as specific as pos-
sible including concrete definitions of the expected difference or advantage, e.g.,
acceleration in terms of shorter task completion times or better in terms of a more
accurate surface normal estimation.
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This refinement process of the abstract high-level into a more concrete low-level
description and specification is based on questions such as:
• What is .....?
• What does ..... mean?
• How is ..... defined?
For example, "What is the difference?", "How is interaction or perception effort defined?",
"How is accuracy or suitability defined?" or "What does facilitated structure identifica-
tion mean?". These questions often lead to concrete expectations and assumptions,
and thus to the postulation of hypotheses. A hypothesis is an assumed explana-
tion for a phenomenon. A scientific hypothesis requires scientific methods such as
statistical analysis techniques to test the proposed hypothesis. Postulated expec-
tations in terms of hypotheses prevent a fishing for results and combine theory
with empirical investigations. Additionally, hypotheses specify required tasks and
actions, and therefore define and influence further evaluation design choices and
variable determinations. Only when a quantitative analysis is targeted, hypotheses
are required.
There are two different kinds: the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis,
which is also called only hypothesis in this thesis. The null hypothesis is the premise
that whatever relationship was formulated as the hypothesis for the evaluation
does not occur and is due to chance alone, e.g., "A stereoscopic display does not
enable a more accurate depth judgment than a common 2D display." and "There is no
difference between a stereoscopic display and a common 2D display measured in depth
judgment accuracy.". Thus, this hypothesis predicts no effect or no difference and is
often defined as H0 [49]. A null hypothesis is required when the evaluation goal is
to employ statistical tests on the gathered data to verify an alternative hypothesis,
compare Section 2.3.2. The alternative hypothesis comprises a statement that is
expected to be true instead of the null hypothesis and is denoted within this thesis
as H with a defining index, e.g., Htime or Haccuracy [49].
• One-tailed hypotheses predict a directional relationship between groups,
e.g., "A stereoscopic display enables a more accurate depth judgment than a common
2D display.". These hypotheses specify in which direction the difference will
exist. Therefore, they are also called specific hypotheses.
• Two-tailed hypotheses are non-specific hypotheses, since no directional rela-
tionship is predicted. Instead, a two-tailed hypothesis predicts a difference
with unknown direction between groups, e.g., "There is a difference between a
stereoscopic display and a common 2D display measured in depth judgment accu-
racy.".
A one-tailed hypothesis is recommended if the predicted direction is based on
knowledge and experience. Since a statistical test for one-tailed hypotheses pro-
vides more power to detect an effect, it may be tempting to only postulate one-
tailed hypotheses. However, a potential effect of the other untested direction (tail)
will be unnoticed and remains undiscovered, and thus the consequence of missing
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an effect in the other direction needs to be considered. If the expected direction is
undertheorized, a two-tailed hypothesis is favored [53].
Research questions and derived hypotheses need to be defined in advance. The
more questions and hypotheses are drafted, the more trials are needed to properly
test each of them. Therefore, experiments are often restricted to the most important
conditions.
2.1.2 Qualitative versus Quantitative Evaluation
In order to answer the research questions or verify the postulated hypotheses, in
principle, two perception-based empirical strategies are possible:
• Qualitative experiments that investigate the subjective opinion, preferences,
acceptance or appropriateness or
• Quantitative or controlled perceptual experiments that investigate the per-
ceptual effectiveness and expressiveness by validating objectively measured
experiment parameters.
Pure qualitative evaluations are observations, notes, transcripts, etc. that collect
in-depth and free-form data that can generally not be measured and is used for
exploratory or explanatory purposes [47, 28]. Qualitative evaluations investigate
the why and how of decision making, and thus offer potential for improved un-
derstanding of existing practices by analyzing subjective preferences, experiences,
perspectives and thinking processes. Since it is hard to avoid that such feedback is
more than just subjective preferences, even though using standardized question-
naires, it is difficult to generalize from them. However, qualitative experiments
reveal conventions in specific application areas which should be considered in de-
signing computer-based visualization systems.
In contrast, quantitative evaluations focus on objectively measured parameters,
e.g., neural activities, speed, error rate, correctness of positioning or orientation,
that can be analyzed using statistical methods. The precision is relatively high in
quantitative methodologies and they can be performed such that the results are
more objective and some generalization to a larger population is possible. These
kinds of evaluations are part of traditional scientific research, and therefore have
become established. They are based on the postulation of hypotheses, the control
and manipulation of independent variables in order to measure the observed ef-
fect (dependent variables), and the application of statistical analysis methods to
understand the result’s importance and to specify the confidence with which the
results can be taken [28]. A very important property of such experiments is the
reproducibility of the results.
However, in most evaluation studies qualitative methodologies are often used
in conjunction with or as a part of quantitative methods, since qualitative evalu-
ation techniques can be incorporated into all types of studies. Qualitative data is
collected while performing a mainly quantitative evaluation, e.g., free-form com-
ments or think-aloud protocols. Vice versa, quantitative measures can also be gath-
ered in a qualitative experiment, e.g., recording interactions in a structured inter-
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view or quantifying the subjective opinions by using rating or Likert scales (com-
pare Section 2.2.1). If qualitative and quantitative measurements are combined, the
results show the quantitative nature of the behavior that occurs and explain why
it occurs or why not.
For medical visualizations that are generated to answer diagnostic and surgical
questions, a precise and correct visualization and perception is the major goal. An
exploration and perception of structures, structure relationships and simulation
processes, e.g., blood flow, shall be promoted and facilitated. In principle, quan-
titative methodologies are recommended to investigate the evaluation conditions
(e.g. illustration techniques, devices, etc.) to ensure and to analyze their accuracy.
However, the subjectively perceived (qualitative) experience and personal opin-
ions should not be neglected, since a visually pleasing illustration has a higher
acceptance potential. As noted by Isenberg et al. [76], a sign in Albert Einstein’s
office which read "Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; every-
thing that counts cannot necessarily be counted" depicts this aspect and reminds of
including qualitative research about data that cannot necessarily be measured or
counted, respectively. Thus, the primary goal is a most accurate exploration with
the most preferred visualizations. Such a combined evaluation might be: partici-
pants explore anatomic scenarios with respect to specific diagnostic or treatment
planning tasks (distance estimation to risk structures), and besides that they are
asked whether they perceive the relevant information and whether the visualiza-
tion technique is considered as appropriate and easy to interpret.
In summary, for an evaluation goal definition the important questions are "What
is my research question?" and "What is the best method for answering/investigating my
research question?" Qualitative and quantitative research both have advantages and
limitations, but they pose different kinds of questions. The chosen method should
be consistent with the kinds of questions and answers the evaluation is searching
for. The research question specification and the decision for a qualitative or quan-
titative methodology are performed simultaneously. Commonly, when defining
the investigated benefit or difference during the research question specification,
a qualitative or quantitative methodology is chosen and followed by the speci-
fication of the measured parameters and potential evaluation tasks. However, if
hypotheses are postulated, a statistical analysis is necessary, and thus quantitative
measurements are required.
2.1.3 Variable Identification
When the research goal is defined, the major variables have to be identified. Pri-
marily, the independent and dependent variables need to be identified. Moreover,
bias and latent or hidden variables have to be considered, since they influence the
gathered results, and thus the investigated effect.
As described by Field and Hole [52], the independent and dependent variables
will be obvious when appropriate research questions and hypotheses are formu-
lated, since such scientific statements usually contain a cause and an effect. The
cause is the independent variable that is studied. Within this thesis, the indepen-
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dent variable is denoted as factor and each controlled manipulation is denoted as
level. For example, illustration technique is the factor and each of the investigated
techniques (e.g. hatching, silhouettes and ghosting) is a level of this factor. The
levels may or may not affect the research statement and are investigated with the
desired evaluation. The effect that needs to be measured is denoted as dependent
variable, the perceptional and behavioral result and response, respectively. The de-
pendent variables can either be quantitative or qualitative, based on the chosen
methodology and defined research goal, e.g., accuracy or preference. Moreover, a
dependent variable can be measured as interval, ordinal or nominal variable de-
pending on the research question specification. For example, a hypothesis might
be: "A 3D user interface speeds up the exploration of a 3D anatomical visualization".
The independent variable is the 3D user interface and the measured (dependent
variable) is time to determine a potential acceleration. If different user interfaces
are investigated, each of them is a factor of the independent variable, and thus a
controlled manipulation. Experiments that investigate more than one independent
variable follow a multi-factorial design. It is recommended to limit the number of
independent variables, since the collected results become enormously complicated
to interpret.
Ideally, to exactly measure the caused effect, no other factor except the inde-
pendent variable changes between the evaluation conditions that investigate the
different levels. However, this is desirable but unfortunately not common. There
are various variables called bias variables that represent a systematic error, which
influences the effect, and thus biases the results, for example:
• Response bias: Participants try to give answers that they think the experi-
menter wants. This is also known as demand characteristics [40, 43].
• Cultural bias: Ethnicity, culture and gender strongly influence how and what
people report on specific classes of opinion or belief [122, 174].
• Sampling bias: The collected data may not be accurate or represent the re-
cruited participants, since there is a potential error that arises due to the
sample selection [40, 174].
• Order effects: The effects that the order of presenting the stimuli or tasks
have on the dependent variable is a bias factor, since practice effects or mo-
tivation changes occur during the evaluation and prejudice the measured
results [148].
Moreover, varying and non-uniform evaluation instructions, different evaluation
environments as well as a varying number of practice trials between participants
or evaluation trials influence the dependent measured variables. In summary, bias
factors exist for the participants, the experimental design including the stimuli de-
sign and for the experimental procedure, and it is necessary to identify, minimize
and control these factors as well.
2.2 design
Lam et al. [100] stated that common experimental evaluations lack of realism, since
they are mostly laboratory-based using basic visual search tasks with non-target
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users. One way to ensure validity is to ensure realism in tasks, participants, data
and workflow. Experimental evaluations that investigate anatomical visualizations
for the clinical workflow, provide a realistic workflow including realistic patient-
individual data to answer therapeutic questions. Thus, the realism aspect to ensure
validity is basically existing. Now, it is necessary to adapt and to modify specific
therapeutic questions and patient-individual anatomy visualizations to design an
experimental evaluation that measures the defined dependent variables and en-
ables a generalization to further anatomic and application domains.
This section introduces potential response measure methods for qualitative and
quantitative experiments, discusses the two major experimental design variants
and presents the basics to design appropriate tasks, stimuli and the evaluation
procedure as well as recruiting participants.
2.2.1 Tasks and Response Measurements
The task definition step is called operationalization, where procedures are defined
to measure the determined dependent variables, see Section 2.1.3. Since it is diffi-
cult to decide precisely what the participants should do, a detailed goal definition
step is the major requirement. A concrete and clearly specified research goal fa-
cilitates the task definition process, including the decision what would serve as
an answer. Cunningham and Wallraven [40] presented the interaction between
possible research questions and answers as lying along a continuum, shown in
Figure 2.1. For general questions, very flexible tasks such as free descriptions are
recommended. For very specific questions, constrained tasks are recommended
that are easy to interpret. However, choosing a task requires knowledge about the
task’s potential to answer a specific research question. Besides the task definition,
Figure 2.1: Cunningham and Wallraven [40] illustrated the correlation between question
and answer from general and vague until concrete and specific. Potential tasks
and response measure methods are integrated corresponding to the different
levels of research questions and answers. (Republished with permission of TAY-
LOR & FRANCIS BOOKS, from Cunningham and Wallraven [40]; permission
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.)
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variations of answers and their analysis have to be considered at the beginning
of the experiment design process. Otherwise, this may lead to an experiment and
collected data that cannot be analyzed [52]. Data or results can be measured at the
ordinal, ratio or interval level. Depending on the chosen design, e.g., qualitative
or quantitative, different measurement methods and techniques exist.
Tasks for qualitative experiments are, for example, to describe what the partic-
ipants think, believe or what they prefer. This can be realized with free descrip-
tions, interviews and questionnaires, denoted as meta tasks by Cunningham and
Wallraven [40]. It is suitable to use rating scales such as ranking, semantic differ-
ential or forced choice scales to obtain the participants’ opinions, preferences or
degree of agreement with the research statement. Field and Hole [52] denote these
scales as self-report measures, since they rely on the subjective experience of the
participants. Figure 2.2 presents an example of a 5-point bipolar Likert (semantic
differential scale) and of a visual analog rating scale. It is important to choose
appropriate scales and sensible labels that cover the full range of the question
and thus, provide content validity. A Likert scale is a psychometric response scale,
where the scale can be determined using different scale items and labeling inter-
vals, e.g., each scale number or only the endpoints are labeled [108]. However, to
provide a quantitative measurement of attitudes and an interval scale property, it
is recommended to use well-established and analyzed labels, e.g, strongly agree,
agree, neutral, disagree and strongly disagree, 1 to 5 and - -, -, 0, +, ++, respectively
[40]. Since there are Likert scales from 3 points up to 11 points, it is recommended
to determine the required qualitative division level in advance. For example, when
designing the task and choosing a rating scale, one should ask: "For this current re-
search question, is there an important difference between a 5-point and a 7-point rating
scale result?" and "What does this difference represent or mean for the research question?".
How much do you like this visualization?
strongly
disagree
strongly
agree
disagree neutral agree
(a) Likert Scale
0 50 100
strongly
disagree
strongly
agree
(b) Visual-Analog Rating Scale
Figure 2.2: (a) A 5-point Likert scale with adjective labeling and a (b) visual analog rating
scale (VAS) to answer the research question "How much do you like the visualiza-
tion?". The VAS is simply a line with numerical labels. Participants can mark
their response in both scales with a cross.
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In practice, a 7-point bipolar Likert scale with - - -, - -, -, 0, +, ++, +++ is presented
and the question is "How much do you like the visualization?". Is a difference between
++ and +++ (strongly agree and extremely agree) crucial or is it sufficient to divide
between + and ++ (agree and strongly agree, respectively in Figure 2.2a)? More-
over, do the participants distinguish between 7 levels for this kind of question?
Sometimes an even-point scale without the "neutral" option is more appropriate.
Participants shall be forced to select the scale item that is most preferred without
being able to select "neutral", since this is also chosen when the participant is un-
sure. These scales can be seen as a forced choice method.
In summary, the analysis of well-established rating scales is easier than of word-
based free description, that vary widely in length and informativeness. However,
it is important to formulate the research question as objective as possible to ad-
dress the response bias and prevent influencing the participants’ answers. Field
and Hole [52] noted that content validity is achieved when representative, well
distinguishable items (labels) are used. Content or logical validity refers to the
extent to which the elements within a measurement procedure, such as items of
a rating scale, are representative and relate to the targeted measured aspects [53].
More guidelines and recommendations for addressing the different kinds of valid-
ity (e.g. criterion, factorial, internal or external) can be found in Field and Hole
[52], Cunningham and Wallraven [40] and Carpendale [28]. Moreover, it is recom-
mended to integrate individual comments to gain more insights into the given
answers or problems with choosing the desired answer.
The most common task in quantitative experiments is the direct task or real-world
task [40]. Participants have to actually perform with the stimuli such as object
placement or navigation tasks and their task completion time, accuracy or speed
is measured meanwhile. Generally, these tasks are used for real-world questions,
and therefore the surrounding environment (stimuli) has to be as close to the
real-world as possible, which aggravates the evaluation design as well as the task
definition and answer analysis. The task has to be as realistic as possible but still
general to enable the recruitment of participants with a broad spectrum of knowl-
edge. However, there are specific tasks that require experts as participants such
as diagnosis tasks, e.g., tumor staging, and an evaluation with non-expert users
as participants is not recommended due to limited relevance and generalization
(external validity). The analysis of deviating answers has to be considered and the
gold standard or correct answer has to be defined and determined to validate the
results. When designing and choosing tasks, the following questions should be
addressed:
• What is a correct answer?
• How is a correct answer analyzed?
• Is a deviating answer possible?
• Is a deviating answer totally wrong or is it still correct, for example, up to a
specific percentage?
For example, the participants’ task is to define a characteristic region of the aortic
arc, where lots of blood flow turbulences can be found. There is more than one cor-
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rect answer and the accuracy depends on the desired location or size correctness.
As the individually defined regions can vary in size and location, the correctness
of an answer has to be defined precisely and possibilities of correctness percentage
should be considered. This example illustrates the importance of task specification
and answer estimation in advance.
The most specific questions require the most concrete answers, and thus physio-
logical tasks are used, compare Figure 2.1. Experiments such as electroencephalog-
raphy, electromyography or even eye-tracking evaluations integrate that kind of
task to analyze electrical activity and eye movement or gaze durations. The major
advantage is that participants cannot affect or influence their low-level processes.
However, they can affect their response, e.g., influence their gaze duration.
Overall, the measurements’ validity has to be considered when choosing a task
and response measurement technique. Even though quantitative and physiological
measures are usually valid, it must be considered that, for example, participants
naturally have different speeds at which they can react or some are more nervous
than others, unmotivated or not enough concentrated. In detail, the goal of the
tasks and measurements method is to measure what it is designed for. Otherwise,
the obtained results are not due to the investigated manipulation of the indepen-
dent variable but caused by other factors.
2.2.2 Experimental Design
Experimental design refers to how participants are allocated to the different ma-
nipulations of the independent variable in an experiment. Traditionally, in psycho-
logical experiments the participants are divided into two groups: the experimental
group and the control group. A change is introduced for the experimental group
but not for the control group. There are two major experimental design choices to
allocate the participants to the different levels of an independent variable: a within-
participant design and a between-participant design. A combination is called a hybrid
or mixed design and comprises the within-participant and the between-participant
design [53].
a within-participant design is also known as a within-group or repeated
measures design. It is characterized by one participant group, where each partic-
ipant is given the same kind and amount of stimuli, and therefore is exposed
to each independent variable level, see Figure 2.3a. Thus, just a few participants
are needed and statistical tests are more comfortable in terms of conduction and
analysis because of the same participant and stimuli dimensions. Still, it is rec-
ommended to test more than 30 subjects as a reliable sample size of the popula-
tion. A sample is the group of participants, explained in Section 2.2.3. Advantages
of this design are economy and sensitivity [52]. Each participant performs sev-
eral experiments and therefore the measured effect is not due to noise caused by
the variability of using different participants for each condition compared to a
between-participant design. However, order effects (carry-over effects) are a major
disadvantage of this design [37]. The order of the presented conditions has an ef-
fect on the participants’ behavior, and therefore biases the measured results. There
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is a learning effect, since participants know what they have to do after a while
and get better practiced, respectively. Their performance as well as the chance of
getting fatigued or board will increase. Field [53] denoted these effects as practice
and boredom effects. Thus, the measured responses are influenced and biased by the
presented order of stimuli and conditions. To avoid this, the order of the presented
different conditions (stimuli) has to be randomized between the participants or it
has to be balanced using techniques such as matched pairs or counterbalancing.
Counterbalancing means that the group of participants is split into two groups:
group 1 does level 1, then level 2 and group 2 does level 2, then level 1, as seen in
Figure 2.3b. Hence, order effects balance each other out in the results, since they
occur equally in both groups.
Group
Level 1
Level 2
(a) Within Design
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2
Level 1
Group 1 Group 2
(b) Counterbalance Method
Group 1 Group 2
Level 1 Level 2
(c) Between Design
Figure 2.3: (a) In evaluations with a within-participant design each participant is exposed
to all levels of the independent variable. (b) To counterbalance order effects, the
group of participants is divided and each subgroup is exposed to a different
order of the presented levels. (c) A between-participant design uses separate
groups of participants for each investigated level.
a between-participant design is also known as a between-group or indepen-
dent measures design, where two or more separate groups of participants are used,
one for each level, compare Figure 2.3c. The allocation should be done randomly
to ensure that each participant has the same chance of being in one group or an-
other, and thus to maximize the internal validity and address the sampling bias
introduced in Section 2.1.3. The internal validity reflects the extent to which the
observed effects are due to the manipulation of the independent variable and not
caused by other factors. The advantages of this design are the simplicity due to no
carry-over effects, the less occurrence of practice, fatigue or motivation effects and
that the evaluation duration is shorter [37]. If participants cannot participate in
both conditions (e.g., an evaluation based on different ages or knowledge), this de-
sign is more appropriate, too. Indeed, a between-participant design requires more
participants than a within-participant design. As most evaluations comprise on
average 15 participants per group and two or more equally sized groups have to
be used, the recruitment and the evaluation easily result in a time-consuming and
laborious process. Additionally, this experimental design is less sensitive to the
investigated conditions, and thus will less likely detect an effect, since more than
one group has to be tested [174]. Ideally, nothing else than the experimental ma-
nipulation (level) and the participants should vary between the groups. Practically,
the evaluations are carried out on different days, locations or other environmental
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conditions. In summary, all these non-systematic variations between the groups
hamper the detection of the systematic manipulation effect [52]. Additionally, the
increasing number of conditions lead to more groups, and thus more parameters
that have to be analyzed.
In summary, the more independent and dependent variables are evaluated, the
more complex is the experimental design including required balancing methods.
Overall, randomization is important for the allocation of participants and the pre-
sentation order of the investigated conditions to isolate the manipulation effect
of the independent variable. The goal is to eliminate a potential bias due to the
participants and the stimuli as well as the participant by stimulus interaction vari-
ance terms. To facilitate the recruitment of participants and the statistical analysis
a within-participant design is recommended unless it is impossible or absolutely
inappropriate, for example, due to a limited number of participants or recognition
effects based on a limited number of stimuli.
2.2.3 Participants
A participant group or a sample is the group of people who take part in the eval-
uation. These people are named as participants. Sampling or recruitment is the
process of selecting people from the population. The aim is to recruit people
that are typical or representative for the target population and, thus, to ensure
generalizability. A sample is biased if certain members are underrepresented or
overrepresented relative to others in the population. This sampling bias is a sys-
tematic error that can influence the evaluation results such that they may not be
accurate or represent the group, e.g., restricted number of participants or over-use
of special participant groups. A biased sample can sometimes be identified by
being very thoughtful and comparing the characteristics of respondents. For ex-
ample, demographic characteristics might have an important relationship to their
answers. Therefore, a carefully selected and balanced e.g., by gender, age or expe-
rience sample minimizes a potential sample bias and maximizes the internal and
external validity. The external validity defines the extent to which the results of
an evaluation can be generalized to other settings and participants, e.g., to other
medical applications or medical experts [52].
In conclusion, controlled evaluations using anatomical visualizations and ther-
apeutic questions, respectively such as the experiments that are presented from
Section 4 to 7 exclusively require medical domain experts as participants. This
requirement is very restrictive. Moreover, it neglects that these visualizations are
also generated to inform patients as well as to train medical students. Thus, also
participants with less to medium anatomical knowledge are required. Since the
recruitment of only medical experts, medical students and patients is difficult to
realize unless only a very small number of participants is sufficient, an alternative
is to provide an understanding of the anatomical situations where some of these
requirements can be released, for example, using non-domain expert participants.
This can be done by simplifying the tasks and stimuli as well as by providing an
extensive evaluation instruction and training sessions. Controlled perceptual ex-
periments that use participants from the general population can also provide very
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useful insights. Apelt et al. [3] demonstrated that controlled perceptual studies
with a random sample are expressive, too. It is likely that the measured results can
be applied to prospective users (e.g., medical doctors) concerning the perceptual
effectiveness, even though medical doctors may achieve better results concerning
the accuracy because of their clinical experience with the anatomical structures.
Medical doctors, however, have to familiarize with the visualization techniques,
the 3D models or used input and output devices as well as non-domain expert
participants. Thus, it is not necessary to restrict participants to the narrow group
of experienced medical doctors who perform a specific medical task regularly.
The required number of participants can be calculated for a quantitative eval-
uation using the estimated or desired effect size, which will be explained in Sec-
tion 2.3.2. Contrary, there is neither an exact way of determining a sample size for
a qualitative evaluation, nor a right answer in the same way a power and effect size
calculation determines a sample size in quantitative research. Theoretically, a per-
fect sample size is defined by theoretical saturation, which means that sampling
and data analysis have to be continued until no new data appear and all concepts
in the theory are well-developed [145]. Morse [117] stated that the size practically
depends on a number of factors, e.g., the quality of data, the scope of the study,
the nature of the topic and the used qualitative method and study design.
Overall, there are rules of thumb that base on experience and gained knowl-
edge. A controlled experiment such as the ones that will be presented in this
thesis, that investigates one factor and two levels requires at least 15 to 20 partic-
ipants. However, Field and Hole [52] stated that large samples give more confi-
dence, since observations based on large samples will be relatively similar while
behavior observed from small samples is likely to be rather variable. Additionally,
experiments with larger sample sizes of both participants and stimuli always have
greater power than experiments with smaller sample sizes [117].
2.2.4 Stimuli and Procedure
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, properties of a stimulus are sys-
tematically varied along one or more dimensions to study and analyze the caused
perceptual effect. A stimulus is a specific item that causes a change or a reac-
tion, since behavior is the result of stimulus and response. Within an evaluation
a stimulus is something that is presented to the participants and their behavioral
reaction or response is the caused effect, which is measured and later on analyzed.
Generally, a stimulus can be everything that induces a reaction, e.g., images, light,
noise or music or even electrical impulses. Traditionally, simple stimuli, e.g., single
letters, simple geometrical objects, e.g., circle, triangle or square were used to eval-
uate low-level and higher-level visual perception. As the evaluations have evolved
over the last 150 years where physiologists and psychologists have been perform-
ing experiments, the stimuli have become more individual and complex, too. For
example, a stimulus to investigate visual perception can be a complex 3D object
[84], a scene consisting of several 3D objects [151, 155], an immersive virtual reality
[78, 98], a complex vector field [99] or even a 2D image of a facial expression that
the participants have to identify [41]. In summary, the more complex or individ-
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ual the stimuli such as patient-specific data or other biological datasets, the more
difficult is the isolation of the caused effect. Thus, it is recommended to consider
a few requirements to generate stimuli that enable a response analysis for visual
perception experiments:
• Similarity: Generation of stimuli that are as similar as possible, where only
the manipulation of the investigated variable differs between two stimuli.
• Simplicity: Generation of stimuli that are easy to understand, and thus facil-
itate the task understanding.
• Relevance: Generation of stimuli that comprise only the most relevant objects
and investigated features for the task and research question, to promote the
isolation of the caused effect by minimizing potential bias factors and to
promote the stimuli and task understanding.
• Representative: The chosen stimuli have to be as representative as possible
for the investigated domain.
The presented information shall be as highly controlled as possible such that it is
relevant to the task and research question [40]. However, when using real-world
tasks with realistic datasets or objects, a stimulus has to be as realistic as possible.
If different stimuli categories such as degrees of difficulty can be determined, a
uniform number of stimuli representing each category is recommended. There-
fore, a stimulus that represents a trade-off between realism and the mentioned
requirements has to be generated. The number of stimuli for each manipulation
as well as the represented domain or category has to be equal to ensure an equal
number of results for each category, and thus to guarantee a proper analysis and
a valid results comparison.
Similarly, the stimuli presentation has to be as controlled as the stimuli genera-
tion process. Order effects and response biases are only two main issues that have
to be considered and minimized when presenting stimuli, recall Section 2.2.1 and
2.2.2. Ideally, all subjects have to be tested under the same conditions to produce
meaningful results and to avoid discriminations. Due to the effort associated with
running an experiment, it is valuable to conduct a pilot study with a few partic-
ipants. The pilot studies allow a test and refinement of the experimental design,
stimuli and tasks including the provided response actions or options before start-
ing a full-fledged study with many more participants.
Generally, an experimental procedure starts with an introduction, except, for
example, behavior research experiments where no instruction is required. More-
over, demographic data, e.g., age, gender, profession, experience or knowledge
and additional data that might correlate with the investigated domain such as
color blindness or stereo vision deficits is recorded. To minimize influencing par-
ticipants and to prevent varying introductions, an experiment and task description
in written form is preferred. This initial step is usually followed by practice trials
to relax and to familiarize the participants with the situation and the task as well
as to practice the provided response possibilities and actions, respectively. Simple
tasks and stimuli require only one practice trial to ensure that the participants
understand the tasks. For more complex experiments, two or three practice trials
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are recommended. The complexity and required number of practice trials can be
determined during the pilot study. The stimuli presentation should be realized
with an appropriate software to guarantee accurate timing as well as an accurate
saving of the acquired data and error handling, e.g., missing values. The gathered
data has to be uniquely assigned to the corresponding participant, while each par-
ticipant and the results are saved anonymously. Available psychological toolboxes
can be found in Cunningham and Wallraven [40].
In summary, the stimuli generation as well as the presentation procedure have
to be as controlled and equal between the stimuli and the participants as possible
to enable reproducible and valid results.
2.3 analysis and result interpretation
The measured dependent variables that represent the responses of the participants
have to be summarized, analyzed and interpreted at the end of the experimental
evaluation. There are two major methods: the descriptive and the inferential statistics.
The former analyzes only what has been measured, and is therefore restricted by
the measured data. Since researchers are generally interested in answering general
questions, they are looking for general statements or rules about the population,
biological systems or consumers. The measured dependent variables represent
the responses of a sample drawn from an underlying statistical distribution of
possible values [40]. Thus, the inferential method tries to generalize from the col-
lected responses of a sample about the population by analyzing the data based
on statistical assumptions, and thus goes beyond the measured data. Generally,
the descriptive statistics is a first explorative analysis step to summarize the data
and check for outliers or missing values. Quantitative evaluations and measured
values require an inferential statistics to test specific postulated hypotheses and
to be able to generalize from the results. Therefore, the inferential statistics is per-
formed after a first descriptive data overview. However, a few methods such as
the effect size calculation can be used before an evaluation is run to determine the
appropriate number of required participants to obtain an effect with the targeted
size, see Section 2.3.2.
This section gives a short overview of descriptive and inferential statistics, out-
lines type I and type II errors and the determination of the statistical power and
effect size calculation.
2.3.1 Descriptive Analysis
The goal of the descriptive statistics step is to summarize, to uncover patterns
or trends, to detect outliers or errors, and thus to quantitatively characterize the
collected experimental results. Generally, a descriptive analysis starts with sum-
marizing the data by calculating a summary statistics or illustrating the frequency
distribution of the measured data (responses). Further on, to characterize the data,
the type of distribution, the ranges (minimum and maximum values), the mean,
the median, the mode and the standard deviation are determined [49].
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Figure 2.4: A frequency distribution is characterized by its shape that can be described by
the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution. (a) A left skewed distribution
exists when the most frequent values are clustered at the right part of the scale
and the mean is less than the median. (b) The mode, median and mean values
are the same when the frequencies are normally (symmetrically) distributed.
The more leptokurtic the distribution’s shape, the smaller the standard devia-
tion, and thus the more accurate is the representation of the data values by the
mean. (c) A right skewed distribution exists when the most frequent values are
clustered at the left part of the scale and the mean is greater than the median.
A frequency distribution represents how often each value and value range, re-
spectively occurs in the measured data. The data, therefore, is categorized and
can either be displayed in a table format or as a histogram to facilitate a visual
interpretation, as shown in Figure 2.5a. Ideally, the measured data values are nor-
mally distributed such that the majority of values lies around the center of the
distribution, compare Figure 2.4b. Mathematically, a distribution is normal when
an axis of symmetry exists [49]. A distribution is called a skewed distribution
when it deviates from a normal distribution and the values’ frequencies are not
symmetrically but the most frequent values are clustered at one end of the scale
[52]. The two major types of skewed distributions are the left and the right skewed
distribution, as seen in Figure 2.4a and 2.4c. When the frequency distribution is
left skewed, also referred to as negatively skewed, then x¯ < md < mode and vice
versa for a right (positively) skewed distribution (x¯ > md > mode). The type of
distribution is essential for choosing an appropriate statistical analysis method,
since a parametric test should be used for normally and a non-parametric test for
not-normally distributed data, see Section 2.3.2.
The mode, the median and the mean are the three major measures that are com-
monly used to calculate the center of the frequency distribution [53]. The value
with the highest frequency is the mode that is easy to calculate but can change
dramatically if only one single value changes. Moreover, there are frequencies that
exhibit two or more modes that are called bimodal and multimodal frequency distribu-
tions. Determining the middle score called median, above which 50% of the values
lie, is the second method of quantifying the center of the distribution.
md =
x(n+12 ) if n = odd1
2(x(n2 ) + x(
n
2+1)
) if n = even
(1)
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The median md is the middle value when the values are ranked in order of magni-
tude and the number of values n is odd. If there is an even number of values, the
median can be calculated as the average of the two middle values, see Equation 1.
Another possibility is to chose one of the two middle values as median. A me-
dian calculation is less affected by a skewed distribution and outliers. Outliers are
defined as extreme values at either end of the distribution. However, the median
does not take all data values into account. In contrast, a mean calculation uses
every value and is the most accurate summarizing method [52].
x¯ =
1
n
∑n
i=1
xi (2)
The mean x¯ is defined as the sum of all elements xi divided by the number of ele-
ments n (see Equation 2). However, compared to the median, the mean is sensitive
to outliers and skewed distributions. If the mean is a good representation of all
data values, the difference between the calculated mean value and each data value
is small. To analyze how good the mean represents the measured values, the accu-
racy of the mean has to be calculated. The accuracy is defined by the deviation to
each data value xi − x¯. The squared deviations between the mean and each data
value are summed up (sum of squared errors) and a mean squared error called
variance is calculated.
σ =
√∑n
i=1(xi − x¯)
2
n
(3)
The square root of the variance is the standard deviation σ and represents the ac-
curacy of the calculated mean (Equation 3). The smaller the deviation the more
accurate is the representation of the data values by the calculated mean value,
which is also characterized by a leptokurtic shape of the frequency distribution
(blue curve in Figure 2.4b). As represented by the green curve in Figure 2.4b, a
higher standard deviation exists for a platykurtic shaped distribution. Addition-
ally, a standard error of means σ√
n
can be calculated that indicates how well the
population is represented. The standard error is also known as the standard devi-
ation of sample means over all possible samples, since this is a measure of how
much variability exists between means of different samples drawn from the pop-
ulation [53]. Thus, this almost refers to the inferential statistics and can be seen
as the transition, since the standard error is used to generalize from the collected
data values of one sample about the population.
A histogram, a bar chart or any kind of boxplot are possible frequency graphs
that visually communicate the summarized data and promote the identification
of the above-mentioned characteristic measures. Figure 2.5 depicts each of these
possibilities by taking the example of the age distribution of 33 participants. While
the height of columns in a histogram represents the frequency for a specific range
of values (see Figure 2.5a), the column’s height in a bar chart shows the frequency
for a category or investigated characteristics (see Figure 2.5b). Calculated error
bars that represent, for example, the standard deviation or the standard error can
be integrated as black lines on top of each bar, see Figure 2.5b. As mentioned
above, even though the standard error or confidence interval refers to the infer-
ential statistics by definition, error bars in bar charts commonly represent those
measures to depict the variability of means and to provide a generalization.
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Any kind of boxplots visually represents the minimum, maximum and median
value as well as the lower and the upper (75%) quartile, compare Figure 2.5c. Quar-
tiles are the three values that divide the ranked measured data values into four
equal groups [49]. The first q1 or lower quartile splits off the lowest 25% of the
values, and thus represents the median of the lower half. The second quartile q2
is the median that cuts all data values in half, and the third q3 or upper quartile
splits off the highest 25% of the values (median of the upper half). If the values
are normally distributed, q1 and q3 are symmetrically arranged around q2. The
difference between the 25% and the 75% quartile is called interquartile range and
represents the measure of dispersion [49]. Tukey [159], who introduced the box-
plot, defined values as outliers when they lie below or above the whiskers, which
are defined as one and a half times the length of the box (interquartile range)
from either end of the box. However, there exist several variations of boxplots. For
example, the length of the whiskers is defined by the minimum and maximum
data values, notched boxplots where the box narrows around the median or vio-
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Figure 2.5: (a) A representation of the participants’ age using a histogram showing the
frequency distribution. (b) A bar chart represents the calculated mean of one
data category with the height of an illustrated column. The error bar’s length
on top of the column represents the standard deviation. (c) A boxplot also
referred to as box-whisker-plot with q1 being the upper and q3 the lower
quartile and q2 the median value. The length of the whiskers is 1.5 of the
interquartile range. Values that lie above or below are presented as circles, since
they are treated as outliers.
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lin plots that are a combination of a boxplot and a kernel density to additionally
show the probability density at different values. For a more detailed explanation
of important measurements for descriptive statistics see Field and Hole [52] or
Cunningham and Wallraven [40].
2.3.2 Statistical Analysis
Inferential statistics provides objective criteria for testing scientific questions by
following statistical procedures to infer about a larger population. Applications of
inferential statistics could be testing hypotheses, correlations between variables or
the validity of a model that defines measurements as a function of input variables.
Since this thesis focuses on testing hypotheses, appropriate hypotheses have to be
postulated in advance of an evaluation, see Section 2.1.1. An inferential statistics
only determines the probability p of a hypothesis being rejected [52]. A rejected
hypothesis means that it is not probable or unlikely to be true and an accepted or
confirmed hypothesis means probably or likely true. It is not possible to prove that
a postulated hypothesis is false or true, only evidence for the hypothesis can be
provided.
Thus, there is only one set of statistical probabilities – calculation of chance ef-
fects. In detail, the tests calculate the probability that the measured results are
chance results [52]. When this probability decreases, the confidence to reject the
null and to accept the experimental research (alternative) hypothesis increases.
Hence, instead of directly testing the alternative hypothesis H1, the null hypoth-
esis H0 is tested. An inferential statistics calculates the probability that the tested
samples are from the same population. The more different the sample means are,
the more unlikely it is that they came from the same population. If H0 can be
rejected and extraneous factors, e.g., bias factors are under control, H1 is likely
to be true and can be accepted. The fate of the alternative or research hypothesis
depends upon what happens to H0. Therefore, the goal is to employ a statistical
test on the collected data to reject the null hypothesis.
To reject the null hypothesis, the result has to be identified as being statisti-
cally significant, and thus unlikely to have occurred due to a sampling error (e.g.,
chance or random error) alone [49]. The thresholds for the confidence to reject the
null hypothesis are typically 95% or 99%. These confidence intervals are limits de-
fined such that for a certain percentage (e.g. 95% or 99%) the true mean value of
the population will be within these limits. For example, only when there is a 95%
confidence that the results are not a chance finding and a 5% confidence that the
results are occurring by chance, H1 is likely to be true.
The goal of the inferential statistics is to calculate a value that is directly related
to the null hypothesis and decides whether or not to accept the null hypothesis.
The strength of evidence in support of a null hypothesis is measured by the prob-
ability value p. A general pattern is to use either .05 or .01 as cutoff points for a
confidence of 5% or 1% that the results occurred by chance. However, other cutoff
points and confidence intervals are possible. The chosen cutoff point is called the
level of significance and represents the threshold for the calculated probability value
p and the level of acceptance for a significant effect when actually no difference
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of one- and two-tailed tests for a normal distribution. The white
area under the curve represents the region of acceptance and the gray area
the region of rejection. One-tail testing for (a) the right and (b) the left tail.
The cutoff tails represent the rejection area for the null hypothesis with each
comprising 5% confidence that the results occurred due to chance. The corre-
sponding cutoff points for a normal distribution are ±1.65. (c) A two-tailed
test cuts off 2.5% of both tails. The corresponding cutoff points for a normal
distribution are ±1.96.
exists (α level) [53]. Only when p is equal or less than the level of significance, the
null hypothesis is unlikely to be true and a statistically significant effect exists at
the chosen level of significance. In summary:
• p 6 level of significance: H0 is rejected and it is highly likely that the samples
are truly different with regard to the outcome.
• p > level of significance: H0 is accepted and it is highly unlikely that the
levels of the independent variable had an effect on the outcome.
A test of a one-tailed hypothesis, where the region of rejection is only on one side
of the sampling distribution, is called a one-tailed test. Figure 2.6a and 2.6b illus-
trate a normal distribution for two one-tailed tests with .05 as level of significance
for each tail according to the direction of the postulated one-tailed hypothesis, see
Section 2.1.1. A test of a statistical hypothesis, where the region of rejection is on
both sides of the sampling distribution, is called a two-tailed test and is used for
testing two-tailed hypotheses. As shown in Figure 2.6c, the level of significance,
therefore, is divided by the two tails to achieve the overall threshold of 5% for the
region to reject the null hypothesis. However, two types of errors can result from
a hypothesis test:
• A Type I error occurs when H0 is rejected when actually H0 is true. The
probability of committing a Type I error is called the significance level or
alpha (α) that specifies how likely the test will result in a false alarm [40].
• A Type II error occurs when H0 is accepted, since the test failed to reject H0
and actually an effect exists. The probability of committing a Type II error
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is associated with the beta (β) level and relates to the power of a test which
equals 1−β [40].
Furthermore, the multiple comparisons, multiplicity or multiple testing problem
occurs when one considers a set of statistical inferences simultaneously or per-
forms multiple statistical tests with a subset of parameters (dependent variables).
When a large number of statistical tests is performed, some will result in p 6 .05
purely by chance, even if all null hypotheses are really true. Several statistical
techniques have been developed to prevent this, allowing significance levels for
single and multiple comparisons to be directly compared. These techniques gen-
erally require a higher significance threshold for individual comparisons, so as
to compensate for the number of inferences being made. The Bonferroni correction
is one simple way to take this into account by dividing the level of significance
by the number of performed tests [53]. Generally, to address both types of errors
(minimize false alarms and provide a high test power) it is desirable to keep the α
and the β level as low as possible [40]. This can be realized by being conservative
in hypothesis testing. That means, not falsely concluding a significant difference
when no effect exists (Type I) rather than missing an existing effect (Type II) [40].
test statistics . For a statistical analysis a standardized test-specific value
called test statistic is calculated. The test statistic value is used to calculate the
probability value p. When the tested data exhibits a strong evidence against the
assumptions of H0, the magnitude of the test statistic becomes large and the p-
value can become small enough to reject H0 [49]. Thus, the test statistic value
can also be used for hypothesis testing. If the test statistic is larger than the test-
specific corresponding critical value, a statistically significant effect exists. A test
statistic and corresponding critical value calculation and denotation changes from
test to test based on the probability model assumed in H0. Generally, the critical
value calculation comprises the number of participants, the degrees of freedom
and the test statistics. Based on the distribution of the gathered data, paramet-
ric and non-parametric statistical tests were used for the experiments analyzed
within the scope of this thesis, presented from Section 4 to 7. For the applied para-
metric ANOVA and t-test the F- and t-statistics were determined. For not normally
distributed data, χ2 for the Friedmann test and the z-score for the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test were calculated.
effect size . Only because a test statistic is significant with p 6 .05 or highly
significant with p 6 .01 does not mean that the effect it measures is meaningful or
important [52]. In statistics, effect size is a standardized measure of the magnitude
of the observed effect. The effect size quantifies the size of the significant differ-
ences and enables the objective comparison of analysis results. However, there are
several types and methods to calculate an effect size. Basically, they concentrate on
group mean and variance differences or categorical variables. When two groups
are compared, the most common effect sizes are the Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient r and Cohen’s d [53]. This r value is defined as a value −1 > r 6 1 with
−1 indicating a perfect negative linear relation, 1 a perfect positive linear relation
and 0 no linear relation between two variables. The size of an effect is defined as
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r > |.10| representing a small, r > |.30| a medium and r > |.50| a large effect. r can
be calculated in different ways depending on the applied statistical test and calcu-
lated test statistics. In this thesis, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is calculated
for the pairwise comparisons using the t-statistics and the z-score.
r =
√
t2
t2 + df
(4)
For the t-statistics, r is calculated using Equation 4 where the degrees of freedom
df are defined as the number of participants minus one [52].
r =
z√
N
(5)
For the z-score, Equation 5 is used to calculate r. z represents the determined z-score
value and N the number of participants.
ω2 =
SSb − (k− 1)MSw
SSt +MSw
(6)
If more than two groups or factors have to be compared, more complex methods
such as omega-squared ω2, Cohen’s f or eta-squared η2 are recommended [52].
In this thesis, ω2 is calculated to determine the effect size when the results of
a between-participants design with several levels of the dependent variables are
analyzed. ω2 is calculated as shown in Equation 6. SSb is the squared sum of the
between-groups mean, k the number of groups, MSw the mean variance of the
within factor and SSt the total sum of squares. ω2 values of > .01 represent small,
> .06 medium and > .14 large effects.
Overall, the effect size is intrinsically linked to the sample size, the α level at
which an effect is accepted as being statistically significant and to the power of
the statistical test to detect an effect of that size. If two of these three are known,
the third can be calculated. For example, the required number of participants can
be calculated when the desired effect size, the α level and the power of the test
are determined in advance. Field and Hole [52] stated that the power of a test
should be at least .8, which corresponds to an 80% probability of not detecting the
effect, otherwise more participants are required. A power analysis focuses on the
effect rather than on the calculated value p. Anything that enhances the accuracy
and consistency of measurement can increase the statistical power and thus the
probability of rejecting a false H0.
test selection. Choosing the correct statistical test is difficult. Several meth-
ods exist and are hard to differentiate. Thus, decision trees were constructed to
support the selection process. Generally, the number of tested sample groups, the
dependency, e.g., independent or repeated measures, the type of independent vari-
ables (e.g., ordinal, nominal or interval), the number of the dependent variables
and the underlying distribution are used to specify an appropriate statistical anal-
ysis test. Moreover, the frequency distribution has to be determined to chose the
appropriate significance test and consequently achieve correct and valid results.
Even though psychologists will assume a normal distribution if at least 30 subjects
attended an experiment, it is recommended to verify the measured values [53]. If
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the results are normally distributed, parametric tests can be used, otherwise it is
recommended to chose non-parametric significance tests. The Shapiro-Wilk or the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are well-established distribution tests. Since the Shapiro-
Wilk test has more power to detect differences in normal distributions, this test is
used for the normal distribution analysis in this thesis.
In summary, an inferential statistics is used to test the postulated hypotheses
by calculating the probability that the results occurred due to chance. If this prob-
ability is very small, the postulated alternative hypotheses are highly likely and
can be accepted. Besides the p-value, the individual test statistic and the effect
size should be reported to illustrate the existence and the importance of the de-
tected effect. Even if the result is statistically non-significant it can be informative
to present the effect size, since it can indicate whether the non-significant findings
could be due to an inadequate sample size.
2.4 summary
In psychophysics, user studies are carried out to examine aspects of human percep-
tion. Laboratory or controlled experiments try to accurately measure the human
behavior and perception induced by a presented stimulus. The major part of the ex-
perimental design process is the goal definition. A clearly and detailed definition
of the research questions including the specification of the concrete research goals
and intentions facilitates the identification of the measured dependent variables
as well as the specification of the required tasks and stimuli. The more specific
the research questions or hypotheses are defined, the more obvious will be the re-
quired experimental design. However, it is recommended to restrict the evaluation
to the most important questions or hypotheses to guarantee a proper test and to
minimize the experimental complexity.
As it has been mentioned repeatedly within this chapter, one of the major issues
for experimental evaluations is control. The goal is to isolate the causal factors to
achieve valid, reliable and generalizable results. Theoretically, all relevant parame-
ters of the experiment have to be under control, so that non-relevant and bias fac-
tors can be ruled out and no systematic error influences the experiment. Practically,
it is not possible to control everything and therefore it is desirable that potential
non-controlled factors are distributed randomly. Since a systematic variation of
the independent variable is expected, all other possible bias factors or influences
will remain unsystematic, and thus can be treated as noise. Therefore, randomiza-
tion is very important, e.g., for the recruitment and allocation of participants as
well as for the stimuli presentation. Moreover, to prevent extraneous factors from
having an effect and thus influencing the results it is important to keep them as
constant and as balanced as possible. The most frequent error in evaluation design
is to compare results of differently sized groups or present a different number of
stimuli. It is necessary to equalize and balance as much as possible to enable the
comparison of results, e.g., a same amount of stimuli for each participant group,
a same amount of stimuli representing the dependent variables and equally sized
groups for each condition. Otherwise, the validity of the comparison of results is
not guaranteed.
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Experimental evaluations are designed and performed to analyze the relation-
ship between physical stimuli and the behavior or perception they effect. The de-
scriptive and inferential statistics are the two major analysis approaches that give
an insight into the gathered results and enable a conclusion about the functional
relationship between stimuli and perception. The descriptive analysis summarizes
and presents what has been measured, while the inferential statistics generalizes
from the collected results about the population. To enable a statistical analysis and
thus the determination of inferential statistics, hypotheses are required. Since hy-
potheses have to be postulated in advance, it is necessary to define and specify the
targeted result analysis at the beginning of the experimental design process dur-
ing the goal definition step. If the research goal is more exploratory or qualitative,
a descriptive analysis is appropriate. Assumption and hypothesis are tested using
the inferential statistics by performing quantitative experiments and applying a
statistical analysis. A statistically significant effect can be accepted when the null
hypothesis is highly unlikely. For a statistically significant effect or difference, it
is recommended to report the calculated p-value, the individual test statistics and
the effect size that quantifies the magnitude of the effect.
The aim is to maximize the measurement’s reliability and validity to produce
generalizable results. The maximization of the measurement’s reliability is real-
ized by measuring the dependent variable as accurate as possible, which can be
realized by a precise, unambiguous and objective definition of the research goal.
Maximizing the measurements’ validity is achieved by producing representative
results that are not only valid for the specific situation in which they were obtained.
Finally, a generalization has to be confirmed across participants, experimental de-
sign, methods, apparatus, stimuli and experimental environments to enable an
inferential statistics to conclude about a larger population and further application
domains.
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V I S U A L P E R C E P T I O N A N D 3D M E D I C A L V I S U A L I Z AT I O N
R E S E A R C H
Nowadays, computer assistance for the clinical workflow is an important aspect
and thus a growing research domain. Starting with computer-aided diagnosis,
surgery planning, navigation during the surgery through to training and learning
systems. Computer-aided surgery planning and navigation systems are especially
useful for difficult cases, e.g., oral and maxillofacial surgery, plastic surgery, ra-
diation therapy, orthopedic surgery or the removal of elusive tumors in the head
or neck region. Besides 2D visualizations, patient-specific 3D visualizations and
derived segmentation information are integrated to promote the diagnosis and
therapy planning as well as the intra-operative navigation workflow [126]. These
patient-specific visualizations enable a customized therapy planning and intra-
operative navigation that maximizes the therapy success and at the same time
minimizes the injury risk and thus lowers the complication rates as well as the
surgery stress for patient and surgeons. Since individual medical visualizations
enable an extended and more realistic exploration of different disease patterns,
characteristics and treatment options compared to artificially generated datasets
or illustrations from anatomic atlases, medical training systems benefit from a
patient-specific dataset illustration as well.
The demand for appropriate representations has grown considerably during the
last decade, due to the increasing amount of 3D medical datasets and possibilities
to interactively visualize large and highly detailed volumetric data by the accel-
eration opportunities of modern GPUs. Visualization techniques have a great po-
tential to convey and to show the anatomy and pathologic structures realistically,
and to reveal their spatial relations to adjacent risk structures. Thus, the devel-
opment of new and the improvement of existing techniques is a huge research
domain. Besides that, in- and output devices such as haptic devices, stereoscopic
and holographic displays are developed that integrate stereoscopic cues and mo-
tion parallax as the most significant sources of depth information to enable more
intuitive and realistic 3D visualizations, navigations and interactions. However, it
is difficult to decide which techniques should be used, how they should be com-
bined or how parameters should be adjusted to generate medical illustrations that
effectively communicate the required information. Visual perception and attention
plays an important role in the area of visualization, since an understanding of per-
ception can significantly improve the quality and the quantity of the illustrated
information [172]. An understanding of visual perception and attention is essen-
tial to guide the user’s attention and enable an efficient information transfer. Thus,
perceptual theories and experimental evaluations are used to analyze and verify
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the suitability and the potential of medical visualizations, techniques and devices
for an effective information communication and exploration.
This chapter starts with a short overview of medical tasks and areas of applica-
tion in Section 3.1 followed by a description of the major requirements to generate
customized 3D medical visualizations. Section 3.2 comprises fundamentals of vi-
sual perception including preattentive and attentive perception as well as impor-
tant depth cues that enable humans to perceive depth and spatial relations based
on 2D images that were initially projected onto the retina. Perception-guided re-
search and evaluations investigating illustration techniques and stereoscopic views
generated for the exploration and presentation of 3D medical visualizations are in-
troduced and discussed in Section 3.3.
3.1 3d medical visualizations
A visual representation of datasets derived from measurements or simulations
of real-world phenomena is called scientific visualizations [126]. Generally, a visu-
alization can be defined as a visual representation that is generated to display,
explore or analyze the underlying data. An important visualization goal is to gen-
erate a mental image and promote the human perception of the illustrated data
to support the exploration process and guide the viewer’s attention. Medical visu-
alizations are visual representations of medical image data, e.g., CT, MRI or PET
volume as well as X-ray or ultrasound data. Besides 2D visualizations, patient-
specific 3D visualizations of segmented structures and derived segmentation in-
formation are visualized using computer graphics techniques. Pathologies and
other anatomical structures such as risk or surrounding structures are segmented
to provide morphological and quantitative information (e.g. distances, volumes or
access paths). To promote the data representation, exploration and analysis, fur-
ther information that are recorded by medical imaging techniques, e.g., functional
information (fMRI), information related to metabolism (PET/SPECT), and blood
flow (Phase-Contrast Angiography) can be integrated as well [126].
3.1.1 Medical Tasks and Questions
There are several different clinical and medical application areas that integrate
patient-specific image data and require appropriate visualization techniques and
representations to facilitate, accelerate and improve the accuracy and visual per-
ception of the illustrated medical structures and represented information. Preim
and Botha [126] refer to diagnosis, treatment planning, intra-operative support, docu-
mentation and educational purposes as the main areas of applications for medical
visualizations to explore and analyze medical datasets.
In the clinical routine, patient-specific 2D or 3D image data are acquired as a
part of the diagnostic process. Diagnosis comprises the identification and determi-
nation of diseases or injuries by the examinations of symptoms, the evaluation of
patient history (anamnesis) and the review of laboratory and image data. Image
data are acquired either with a directed hypothesis to be tested or without when
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) An illustrative visualization of steady flow features occurring in 4D MRI
data of the aorta. (Image reprinted from Born et al. [18] © 2013 IEEE with kind
permission from IEEE.) (b) 3D neck visualization for the tumor assessment and
determination of extensions. (©Dornheim Medical Images)
a physician cannot define the disease on the symptoms or clinical examinations
[126]. The imaging modality is selected based on the patient’s symptoms and the
diagnostic process, e.g. a suspected diagnosis, a diagnosis of exclusion or at least
a differential diagnosis. Detailed 2D and 3D visualizations of the original data and
derived information promote the visual disease assessment including severity de-
termination. Additional important information for the diagnosis are, for example,
quantitative measures, e.g., distances or extensions or time-varying parameters,
e.g., blood flow for the analysis of flow patterns (see Figure 3.1a) However, 3D
visualizations are rarely used for the daily diagnostic process, since radiologists
are trained and used to 2D images and they infer depth information and spatial
relations from these cross-sectional images. Thus, interactive 3D medical visualiza-
tions are generated for rather complex, rare or very unusual anatomic variations,
diseases or injuries, e.g., brain tumors, elusive tumor resection or complex frac-
tures. The goal is to provide an overview of the situation and to present the diag-
nosis results to the responsible medical expert for the treatment planning process.
Furthermore, quantitative image analysis, such as distance or volume determina-
tions of structures, can be provided by interactive 3D visualizations of segmented
structures, as shown in Figure 3.1b. This enables, for example, specifying the stage
and severity of a tumor disease and thus supports the diagnostic process [126].
Visualizations generated for the diagnostic process combined with the diagnosis
report illustrate all anatomical and pathological structures that are required for
the treatment planning process.
The treatment planning also denoted as therapy planning is the planning process
of the appropriate treatment decision and intervention strategy, e.g., surgical in-
terventions, radiation treatment or minimally invasive interventions including the
estimation of the treatment success, result and corresponding risks. Besides the lo-
calization and spatial understanding of pathological and anatomical structures, a
potential risk for life-critical structures has to be identified and assessed as well as
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) A 3D visualization of a liver tumor resection proposal. The tumor is lo-
cated in the liver. The remaining part of the liver is green, the resection plane
is orange, and the resection volume is red colored. (b) A 2D visualization of a
planned radiofrequency ablation including the segmented tumor and the 2D
image data as well as an applicator and approximated ablation zone visualiza-
tion. (Images reprinted from (a) Birr et al. [15] and (b) Rieder et al. [136] © IEEE
2013 and 2011 with kind permission from IEEE.)
appropriate access paths for biopsies, regional anesthesia or tumor ablation [126].
Treatment planning tasks such as access, resection, radiation dose distribution or
implant planning are guided by therapeutic questions that require an accurate 2D
or 3D visualization of the patient-specific image data and derived information, see
Figure 3.2. Therapeutic questions, e.g., "Does the tumor infiltrate surrounding struc-
tures?", "Is the vortex located near the vessel wall?", "How many enlarged lymph nodes
exist?" or "Is a neighbored structure affected by the radiation dose?" are questions that
help to explore the individual medical situation, to specify and to support the
treatment decision. Moreover, the preoperative estimation of the intervention’s ex-
tent as well as the patient’s operability is supported, e.g., the determination of the
remnant liver volume (see Figure 3.2a). A 2D visualization of an ablation planning
process is shown in Figure 3.2b, where the patient’s image data is overlaid with an
applicator, the segmented tumor and the potential heat expansion to estimate the
treatment result and to identify potential structures at risk. An increasing preop-
erative preparation and familiarization with the patient-specific data supports the
minimization of injury risks and surgical stress for the patient and the surgeon.
Interactive 3D visualizations are generated to visualize all relevant structures that
support answering the therapeutic questions and thus the treatment planning pro-
cess. The visualization goal is to improve the spatial perception and structure
assessment, e.g., form, extent, location and distances to surrounding structures by
illustrating 3D structures and thus enabling a 3D exploration and analysis, e.g.,
distance and structure measurement.
The integration of 2D and 3D visualizations of patient-specific image data ac-
quired pre- and intra-operatively in the operating room is a growing area of ap-
plication. Since the treatment planning is based on preoperatively acquired image
data, the accuracy of interventions and performed treatment procedures may be
improved when correlating and verifying, for example, catheter or applicator po-
sitions (see Figure 3.3a), properties and parameters such as quantitative measure-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Two intra-operative 3D visualizations (a) one for a radiofrequency ablation to
control the applicator position and combined with the ablation zone (b) and
one for a deep brain stimulation surgery that comprises a 3D reconstruction
of the skull, a volume visualization of the brain, the CT dataset and intra-
operatively acquired X-ray scans. (Images reprinted from (a) Rieder et al. [136]
and (b) Bock et al. [16] © IEEE 2011 and 2013 with kind permission from IEEE.)
ments that were preoperatively determined with intra-operatively updated image
data. For example, during interventions on the brain (neurosurgery), the location
of the brain tissue and, combined with that, structures in the brain move after
opening the skull. Thus, previously planned access paths or resection planes have
to be updated to minimize damage to the risk structures. Moreover, medical vi-
sualizations are used for an instant control of the currently performed procedure,
e.g., resection control or navigation support. For example, Figure 3.3b presents
an intra-operative 3D visualization from Bock et al. [16], who combined different
image modalities to verify the positions of the electrodes and to achieve a most
accurate electrode placement by protecting risk structures and brain regions, re-
spectively during a deep brain stimulation surgery.
Moreover, medical visualizations are used for interdisciplinary discussions, and
extended with labels and annotations they are suitable for documentation reports
or educational purposes, e.g., patient education or training for medical students.
Planned interventions can be introduced to the patients with the help of 3D visu-
alizations of their own image data and thus improve the understanding of the in-
dividual disease and treatment decision. Originally, anatomical atlases were used
for educational purposes to describe the anatomy, to present diseases and to ex-
plain intervention strategies. Nowadays, interactive 3D visualizations integrated
in education systems provide the possibility to learn interactively. Students may
select individual focus structures for a detailed exploration or check their knowl-
edge by labeling different structures on their own. Patient-individual image data
visualizations increase the variety of presented anatomy, disease patterns and char-
acteristics.
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3.1.2 Customized Visualizations
Since computer assistance is primarily used for difficult cases, an improved and
accurate anatomy comprehension is essential. Some visualizations are generated
to test specific directed hypotheses, to answer therapeutic questions or to present
results. Others are generated to explore image data in terms of an undirected
search without specific hypotheses. However, each visualization is generated for a
specific purpose. Thus, the goal of medical visualizations is to transfer the patient-
individual image data into simple visualizations supporting the exploration, inter-
pretation and decision making.
Initially, 3D visualizations of the full dataset must be generated based on the
acquired 3D volume date consisting of 2D images. Therefore, individual voxels
of the dataset are selected, weighted, combined and projected onto the image
plane [125]. Primarily, there are two possibilities: the direct and the indirect volume
rendering to generate 3D visualizations. Although there are several visualization
techniques and developments for direct volume rendering for medical visualiza-
tions, this thesis focuses on indirect volume rendering and, thus, whenever the
term 3D visualization is mentioned in this thesis it describes a 3D indirect volume
rendering visualization. In contrast to the direct volume rendering, where 3D vi-
sualizations are generated based on transparency and coloration of all voxels of
the volume data, indirect volume rendering techniques explicitly extract subsets
of the data for a geometric surface visualization also referred to as isosurface visu-
alization of 3D structures. Thus, relevant structures must be segmented, polygonal
meshes with edge points and normal vectors are generated and determined and
further methods, e.g., smoothing are applied to reduce artifacts such as staircases
to finally produce a 3D surface rendering of medical volume data used for one of
the above-mentioned areas of application.
Besides the required high performance and the processing of different data
types for the generation of a 3D visualization, the final illustration should follow a
few requirements to enable an efficient data exploration and effective information
transfer:
• Accuracy: The structures that are segmented from the 2D image data, pro-
cessed and 3D visualized have to be as accurate as possible to ensure a re-
alistic visualization and data representation. When quantitative values are
determined based on a generated visualization, accuracy is the major pre-
requisite. A 3D visualization must represent the segmented structures such
that the distances between the original and illustrated surface of the struc-
ture are as low as possible.
• Application Specificity: Since each of the areas of application requires dif-
ferent visualizations, this should be considered and realized during the gen-
eration process. A visualization for diagnostic purposes must show all seg-
mented and relevant structures unfiltered to provide all information to pro-
mote the decision support. Since the diseases have to be characterized and
classified, all acquired information may contribute to the diagnosis. Con-
trary, a treatment planning visualization is more question-driven and spe-
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cific. Several questions have to be answered until the appropriate treatment
is planned. Therefore, customized visualizations are required that facilitate
and accelerate this question-driven process. Similar to treatment planning
visualizations, documentations and training applications require question-
or task-specific visualizations that document and enable to train the specific
interventions, respectively. Educational visualizations combine the require-
ments of the previously mentioned visualizations, since they may either be
more general or question-specific, depending on the field of education, e.g.,
domain-, disease- or intervention-specific or an anatomic overview.
• Effectiveness: A 3D visualization should promote an efficient exploration
and effective communication of the essential information, respectively. The
viewer’s attention shall be guided to important structures and structure re-
lations without being disturbed or prevented by full structure occlusions.
Moreover, the perception of the illustrated structures and information must
be supported. Since a patient-specific dataset is very complex, including
lots of structures tightly located, an application-specific categorization of
important structures and thus appropriate illustration and presentation are
required.
There are several possibilities to generate an application-specific visualization of
patient-specific data. Primarily, the visualizations can be divided into: a visualiza-
tion of all segmented structures and a reduced visualization based on a previous
question- and thus importance-driven structure selection. To generate an effective
visualization, each of these presentation options include either a modified and
application-specific structure presentation, e.g., defined viewpoints or exploded
views according to the specific question or application, or an appropriate structure
illustration, e.g., ghosting views, silhouettes, shadows or varying illumination.
When all segmented structures and derived information are visualized, a com-
mon method to guide the viewer’s attention is an adapted structure presentation
to reveal occluded objects and focus on the specific task or question the visualiza-
tion is targeting. Bruckner and Gröller [24] solved the structure occlusion problem
by their presented exploded view technique, where an object is partitioned into sev-
eral segments and these segments are shifted or displaced to reveal the important
and otherwise occluded structures (see Figure 3.4a). Thus, this technique changes
the structure presentation to generate an application-specific visualization with
chosen focus structures or preferred views. Another approach is an automatic
viewpoint determination combined with the camera animation. Viola et al. [163]
presented an approach, where the user selects a focus object and important areas
in object and image space are then defined automatically and optimal viewpoints
for each scene object are determined in a pre-processing step. Their approach is
applied to direct volume visualization and they integrated an automatic adaption
of visualized structures to enable an unoccluded view to the focus structure de-
noted as ghosted view technique, as shown in Figure 3.4b for a visualization of a
thumb bone. Since these viewpoints are only estimated by their quality for the
whole scene and not for single objects, Mühler et al. [121] presented an advanced
automatic viewpoint selection approach for single and multiple objects. The opti-
mal viewpoint is guided by parameters such as importance, visible surface, pre-
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(a) Exploded View (b) Ghosted View
Figure 3.4: (a) An exploded view visualization of the head, where the brain, a part of the
spine and the nerve-canal is exposed. (b) A visualization of a hand anatomy
with an adapted viewpoint to inspect the thump bone. Since the bone would
be occluded by the skin, the transparency values of the occluding voxels are
adapted and the bone is visible. This technique is called a ghosting view tech-
nique. (Images reprinted from (a) Bruckner and Gröller [24] and (b) Viola et al.
[163] © IEEE 2006 with kind permission from IEEE.)
ferred region and viewpoint stability, see Figure 3.5. However, their parameters
cannot directly be mapped to the visualization goals and thus the viewer is not
able to integrate their subjectively preferred viewpoint. Moreover, an appropriate
parameter selection for different anatomical domains was not realized. To accel-
erate the process of surgical planning, Mühler and Preim [120] improved their
viewpoint technique and introduced a method that enables the reuse of 3D med-
ical visualizations and 2D slice views. Keystates were introduced as a concept to
describe the state of a visualization in a general manner and thus to provide the
reuse of once designed visualizations for similar cases and interventions. Several
more automatic view point determination approaches exist [83, 85, 116]. Besides
viewpoint selection methods, exploration and navigation techniques for complex
Figure 3.5: A detailed visualization showing the minimum distance between a red colored
focus lymph node and a brown colored muscle to define the muscle’s risk. An
overview visualization representing the optimal lymph node viewpoint for the
whole dataset is included. (Image reprinted from Mühler [119])
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tasks, e.g., blood flow exploration, colonoscopy or sinuscopy are developed as well
[45, 58, 69]. Diepenbrock et al. [45] and Hsu et al. [69] enable an efficient global
and in-detail exploration, where a manual navigation is restricted and difficult,
e.g., due to the structure’s shape. However, their techniques are developed for di-
rect volume rendering visualizations. Contrary, Gasteiger et al. [58] presented the
FlowLens method as an exploration technique for an indirect volume rendering
of a blood vessel and embedded flow visualization. Their FlowLens promotes
a visual exploration by categorizing the visualization into focus and context, as
shown in Figure 3.6. The applied illustration techniques are adapted with respect
to this focus-and-context classification.
Figure 3.6: An aneurysm and parent vessel visualization, where the velocity is the context
and depicted using illustrative streamlines. The focus is the flow pressure il-
lustrated in the FlowLens using isosurfaces. (Image reprinted from Gasteiger
et al. [58] © 2011 IEEE with kind permission from IEEE.)
The second above-mentioned strategy to generate an application-specific visu-
alization is to minimize the number of structures and illustrate only question-
specific and thus relevant structures. In medical education systems, customized
3D visualizations are generated using semantic relations between anatomic struc-
tures to identify the important structures that have to be visualized. In this way, the
number of distracting and irrelevant structures as well as the number of required
illustration techniques will be reduced. Viola et al. [163] already included an
importance-driven technique in their approach. The structures are categorized into
focus and context (less relevant) structures. The applied illustration techniques de-
pict and emphasize this structure categorization, see Figure 3.4b. However, Viola
et al. [163] defined structures such as the bones always as context and this tech-
nique is not suitable for an extensive treatment planning, e.g., bone fractures or
infiltration risk determination of bones. Semantic transfer functions improve the
focus and context specification [131, 142]. They use spatial focusing defined as an
area-based focusing technique using geometric shapes and, therefore, reflecting
the attentive focus. Salama et al. [142] used semantic transfer functions specify-
ing the mapping of the volume attributes to the structures’ visual appearance,
e.g., transparency and color. Rautek et al. [131, 132] introduced a semantic layer
and interaction-dependent concept for illustrative volume rendering that bases on
fuzzy logic arithmetics. The user’s interaction, distance to the illustration, and the
data semantics define the structure classification in focus and context regions and
thus their individually applied illustration technique. A semantic structure cate-
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(a) Where are the pathologic
structures located?
(b) Which structures are within
a critical distance to the
tumor?
(c) Which veins are affected by
the tumor resection?
Figure 3.7: Question-specific 3D visualizations of neck, thorax, and liver for three treat-
ment planning questions. (a) The pathologic structures are located. (b) Poten-
tial infiltrated structures (risk structures) are located and (c) veins required for
the tumor resection are identified. (Images reprinted, with permission, from
Baer et al. [7] © Eurographics Association 2010.)
gorization for indirect volume visualization was presented by Baer et al. [7]. Their
importance-driven structure categorization is based on specific questions required
for diagnostic and treatment planning. Baer et al. [7] presented an approach where
structures are automatically categorized and only structures that are important to
answer the question are visualized. Structures are divided into focus (structures
of highest importance for the question), focus-relevant (structures that are seman-
tically related to the current focus structures and question) and context (all other
segmented structures) structures. This categorization is based on pre-calculated in-
formation for each structure such as meta information, geometric properties and
determined pathologic risk information. Internally, a question is transformed to
parameter values and weights. The final categorization is performed as threshold-
ing encapsulated within a categorization pipeline. Figure 3.7 shows three different
questions applied to three different datsets and anatomical regions.
Generally, a focus-context categorization is required to generate a customized
3D visualization. This categorization is either represented by customized view-
points, animations and navigations or by a selection and illustration of relevant
structures. However, all methods require appropriate visualization techniques to
effectively communicate the information, guide the viewer’s attention to the focus
and support the visual perception. Techniques are used to either visualize one
specific structure in detail or to visually discriminate into focus and context and
thereby guide the viewer’s attention to elements of importance. A visual abstrac-
tion and information reduction is realized. A few local regions are depicted in
detail and emphasized and the surrounding contextual structures are illustrated
with less detail for avoiding distraction from important structures. Context struc-
tures serve as additional information, orientation aid or shall transfer context in-
formation to facilitate the exploration. This abstractive way of illustration has a
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great potential to depict the human anatomy, to show pathologic structures, to
reveal their spatial relations to risk structures or to outline and describe potential
treatment options. A good representation of shape and spatial relations includ-
ing visual depth cues, e.g., shading, shadows, highlights and depth attenuation,
promotes the visual perception of the patient-specific datasets. Moreover, the ap-
plication of stereoscopic cues improves the 3D perception and facilitates, for ex-
ample, the shape perception or the inquiry of quantitative 3D measures, e.g., ex-
tent or 3D distances while exploring 3D visualizations. However, developers have
many choices with respect to the use of visualization techniques. This is aggra-
vated by the fact that each visualization technique has a variety of parameters
and that techniques may be combined with each other in a flexible manner. For
example, surfaces of anatomic structures may be colored, textured, rendered semi-
transparently, smoothed with a variety of techniques and finally be combined with
silhouette and other feature line renderings. Therefore, the line style and color
have to be defined as well. Since visualization and interaction techniques need to
be carefully combined and integrated for clinical applications, experimental eval-
uations including knowledge of visual perception and attention are essential to
promote the individual guidance ability and verify the perceptual assistance.
3.2 visual perception and attention
Visual perception belongs to cognitive psychology, where psychologists study in-
ternal processes including perception, attention, language, memory and thinking.
Cognitive psychology investigates the variables that mediate between stimulus
and response by focusing on the way how humans process information [2]. To re-
ceive information from the environmental world, the human body has specialized
organs called sense organs, e.g., eyes, ears, tongue, skin and nose, where sensory
neurons are concentrated and operate as receptors to transmit these information
to the brain. Visual perception is one of the five senses that allows the brain to
intercept and interpret visible light within the visible light spectrum (wavelength
between 380nm−780nm) to create the ability to see and perceive visual sensations
in nature, e.g., brightness, color, contrast, shape or movement. This is provided by
the light-sensitive sense organ known as the eye.
Visual perception starts with light entering the eyes, passing through the cornea
and the pupil where the amount of light passing through is controlled by the
iris and, finally, through the lens. An inverted image is then projected onto the
light sensitive retina in the back of the eye. The most important structures in this
layer of nervous tissue are the functional photoreceptor cells (rods and cones) that
contribute to visual perception by being responsible for detecting color and light-
intensity. The retina processes the information gathered by the rods and cones by
converting it into neuronal signals that are sent to the brain via the optic nerve. Fig-
ure 3.8 illustrates the neural pathways from the eyes to the brain. The optic nerves
on the outside of the retina pass through the optic chiasma, while the nerves on
the inside of the retina cross over. Thus, the right part of the brain (hemisphere)
receives and processes information about the left halves of the visual field and the
left hemisphere about the right halves of the visual field. The optic nerves synapse
onto cells in subcortical structures that are connected to the primary visual cortex
from where the visual information travels along "what" and "where" pathways [2].
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Figure 3.8: The neural pathways from the eyes to the brain. The optic nerves on the out-
side of the retina pass through the optic chiasma, while the nerves on the
inside of the retina cross over. Thus, the right hemisphere receives information
about the left halves of the visual field (green) and the left hemisphere about
the right halves of the visual field (purple). (Image reprinted from OpenStax
CNX® [161] Sensory Pathways © Creative Commons Attribute 4.0 License.)
The "what" pathway leads to brain regions that are specialized for identifying ob-
jects and the "where" pathway leads to regions that investigate spatial information
and coordinate vision with action.
In summary, different processes are involved in visual perception to convert sen-
sory input into perception. Some are physiological, caused by the reaction of the
eye to light, which converts light into signals that can be understood. Others are
cognitive such as visual attention, allowing the brain to interpret and understand
the visual information, since what humans’ see is not simply a translation of reti-
nal stimuli, i.e., the images on the retina. Thus, for many years researchers’ interest
in perception have long focused on an explanation what visual processing does to
create what humans’ actually see. Primarily, what humans’ see depends heavily
on "where" the attention is focused and "what" knowledge exists before viewing
the image or scene [66].
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3.2.1 Low- and Higher-Level Perception
Basically, visual images are automatically and rapidly categorized into regions and
properties that can be parallelized across the image [66]. Several factors influence
where the attention is guided when observing an image or scenario. The human
visual attention comprises various mechanisms and theories that help to define and
identify the regions of an image that are selected for a more detailed analysis. A
general and influential theory for visual perception and attention guidance is the
feature integration theory (FIT) introduced by Treismann and Gelade [158]. Accord-
ing to the FIT, visual perception is characterized by two processing stages
1. the preattentive stage, where different features of an image, e.g., color, bright-
ness, orientation, curvature, spatial frequency, and movement direction are
analyzed in parallel and preattentively.
2. the attentive stage, where the low-level features are interpreted to recognize
and locate the objects.
The first stage enables the perception of a limited set of visual features rapidly,
automatically and in parallel by the low-level visual system. This preattentive pro-
cessing enables the viewer to perceive certain properties of a presented scene in
less than 200 − 250 milliseconds. Initially, these properties were called preatten-
tive, since their detection seemed to be without focused attention. During the past
years, researchers found out that even at this early stage attention is included and
plays an important role [66]. Simple search tasks, like determining whether there
is a single red dot (target object) within a number of blue dots (distractor objects),
can be performed preattentively. A target object that differs from distractors in a
unique visual feature, allows the target to "pop out" and to be perceived preatten-
tively (feature search). Thus, a target object can be easily detected regardless of the
number of distractors. This so-called feature search is characterized by the detection
of a target that differs usually in one feature from the distractors. Preattentive fea-
tures are often classified into four categories: color, movement, spatial localization, and
form [172]. In contrast to that, the combination of two or more visual properties,
e.g., color and shape cannot be detected preattentively. This so-called conjunctive
search requires selective attention and is performed in the second attentive stage.
The second stage is controlled by visual selective attention. A serial search is re-
quired to confirm the presence or absence (combination) of features to enable a
correct location of objects [158]. The visual search performance is dependent on
the presented display size characterized by the number of distractors.
Since psychologists indicate that the first stage may also depend on expecta-
tions and attention, it is often referred to as low-level processing, whereas in higher-
level processing (second stage) objects are recognized and classified and their spa-
tial relations are derived. Besides that, there are further theories such as textons
[82], similarity [130] and Boolean maps [70] that try to explain preattentive vi-
sual perception. For example, Wolfe et al. [178] introduced the guided search theory
and showed that information from the first stage could be used to guide deploy-
ments of selective attention in the second stage. The viewer’s attention is guided
by stimulus-driven bottom-up and expectation-driven top-down processes. For a
detailed discussion of preattentive features and theories see Healey and Enns [66].
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3.2.2 Depth Cues and Perceptual Factors
Depth perception is the ability to perceive 3D images based on the 2D images that
were projected onto the retina. Together with other senses such as sound, touch,
and smell, humans asses the distance to objects and their layout through visual
cues acquired with the eyes [1]. The visual system has to interpret various num-
bers of monocular and binocular cues to enable spatial and 3D depth perception,
e.g., for estimating distance, depth and shape of objects. Figure 3.9 illustrates an
overview and classification of depth cues according to Reichelt et al. [134], who
proposed that the visual system enables depth perception based on oculomotor and
visual depth cues.
DepthzInformation
Accommodation Convergence Myosis
Oculomotor
EyezFocus EyezRotationzAngle PupilzSize
Monocular
Motion-Based
Visual
Binocular
RetinalzDisparity
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PictorialzCues MotionzParallaxzand
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Figure 3.9: An overview and classification of depth cues. (Table reprinted, with permission,
from Reichelt et al. [134].)
oculomotor depth cues are primarily based on the anatomical ability to
change the rotation angle of the eyes and the tension of the eye muscles when
focusing on near target objects [134]. Accommodation, convergence and myosis are
occulomotor responses caused by this fixation of focus objects. Accommodation is
the change of the eye’s lens shape (optical power), in order to maintain an object
sharp on the retina as its distance varies. The tolerance of distance differences
along the optical axis without loosing sharpness of the focused object is called the
ocular depth of focus or depth of field. Convergence is the difference of the direction of
the eyes, as they have to converge to focus on near objects. Since pupil size, affected
by the luminance level, influences the depth of focus, Reichelt et al. [134] include
myosis as an important oculomotor cue. Myosis defines the pupillary constrictions
when focusing on near focus objects.
visual depth cues are depth information that are either monocular or binoc-
ular. Monocular depth cues are cues that enable a depth information extraction
based on only one image and with one eye, respectively. They can be divided
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into static (pictorial) and motion-based cues such as motion parallax. Static classic
pictorial depth cues such as occlusion, shadows, texture, shading, relative height,
relative and familiar size, atmospheric and linear perspective are powerful cues
that provide relative depth information (e.g., relative ratios or ordering informa-
tion) and therefore enable a depth perception even for static 2D images. Contrary,
motion-based cues comprise 3D depth perception induced by shifts on the retina
through relative movements between the viewer and the focused objects [134]. Ki-
netic depth, motion parallax and dynamic occlusion are cues where motion is used
to perceive 3D structural information about objects. Depth information are either
perceived by the movement of an object (structure from motion) or a distance-
depending speed difference of moving objects with respect to a stationary viewer,
or the extent of dynamic accretion and deletion of object occlusions are used to
perceive depth information. Binocular vision describes vision with two eyes and
the main cue for depth perception is retinal disparity. Binocular depth cues use the
fact that the eyes receive two adjacent views of the world projected slightly shifted
onto the left and right retina, recall binocular field in Figure 3.8. This horizontal
difference caused by the difference between the left and the right eye is called dis-
parity. The amount of disparity depends on the object’s depth and thus is a cue
that the visual system uses to infer depth. The term binocular parallax or stereopsis
is most often used to refer to depth perception derived from binocular disparity.
However, it is an important visual cue only for short distances. The sensitivity
of stereopsis in representing small disparity differences is denoted as stereoacu-
ity and is influenced by factors such as luminance, spatial frequency, observation
time, and contours [1]. A detailed discussion of depth cues in real world and vir-
tual realities can be found in Preim and Dachselt [127].
Overall, depth perception involves a consolidation of the oculomotor and visual
depth cues. Visual depth cues include different monocular and binocular cues to
form a 3D representation of the world from the 2D images projected onto the
retina. These received information is then matched with structural descriptions in
memory and interpreted to perceive, recognize and localize 3D objects.
3.3 experimental evaluations of 3d medical illustrations
A large variety of illustration techniques have been developed to generate in-
teractive 3D visualizations of medical image data derived from imaging modal-
ities, such as CT and MRI. Any visualization technique that illustrates the given
structures or structure information conceptually and thus produces a meaningful,
expressive, and simplified representation can be denoted as illustration technique.
Generally, techniques exaggerate or suppress visual features of scene elements,
e.g., illustration style, hue, luminance, sharpness, or size to achieve visual guid-
ance. However, in complex interactive visualizations, modifying these features
may not be sufficient to reliably attract the user’s attention. In addition, some tech-
niques visually alter structure properties and thereby encourage a misunderstand-
ing of the scene, e.g., fisheye distortions aggravate a relative distance judgment
and blurring of context can hamper the identification of contextual details [168].
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the techniques must accurately illustrate the image
data and facilitate the exploration by generating application-specific and effective
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illustrations. Medical visualizations and illustration techniques are evaluated with
respect to their ability to illustrate the important information, to improve shape
and depth perception and to guide the viewer’s attention.
the shape perception of 3D illustrated objects can be supported and influ-
enced by factors such as texture and shading. The accuracy of surface perception
can be measured and the influencing factors can be modified in order to decrease
the error in shape perception [165]. The most common experiment tasks described
by Todd [157] and Koendrink et al. [87] for probing perceived surfaces are:
• the relative depth probe task, where participants were asked to estimate the
distance of two points on the surface that are marked with different colors.
• the gauge figure task, where participants were asked to orient gauge figures
to coincide with the perceived surface normal vector. The gauge figure tech-
nique is the most common technique, since it is the most natural and reliable
task, and it is easy to understand.
• the depth-profile adjustment task, where participants have to assess a shaded
surface overlaid by dots using a second view where the dots are presented
over a blank background. Participants have to adjust the dots of the second
view so that they fit the perceived height profile of the first view with the
shaded surface.
the depth and spatial perception of structures in a 3D visualization can
be supported by cues such as perspective, global illumination, shadow and occlu-
sion. Common evaluation tasks used to investigate depth or spatial perception are
[165]:
• depth judgment tasks, where participants were asked to estimate the dis-
tance of structures compared to the user’s viewpoint and inter-surface dis-
tances (depth ordering), respectively, see Figure 3.16a and 3.16c. This task is
an adapted and modified version of the well-established relative depth probe
task for shape perception evaluation.
• tracking tasks, where participants were asked to follow structures or de-
scribe the spatial pathway of structures, see Figure 3.16b.
the viewer’s attention as well as the technique’s ability to attract the at-
tention and to emphasize the focus-and-context categorization are either evaluated
with visual search tasks based on findings from low- and higher-level perception
(see Section 3.2.1) or comparatively using rating scales to analyze the subjective
opinions of newly developed techniques compared to common approaches or in-
formal by only recording comments.
A perception-guided evaluation is important to ensure accuracy and contribute
to an effective and expressive communication of the essential information. Besides
that, findings from experimental evaluations are increasingly used to improve vir-
tual and augmented environments and to analyze and improve the perception of
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3D stereoscopic views. Participants’ performance, subjective preferences and work
practices are analyzed to evaluate visualizations, establish techniques and support
further refinements by identifying existing limitations and reporting requirement
analyses.
In the following sections, selected evaluations of 3D medical illustrations and
important findings will be presented and discussed. They analyzed point-based
and line drawing illustrations, smart visibility illustrations as well as stereoscopic
views in terms of the above-mentioned visual perception aspects. Since it is diffi-
cult to recruit medical experts, the recruited number of experts will be mentioned
explicitly, if it was noted in the individual publication.
3.3.1 Point-Based and Line Drawing Illustrations
Originally, conceptional and abstract illustrations, e.g., anatomical, archaeology or
technical drawings were hand-drawn, mainly with a black pen on white paper, af-
ter which they were named as pen-and-ink illustrations. One of the first anatomic
and scientific so-called pen-and-ink illustrations were published by Gray [61] and
Hodges [67]. Due to the former available manufacturing and reproduction op-
tions, these illustrations consist of simple but well-defined and well-placed lines
and dots, e.g., hatching, feature lines, silhouettes, and stippling. In principle, such
non-photorealistic illustrations focus on point- and line-based graphics derived from
traditional pen-and-ink methods.
An early evaluation investigating the effect of line drawings for architectural
images was presented by Schumann et al. [147]. Their questionnaire-based study
with 150 architects and architectural students asked for quantitative ratings and
qualitative feedback. The non-photorealistic sketch was rated significantly better
on affective and motivational criteria than the corresponding shaded images. A
second important aspect - the guiding of the viewer’s attention - was studied by
Santella and DeCarlo [143] with an eye-tracking experiment where 74 students par-
ticipated. The results showed that the local treatment of abstraction does have an
effect on where people look, with the salience-based and fixation-based adaptive
abstractions receiving fewer fixation clusters than the other more detailed images.
Further evaluations studying the potential and effectiveness of dots and lines rep-
resenting 3D surfaces and shape followed [35, 71, 77].
Saito and Takahashi [140], Interrante et al. [72, 73], Kim et al. [86] and Bair and
House [11] showed that depth perception of medical surface models can effectively
be improved by hatching along curvature directions. Texture features in terms of
3D shape perception were analyzed using the gauge figure task. Participants had
to draw normal vectors onto the surface or orient existing vectors, as shown in
Figure 3.10c. Interrante et al. [72] and Bair and House [11] assessed renderings
of transparent surfaces with sparsely-distributed discrete, opaque textures con-
taining lines systematically oriented at an oblique angle to the principal directions.
The transparent surfaces surrounded an internal structure or a transparent organic-
shaped layer overlaid an opaque shaded surface, see Figure 3.10a and 3.10b. This
task is derived from medical visualizations, where multiple superimposed layers
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Figure 3.10: (a) A transparent isointensity surface applied with a principal direction tex-
ture representing a radiation dose distribution, surrounding the opaque treat-
ment region. (b) A transparent organic-shaped surface with a grid texture lies
on top of an opaque surface and (c) a visualization of normal vector probe re-
sults, where green and blue represent results that deviate less than 30◦ from
the computed normal vectors and red illustrates a deviation of more than 60◦.
(Images reprinted from (a) Interrante et al. [72] and (b)(c) Bair and House [11]
© 1997 and 2007 IEEE with kind permission from IEEE.)
representing different anatomic structures or information have to be displayed,
e.g., an organ as outer layer and its vascular supply as inner layer. The accuracy of
normal vectors drawn or oriented by the participants turned out to be a good cri-
terion to judge the different techniques and to measure how clearly the rendering
method conveyed shape information. The results showed that a textured trans-
parent surface compared to an untextured surface improves the shape perception
statistically significant. However, all participants recruited by Interrante et al. [72]
saw the images using a glasses-based stereoscopic display and, thus, the results
were achieved as a combination of texture and stereoscopic view and the caused
effect cannot be traced back uniquely to neither texture nor stereoscopic view.
Later on, Cole et al. [34] tried to assess where artists draw lines to convey the
shape of a surface and examined how well these lines can depict the surface shape.
Cole et al. [35] presented a study comprising images of 14 different objects illus-
trated with six rendering styles. 90, 180 or 210 randomly selected gauge figures
had to be oriented by the 560 participants. Gauge figures are represented as small
discs with a line representing the normal vector and were placed by Cole et al. [35]
on each painting. Participants were asked to orient them according to an imaginary
normal vector and the deviation of the oriented gauge figure and the computed
surface normal at this point served as a measure of how well the shape was per-
ceived. Even though the shapes of several objects were clearly perceived (gauge
figure deviation of 15◦ on average), the gauge figure results showed that the par-
ticipants had difficulties with the shape of the anatomic structure. The estimated
gauge figure deviated from the calculated normal vector on average between 30◦
and 40◦. Thus, Cole et al. [35] concluded that complex anatomic shapes cannot be
fully understood by only applying one of the six rendering styles: fully shaded,
occluding contours, apparent ridges, ridges and valleys, suggestive contours and
a binarized human artist drawing. However, they used illustrations of a tooth, a
cervical and a vertebra dataset that are difficult to recognize without any medical
knowledge. A discussion of the importance of feature lines for medical visualiza-
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tions is given by Lawonn et al. [103].
During the last decade, several non-photorealistic techniques were developed,
refined, and different techniques were combined to generate effective interactive
3D medical visualizations. Since they enable a sparse illustration of complex struc-
tures and situations and are used for medical illustrations since hundreds of years,
they are proven to be suitable to illustrate medical situations. Thus, illustrative
visualizations provide useful rendering alternatives to conventional volume or
surface rendering in medical visualization. For example, Csebfalvi et al. [39] vi-
sualized object contours based on the magnitude of local gradients as well as on
the angle between viewing direction and gradient vector using depth-shaded max-
imum intensity projection. Lu et al. [110] developed an interactive direct volume
illustration system that simulates traditional stipple drawings for scientific and
medical datasets, see Figure 3.11. Later on, this stippling approach was adapted
and an object-based isosurface visualization of medical datasets with stippling
textures was presented by Baer et al. [5] and was further improved using dif-
ferent shading approaches by Tietjen et al. [156]. Lum and Ma [112] presented
an approach for an interactive high-quality non-photorealistic direct rendering
of volume data including tone shading, silhouettes, gradient-based enhancement,
and color depth cueing (warmer colors for foreground and cooler colors for back-
ground). Thus, important medical visualization tasks, e.g., the visualization of
liver and thorax data [155], vascular structures [65, 137], fiber tracts extracted from
MR DTI data of the brain [48, 153] or endoscopic views [105] can be realized using
non-photorealistic techniques. These visualization techniques were qualitatively
or quantitatively evaluated in terms of depth and shape perception for medical
visualizations.
Figure 3.11: A direct stipple rendering of a foot dataset with a silhouette enhancement
(Image reprinted from Lu et al. [110] © 2002 IEEE with kind permission from
IEEE.)
Tietjen et al. [155] presented an approach to effectively convey medical shape
information and to emphasize features while sparsely presenting context informa-
tion. These visualizations can be used for diagnosis, documentation and education
purposes. A combination of silhouettes, surface shading and direct volume render-
ing was introduced and evaluated using segmented patient-specific datasets of the
liver and the thorax region, see Figure 3.12. The general concept of their work was
to derive the importance of a structure (e.g., from user input), display the most im-
portant structures and apply the rendering styles. Thus, the illustration techniques
were used to categorize and illustrate the structures as focus, near focus and con-
text structures. As explained in Section 3.1.2, this classification is suitable to sup-
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Figure 3.12: The favored hybrid visualizations. The focus structure (liver) is visualized
using a colored surface rendering. (a) The near focus structures (bones) are
rendered with a surface shading and the context structures (kidney and milt)
with silhouettes. (b) When all structures, besides the focus, are classified as
context, colored silhouettes facilitate the visual distinction of the structures. (c)
A hybrid visualization of the liver, where the regions that would be affected by
a tumor resection are emphasized with colored silhouettes. (Images reprinted,
with permission, from Tietjen et al. [155] © Eurographics Association 2005.)
port the question-driven diagnostic and treatment planning process and to gen-
erate customized visualizations. Tietjen et al. [155] evaluated hybrid illustrations
that combined the three rendering styles and analyzed whether line rendering is a
meaningful extension to the surface shading and direct volume rendering. 33 par-
ticipants including eight medical experts were asked for personal preferences and
had to assess the visualizations with respect to specific questions used in typical
liver surgery planning. Overall, for the comparison of a direct volume rendering
with a transparent illustration no significant difference was registered. Contrary,
almost all participants with low medical knowledge (approximately 80%) favored
a surface shading with additional silhouettes (see Figure 3.12a) and colored sil-
houettes that visually enhance a structure distinction (see Figure 3.12b). Six of the
eight medical experts favored the silhouette illustration to highlight vascular ter-
ritories in the liver visualization, shown in Figure 3.12c. However, an exclusive
silhouette visualization without further shading or color was not preferred com-
pared to a hybrid visualization.
vascular visualizations . Ritter et al. [137] used texture to illustrate spa-
tial properties (e.g., distances between or to other structures) and combined them
with color to illustrate vessel branch properties (e.g., branching level and vessel
diameter). Moreover, they integrated the hatching technique to generate distance-
encoded shadows and thus improve the depth perception. Distances at vascular
branch intersections, to other structures and distances between vascular branches
without intersection are encoded by the number, the texture and width of strokes.
To evaluate their approach, they conducted a web-based questionnaire with 160
participants (38 being physicians or medical students). Participants were asked to
order the branches starting with the closest, to track specific branches and to deter-
mine the branch order at marked branch intersections. Ritter et al. [137] compared
their approach with a commonly used Gouraud shading. An improvement of the
shape perception could not be confirmed by Ritter et al. [137]. Thus, Chu et al.
[33] combined an enhanced silhouette drawing to improve the vascular shape vi-
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Figure 3.13: (a) This illustration approach is then integrated into an open liver surgery
by projecting this non-photorealistic rendering and the illustrated tumors
onto the liver organ and compared (b) to a classical rendering overlay. (Im-
ages reprinted from Hansen et al. [65] © 2010 CARS with kind permission of
Springer.)
sualization. Later on, Hansen et al. [65] embedded the technique of Ritter et al.
[137] into an augmented reality environment for the intra-operative use in liver
surgery (see Figure 3.13) and evaluated this approach as well. They recruited six
liver experts, who were asked to order vessel branches and to estimate distances.
The answers were recorded similar to a think-aloud protocol. Initially, they saw
video frames and photos from a projector-based augmented reality visualization.
Later on, preliminary studies in the operating room were preformed. Laparoscopic
and open liver interventions as areas of application and three different scenarios
(overview, focus on the tumor and focus on a resection plane) were used. Intraoper-
ative overlay visualizations generated with the adapted distance-encoding surface
and silhouettes (see Figure 3.13a) were compared with a standard colored surface
rendering (see Figure 3.13b). The results of the quantitative study of Ritter et al.
[137] and the qualitative evaluation of Hansen et al. [65] showed that this approach
enables a more accurate and accelerated depth and spatial perception for vessel
trees and branches compared to a Gouraud shading and colored surface rendering.
visualizations of fiber tracts . A depth-dependent halo technique for
dense line bundles was presented by Everts et al. [48]. They created halos that do
not overlap around tight line bundles illustrating diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
fiber tracts and thus use occlusion as one depth cue (recall Section 3.2.2). An
additional depth cue is integrated by applying a distance-depending line width
adaption (see Figure 3.14a). This technique is used to emphasize important dense
line bundles and to diminish less structured line bundles to achieve a focus-and-
context bundle categorization. They performed an informal evaluation with four
medical experts investigating the technique’s potential to show detail and depth
relations and to produce high-quality fiber tract illustrations. Everts et al. [48] re-
ported that all participants were impressed by this technique and would prefer
this visualization compared to tract visualizations they were used to (e.g., col-
ored lines or tubes based on direction). As shown in Figure 3.14b, Svetachov et al.
[153] additionally visualize the brain with hatching and a stippling technique that
is based on an ambient occlusion calculation. Thus, another depth cue (illumina-
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Figure 3.14: (a) A subset of DTI fiber tracts visualized with depth-dependent halos (Image
reprinted from Everts et al. [48] © 2009 IEEE with kind permission of IEEE.)
(b) and the surrounding brain visualized with stippling and hatching. (Image
reprinted from Svetachov et al. [153] © 2010 John Wiley & Sons with kind
permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
tion) is integrated to support the depth perception. However, Svetachov et al. [153]
conducted only an informal evaluation with two medical experts that were also
involved in the technique development. Thus, the results are very restricted to
two participants and the potential of this approach is still not carefully analyzed
due to the visual depth perception support. Eichelbaum et al. [46] presented a
novel ambient occlusion approach that retains global and local structural and spa-
tial information. This approach might improve the visual quality and supports
the perception of the single fiber tracts as well as the fiber bundles. However, a
perception-guided evaluation was not conducted.
endoscopic visualizations . Line drawing illustrations of interior cavities
were considered by Lawonn et al. [105] for endoscopic image data, see Figure 3.15.
They examined real-time hatching from Praun et al. [124], high-quality hatching
from Zander et al. [182] and the contour- and feature-based illustrative streamlines
method (ConFIS) by Lawonn et al. [103]. These three line drawing concepts were
qualitatively evaluated to assess their ability to represent interior branches and
specific anatomic features. Seven medical knowledgeable participants were asked
to rate four different endoscopic datasets visualized with each of the three tech-
niques using a 7-point rating scale. Initially, they saw each dataset visualized with
each technique and had to assess the perception of different features and branches.
Then, the shaded visualizations of each dataset were presented. At the end, the par-
ticipants saw all illustrations again and were asked to compare them with regard
to the technique’s ability to capture salient regions and illustrate depth and spatial-
ity. The recorded ratings and accuracy of detected branches were used to analyze
the technique’s expressiveness to illustrate endoscopic views. The real-time hatch-
ing and the ConFIS method had the highest ratings and best accuracy results and
thus provided the best spatial impression, while the high-quality hatching was
insufficient for a 3D visualization of interior cavities.
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Figure 3.15: Two endoscopic datasets visualized with shading (SH), real-time hatching
(RT), high-quality hatching (HT), and ConFIS (CF). (Image reprinted from
Lawonn et al. [105] © 2014 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg with kind per-
mission from Springer.)
discussion. Overall, there are several methods to illustrate patient-specific
datasets using non-photorealistic and hybrid rendering techniques, respectively.
Since computer-generated point and line drawings are difficult to produce, it is
essential that the generated visualizations support the exploration by guiding
the viewer’s attention and facilitating depth and spatial perception. Current ap-
proaches integrate different depth cues, e.g., occlusion, saturation or perspective
to improve traditional pen-and-ink methods. On the one hand, the existing eval-
uations are primarily informal with a few selected experts, who are often deeply
involved in the development process and thus their positive feedback is unsurpris-
ing. This approach does not solve the problem of selecting or identifying appro-
priate techniques. In particular, it turns out that intra-individual differences are
large and that even the preferences of one user often depend on specific datasets.
On the other hand, a participant group with less than ten people combined with
limited medical knowledge is not sufficient as well. However, these developments
and evaluations show the potential of non-photorealistic rendering techniques.
3.3.2 Smart Visibility Illustrations
Techniques that aim at a higher level of abstraction, e.g., importance-driven [162]
or semantics-driven illustrations [131, 132] to generate expressive visualizations
and, thus, to enhance the visual comprehension are called smart visibility techniques.
They integrate relevance information to generate a focus-and-context visualiza-
tion, e.g., interactive cutaways [24], close-ups [23], exploded views [24], peel-aways
[36] or ghosted views [57]. The basic strategy of smart visibility techniques is to
emphasize the most relevant visual information of an object by means of local
modifications of visual attributes or changes in spatial arrangement. These tech-
niques are known from technical illustrations and have been successfully applied
to medical visualizations to reveal tumors and vascular structures in organs [95].
Predominantly, they are developed by combining already existing techniques (e.g.
color, opacity, sharpness, shadows or fog) or by improving and refining parameters
and parameter combinations. To avoid the misleading interpretation of structures
and spatial relations, perceptual experiments have examined the effectiveness of
several techniques that contribute to the mental reconstruction of the 3D struc-
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tures from visualizations displayed on a 2D screen. For example, transparency
[72, 20, 31], texture [75, 86, 11], depth of field [90], shading [27] and illumination
[54, 27] were investigated and analyzed with respect to task performance, accuracy
and subjective preference.
Caniard and Fleming [27] and Fleming et al. [54] used the gauge figure tech-
nique to study the effect of illumination and specular reflections on shape percep-
tion. Gauge studies can document not only shape interpretation but also the priors,
bias and information used by the human visual system. While Fleming et al. [54]
recruited only two participants, Caniard and Fleming [27] presented a larger eval-
uation with 21 participants (13 female and 8 male) and 20 different shapes. Even
though they tested 3D visualization techniques, static images of 3D models were
presented. However, they found a significant effect of illumination on shape per-
ception and showed that shape from shading with directional local illumination is
very sensitive to the position of the light source. Thus, it is essential to integrate
illumination such that the participants can estimate the light source or direction to
support an accurate shape from shading perception. Based on these findings and
evaluation experiences, Šoltészová et al. [165] introduced a shading model and
rendering pipeline that updates the rendering algorithm based on the results of a
shape perception experiment. Thus, a shape enhancement of visualization which is
driven by an experimentally-founded statistical model is developed. They studied
Lambertian-shaded surfaces with 40 participants (19 female and 21 male) orient-
ing 160 gauge figures on surfaces rendered with two shading conditions. Based on
the results obtained in the experiment, a second model of correction was created
and applied. Their results showed that the human ability to estimate surface shape
is best on surfaces where normal vectors point upwards and worst where normal
vectors point downwards.
Weigle and Banks [173] and Penney et al. [123] investigated global illumina-
tion, texture and motion using depth judgment and tracing tasks and showed 3D
streamtube visualizations. Weigle and Banks [173] focused on linear perspective
(a) Depth Judgment (b) Visual Tracing (c) Contact Judgment
Figure 3.16: A 3D streamtube visualization where the participants had to (a) estimate
which of two differently colored tubes was closer to the viewer, (b) trace a
selected tube and mark its endpoint, and (c) judge the relationship between
the sphere colored in blue and the tubes around the sphere. (Image reprinted
from Penney et al. [123] © 2012 IEEE with kind permission from IEEE.)
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and physically-based (global) illumination and Penney et al. [123] on global illu-
mination combined with texture and motion. Participants had to perform a depth
judgment and a shape description task. Two experiments (between-participant
design for the depth judgment and shape description task) were performed by
Weigle and Banks [173]. In the first participated five (1 female and 4 male) and
in the second 12 participants (4 female and 8 male). Their results for shape per-
ception were not significantly different, while the depth judgment task results
showed that the illumination provides improved perception of relative depth and
that the strongest perceptual cue is achieved by combining linear perspective and
physically-based illumination. One experiment (within-participant design) with
26 participants, who performed three tasks with 16 stimuli each (four stimuli for
each technique) was conducted by Penney et al. [123]. The study of Penney et al.
[123] investigated the visualization of 3D tensor field streamtubes and therefore
used a tensor field sampled from a full-brain diffusion tensor magnetic resonance
imaging (DTI) dataset as stimulus, as shown in Figure 3.16. Their experiment an-
alyzed task completion time, error rate (accuracy) and subjective preference and
showed that motion, global illumination and texture are very strong cues but have
to be used with caution.
Lindemann and Ropinski [109] investigated the influence of seven volumetric
illumination models on the spatial perception of volume rendered visualizations
of medical data, see Figure 3.17. A within-participant study with 55 recruited par-
ticipants (56% male) performing four tasks for each of the seven techniques using
21 or 42 stimuli (depending on the task) was conducted. They analyzed the rela-
tive and absolute depth, relative size and subjective preference with the help of
depth judgment, depth approximation and size ordering tasks. Since the stimuli
are very complex visualizations, Lindemann and Ropinski [109] tried to isolate
the measured effect by keeping other visualization parameters constant, except
for the illumination model. Their results were very different and it was not pos-
sible to define one illumination model as the most suitable model. Participants
achieved the most accurate result for the relative depth and size perception when
a stimulus with the directional occlusion shading was presented. However, the
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.17: The five techniques of the seven investigated illumination models applied
to renderings of a CT dataset of a human body. (a) The half angle slicing,
(b) directional occlusion shading, (c) multidirectional occlusion shading, (d)
shadow volume propagation, and (e) spherical harmonic lighting showed the
best task performance and preference ratings. (Image reprinted from Linde-
mann and Ropinski [109] © 2011 IEEE with kind permission from IEEE.)
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subjective results for this model were below 50%. The half angle slicing model
supported participants to perceive a more accurate absolute depth and was pre-
ferred by 68%. Overall, they showed that depth and size perception in volume-
rendered smart visibility illustrations is statistically significantly improved when
an advanced lighting model is applied, compared to the Phong technique.
Further experiments investigated the potential of transparency [31], the depth
of field [63, 138], color [79], occlusion [170] or fog and kinetic depth [84] to sup-
port the depth and spatial perception of medical volume data. Grosset et al. [63]
performed an eye-tracking experiment, where the 25 participants (6 female, 19
male) were asked to perform a depth sort evaluation and found out that a depth
of field improves the depth perception if the focus is close to the viewer. If the
feature is far away, the user performs worse. Depth cues for the visualization of
angiography image data were analyzed by Joshi et al. [79], Kersten-Oertel et al.
[84], Ropinski et al. [138], see Figure 3.18. Ropinski et al. [138] recruited 14 par-
ticipants, who performed real-world tasks derived from the diagnostic workflow
and had to rate the techniques using a 6-point Likert scale. They focused on iso-
lating the effect caused by the different techniques and at the same time tried to
prevent model recognition. Thus, they either presented different datasets or the
same dataset from a different perspective. Moreover, static images were chosen
to prevent motion as another depth cue influencing the investigated cues. They
stated that the visualization of angiography data benefits from color depth infor-
mation. Especially the pseudo-chromadepth technique combined with a depth of
field illustration improves spatial perception. This result was confirmed by Joshi
et al. [79] (see Figure 3.18a) performing a comparative evaluation with domain
experts and Kersten-Oertel et al. [84] conducting an extensive quantitative evalua-
tion. Joshi et al. [79] recruited 12 medical experts, who were asked to chose one of
two presented visualizations. Kersten-Oertel et al. [84] confirmed that both novices
(19 participants) and experts (3 participants) performed significantly better when
the pseudo-chromadepth and fog cues were presented, as shown in Figure 3.18b.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.18: (a) A 3D vessel visualization with a distance color blending technique. The
vessels that are further away are colored in a shade of blue. (b) A vessel vi-
sualization including fog and edge enhancement. Participants were asked to
determine which vessel (green and orange points) is closer. (Images (a) and
(b) reprinted from Joshi et al. [79] and Kersten-Oertel et al. [84] © 2008 and
2014 IEEE with kind permission from IEEE.)
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Thus, distance-encoded color represents a very strong cue for depth and spatial
perception of vessel structures. The effect of five visual cues, e.g., stereo, local
occlusion via depiction of edges, aerial perspective, kinetic depth, and pseudo-
chromadepth was evaluated by Kersten-Oertel et al. [84]. Participants were asked
to assess vessel pairs in terms of their depth order. Moreover, the depth ordering
task was improved by choosing stimuli with vessel pairs that were either near,
medium or far apart both on the screen and in depth [84]. Due to accuracy and re-
sponse time, color and edge enhancement improves the task performance in case
of experts only. In contrast, stereoscopic and kinetic depth cues did not yield good
results, neither in time nor in correctness [84]. Šoltészová et al. [164] investigated
soft shadows and designed an evaluation with three different tasks to validate
the shadow’s benefit for surface, contrast and depth perception. A gauge figure
task was used for the shape perception, a color estimation task for the contrast
perception and a depth judgment task of three prepositioned points for the depth
perception. Thus, they analyzed each of the three properties of the shadow tech-
nique individually with customized tasks.
Eye tracking in order to quantify the effects of medical visualization in the per-
ception process and to evaluate the attention guidance potential was performed by
Krupinski [94] and Burgert et al. [26]. They analyzed scanpaths, areas of interest,
attentional landscapes to interpret the inspection and search strategies of experi-
enced and young medical doctors. Krupinski [94] analyzed scan patterns of expe-
rienced and unexperienced radiologists, who were asked to detect lung nodules
in mammograms. Experienced users were faster, since they picked up suspicious
features earlier, restricted the search region and stopped their visual search earlier
(a) (b)
Figure 3.19: (a) A 3D visualization of three nerves (filaments) in a bee brain and a sur-
rounding structure. The nerves are colored by their surrounding surfaces,
ring-shaped glyphs are placed at filament-surface intersections and a halo
effect to improve depth perception. (Image reprinted from Kuß et al. [97]
© 2010 John Wiley & Sons with kind permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
(b) A smart super view visualization technique, where focus structures were
enlarged in individual regions of interest for a detailed exploration. (Image
reprinted from Mistelbauer et al. [115] © 2012 IEEE with kind permission of
IEEE.)
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due to their diagnostic experience. Medical students searched more thoroughly
and processed more image information. Kuß et al. [97] used a complex scene con-
sisting of three volumetric objects (bee brain) and one transparent filamentous
structure (nerves) as stimulus, as illustrated in Figure 3.19a, which they presented
for a few seconds and then asked the participants whether a filament runs through
a transparent structure. 48 participants had to perform a conjunctive search and
the different visualization techniques were evaluated with respect to accuracy, pref-
erences and response time to choose the answer. The majority of evaluations in-
vestigating smart visibility techniques are comparative and questionnaire-based or
informal. Li et al. [107] and Mistelbauer et al. [115] demonstrated their system for
authoring and viewing interactive smart visibility illustrations (see Figure 3.19b)
to medical educators, physicians or illustrators to gather informal feedback for the
preference and guidance effectiveness. Gasteiger et al. [57] presented ghosted view
visualizations pairwise and asked the participants to decide which they preferred
regarding a specific criterion (e.g., depth perception). These findings are, however,
strictly bound to particular applications and it is difficult to generalize from them.
There is considerable evidence that such preference or meta-tasks – where one’s
beliefs and opinions are surveyed – does not always correlate well with actual task
performance measured quantitatively [169]. Controlled experiments can be per-
formed such that the results are more general and enable a quantitative analysis
of specific visualization techniques and properties.
3.3.3 Stereoscopic Views
In order to explore and to navigate through a 3D visualization of the patient’s
anatomy, the visualization has to provide very accurate depth and spatial informa-
tion. Beyond the depth cues integrated and produced by visualization techniques,
binocular and motion parallax are the most significant sources of depth informa-
tion [166]. Both cues were investigated using depth estimation and positioning
tasks [19, 22, 114]. The results showed that depth acuity from binocular paral-
lax is better than from motion parallax. However, a combination of both leads to
an increased task performance compared to binocular parallax alone [19]. Thus,
stereoscopic views combined with motion parallax represent a potential alterna-
tive compared to manifold developed visualization techniques for 3D medical visu-
alizations. To provide binocular parallax, a special stereoscopic display technology
is required, since a left- and right-eye image of the 3D scene with correct geometric
properties, e.g., varying binocular disparity depending on the viewer’s distance to
the objects, must be generated and transferred to the viewer [21].
Over the last decade, various 3D display technologies that enable intuitive 3D
visualizations, navigations and interactions with 3D scenes have been developed
and evaluated, e.g., volumetric displays, stereoscopic displays or augmented real-
ity systems. Most of them use the conventional binocular parallax combined with
motion parallax to provide a viewer-customized and view-dependent stereoscopic
visualization and interaction. Holliman et al. [68] refer to a display technology
that combines both, and is therefore the most complete display type, as being
full-parallax. Two images acquired from two slightly shifted camera positions with
geometrically adjusted frustums produce an important depth perception of the
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presented scene. This binocular parallax is combined with motion, e.g., derived
from head-tracking, and therefore, provides the possibility to look around objects
in 3D visualizations. Thus, view-dependent views for each eye position are pre-
sented. The more depth cues are supported by the display technology, the more
realistic is the perception of the virtual reality and leads to an increasing sense
of presence. This perception of being physically present in a non-physical world
is called immersion [21]. In computer graphics, perceptually driven research has
the longest tradition in immersive virtual reality, where the users’ response to spe-
cific interaction and rendering techniques is evaluated using a variety of methods
[13]. Focus and context perception [78], visual cues [135], spatial judgments [74] or
scene complexity [149] as well as stereovision or motion parallax [113] are a few
important aspects that are analyzed in virtual reality environments.
Since a lot of systems are available, it is necessary to analyze which are suit-
able for medical visualizations and thus for integration in the clinical routine. A
clinical workplace and thus a clinical usage of a display technology is restricted
by the required space and expenses. Additionally, an application in the operating
room requires the possibility of sterilization and sterile control of the system. Thus,
volumetric displays such as a cave [38] are not suitable for clinical purposes.
One display technology that is small, affordable, full-parallax and immersive
is a head-mounted display such as the Oculus Rift from Oculus VR®, where
a pair of micro displays (binocular) and matched enlarging optics (e.g., lenses
or mirrors) are used to generate a finite distance virtual image [21, 68]. A 3D
stereoscopic visualization is directly presented in front of the viewer’s eyes us-
ing two small screens, see Figure 3.20. Several experiments were performed using
those head-mounted displays or see-through displays for intra-operative support
by projecting the patient’s image data directly onto the glasses and prevent a fre-
quent switch between patient and image data [129, 175, 180]. The display was
Figure 3.20: The Oculus Rift as an example for a binocular head-mounted display.
used to provide patient-specific image data while the physician performed the in-
tervention, e.g., an ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve block and an MRI-guided
puncture simulation. Wendt et al. [175] investigated a binocular head-mounted
display (HMZ-T2, resolution: 1.280× 720 pixels) and their developed integrated
image data monitoring system as a navigation support for transurethral resection
of the prostate under transrectal ultrasonography.Multiple information can be pre-
sented on the head-mounted display and shared between multiple head-mounted
displays in the operating room. The results showed that the displays represent a
direct, intuitive guidance for interventional procedures and that the intervention
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completion time was statistically significantly reduced compared to conventional
procedures.
Wagner et al. [167] compared the EndoSite 3Di Digital Vision System1 that
couples a 3D view with a head-mounted display consisting of three liquid crystal
displays per eye (HDI-SDI, 1080i monitor) with a 2D laparoscopic system from
Storz2 and the DaVinci Surgical System3. 34 participants with different levels
of laparoscopic experience were recruited and had to perform three tasks using
these three techniques (open, laparoscopic and robotic surgical). This evaluation
followed a within-participant design, since all participants performed the three
tasks in an identical sequence under identical conditions in 3D and then in 2D
with all techniques. While the first and the third task used a scene consisting
of simple geometric objects as stimulus, the second was a real laparoscopic task
(sewing). The chosen task required two-hand coordination and ambidexterity that
is a good indicator for testing depth perception. Immediately after each task, the
participants were asked to rate the task’s difficulty using a VAS scale from 1 (very
easy) to 10 (extremely difficult to perceive). Thus, task completion time and per-
sonal preferences were analyzed. Their quantitatively measured results confirmed
the recorded qualitative opinions that the task is more difficult, and thus the per-
formance slower using 2D than 3D display systems. Moreover, the increased time
in 2D is correlated to the task’s degree of difficulty and not to the used technique or
laparoscopic experience. An effective 3D optical system would facilitate advanced
laparoscopic surgery and increase performance by 60–70% [167].
However, 3D visualizations of the individual image data were neither generated
or integrated nor evaluated. Furthermore, it is somewhat difficult for such devices
to obtain acceptance, since they deviate from the well known display and mouse-
keyboard interaction principle. The real world and all additional information are
seen through an unnatural bulky glasses-alike device. Moreover, if complications
arise, the surgeon has to take off the glasses and valuable time is lost. Thus, further
extensive research is required.
Stereoscopic displays are another technology that fullfills the requirements of
a clinical setting. They are small, affordable, semi-immersive, provide binocular
and motion parallax and can use the known mouse-keyboard interaction prin-
ciple. These displays are either glasses-based (stereoscopic displays) or glasses-free
(autostereoscopic displays).
glasses-based stereoscopic display systems can be divided into active and
passive systems:
• Active glasses called shutter glasses are synchronized to open and close their
shutters coordinated to the image display rate of the screen, where the im-
ages generated for the left and the right eye are shown rapidly alternated
[21]. For each rendered image, the glasses block one eye’s view, so that the
image generated for the left eye can only be seen by the left eye and vice
versa. To maintain this synchronization, infrared signals are used.
1 Viking Systems Inc.
2 www.karlstorz.com
3 Intuitive Surgical Inc.
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• Passive glasses use either spectral or polarization multiplexing filters [21]. Prob-
ably the best-known spectral multiplexing display technique are anaglyph
glasses and 3D images. Two different colored images, commonly red and
cyan, are generated and slightly shifted displayed on a 2D display. When
these images are viewed using the anaglyph glasses that use a red and a
cyan-colored filter for the left and the right eye, the same color as the filter’s
color is washed out and each eye only receives the image colored in the op-
posite color as the filter’s color. Polarization multiplexing glasses filter the
two overlaid images that are presented on a 2D display using oppositely po-
larized filters that can be linearly or circularly polarized [21]. Each eye sees a
different image, since each filter passes only light that is similarly polarized
and blocks the light polarized in the opposite direction.
All these different glasses and systems enable the viewer to receive and filter one
image for each eye out of two presented images on one 2D display. Since disparity
requires real depth or two images generated as if from different positions like our
eyes, the glasses enable the viewer to see images slightly shifted and thus emulate
disparity. The human visual cortex of the brain receives these images and merges
them together to perceive a 3D scene. If markers are attached to the glasses, head-
tracking is possible and thus motion parallax is integrated as an additional source
of depth information.
autostereoscopic displays are glasses-free systems that generate stereoscopic
3D images without the need of specific glasses. Besides volumetric and holo-
graphic displays, the here discussed autostereoscopic displays use parallax bar-
rier or lenticular lens arrays as the directional optical element, placed in front of
the display. This enables each eye to see a different set of pixels and thus depth
is perceived through parallax. The slits (parallax barrier) and gratings or arrays
(lenticular lens) are aligned vertically or cylindrically to allow the viewer to see
only left image pixels from the position of the left eye and right image pixels from
the right eye [21, 68]. Therefore, the two rendered and presented images have to be
displayed within different pixel sets. Slits and vertical gratings enable one eye to
see odd and one eye to see even pixel positions. A cylindrical lens array approach
directs different images to display subzones that are projected to the viewer at
different angles [21]. Thus, half of the display is visible from the left and half from
the right eye.
Theoretically, an autostereoscopic display is more appropriate for medical appli-
cations, especially for integration in the clinical routine. It is more natural, since no
device is necessary to perceive the stereoscopic visualization. However, the head
position in front of such a display is very restricted to receive the correct image for
each eye and since the two images are displayed pixelwise, only half of the screen
resolution is achieved for the visualization. To generate an optimal stereoscopic
perception, the software, hardware and mechanical components (e.g., the parallax
barrier, the lens grating or array) have to work accurately. In the past, 3D displays
suffered from negative side effects of stereopsis. Viewers either complained about
perceptual deficiencies such as the perception of double vision (effects of crosstalk)
and loss of contrast or physical effects like nausea and headache [160, 133]. The
latest 3D imaging systems provide improved image quality and resolution, sim-
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ilar to 2D monitors. In contrast, a glasses-based system enables a very accurate
stereoscopic perception and head-tracking. However, a glass is required to view
the 3D visualization. Thus, in several experimental evaluations 3D displays in-
cluding shutter and polarized glasses as well as autostereoscopic systems were
investigated and compared for medical applications.
Laparoscopic tasks, such as suturing and knot tying (psychomotor skills) were
studied many times, since the development of 3D laparoscopic monitors is an in-
creasing research area, starting with the first 3D video system in 1992 [25, 80, 152,
176]. Assistance during the surgery is accomplished by navigation systems that
enable the surgeon to perform more precisely and support safer interventions by
indicating structures or regions at risk. The growing improvement is based on
the technology development to show and magnify a small body region on a 3D
display and enable an intuitive 3D orientation during surgery. In several evalua-
tions quantitative and qualitative aspects of 3D compared to 2D vision systems for
minimal-invasive interventions were investigated. Already Buess et al. [25] found
that surgeons performed faster and made 43% fewer errors using a 3D vision sys-
tem compared to a 2D vision system. They concluded that tasks can be performed
faster and safer using 3D vision, especially for more complicated surgical proce-
dures. However, 3D displays are still not widely accepted in surgery. Even though
their technology enables binocular vision without specific visualization techniques
and, thus, supports depth perception that is an essential aspect especially for mini-
mally invasive interventions where two-hand coordination is required while at the
same time the scope and field of view is very restricted. In the past, negative side
effects of stereopsis were observed, e.g., blurring, headache or nausea that out-
weighed the advantages. Thus, evaluations investing new technologies followed
to analyze the potential and the negative effects [96].
Feng et al. [51] compared the impact of a conventional laparoscopic 2D moni-
tor system, a high-definition monitor system (HD), and a stereoscopic display on
the task performance in laparoscopic training. Their 27 participants (15 female, 12
male) including six medical experts and 21 non-physicians had to move surgical
instruments to a set of targets using all display systems. Even though a strong pref-
erence for HD systems was expressed by the participants, the actual quantitative
analysis indicated that HD displays offer no statistically significant advantage and
may even worsen the performance compared to standard 2D or 3D laparoscopic
monitors. Recently, Storz et al. [152] and Wilhelm et al. [176] presented experimen-
tal evaluations investigating 3D vision and displays for laparoscopic tasks. Both
used a laparoscopic 3HD video system consisting of a laparoscope, a stereoscopic
camera and a stereoscopic display. These image data were presented to the sur-
geons on different stereoscopic 3D displays and compared to commonly used 2D
displays. As shown in Figure 3.21, phantoms were used as stimuli and realistic
laparoscopic tasks were performed by participants with different levels of laparo-
scopic experiences, e.g., medical experts or surgeons-to-be. Thus, the stimuli and
the selection of participants corresponds to the target medical application and is a
fair reflection of the target population.
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Figure 3.21: Participants had to place parallel stitches through predefined marks on a
phantom model under laparoscopic conditions. (Image reprinted from Wil-
helm et al. [176] © 2014 Springer Science+Business Media New York with
kind permission from Springer.)
All evaluations follow a within-participant design and thus, the participants
had to perform the task using each of the provided apparatus. 20 students and
10 laparoscopically experienced surgeons performed five tasks in the evaluation
presented by Storz et al. [152]. All participants performed the task in 2D and in 3D
with a resting of 48 hours between each modality. They were instructed using a
video instruction and initially had to perform a stereo vision and a stereo adaption
task (to ensure a full stereoscopic perception) before the evaluation started. Three
of the five tasks were simple positioning and movement tasks and only two tasks
were realistic laparoscopic tasks encountered in typical surgical procedures [152].
In contrast, Wilhelm et al. [176] presented a more extended comparative evalua-
tion of four different display technologies. 48 participants were recruited, with half
of them being experts and half being less experienced. A polarized glasses-based4
and a mirror-based 3D display5, an autostereoscopic display6 (lenticular lens tech-
nology) and a 2D HD display7 were compared with respect to task completion
time, stitching accuracy and personal preferences. The accuracy was differentiated
between stitch position in a predefined center, within a region or outside. Addition-
ally, the movements and required pathlengths for the surgical instruments were
recorded. The results listed in Table 3.1 show that the participants made fewer er-
rors in 3D and required less time to complete the tasks in both evaluations. Thus,
3D displays are superior to comparable 2D displays [176]. 3D stereoscopic visual-
izations improved the task performance by almost 20%. The qualitative evaluation
was divided into display usability and visual comfort. The results showed that
the participants preferred the stereoscopic visualizations and Wilhelm et al. [176]
showed that a glasses-based display was preferred, followed by a mirror-based
and an autostereoscopic display.
Storz et al. [152] found that the experienced surgeons saved more time on the
difficult tasks, which was confirmed by Wilhelm et al. [176], who found that the
4 Sony LMD 2451MT, Sony Corporation
5 custom-built mirror by Fraunhofer HHI, Heinrich Hertz Institute, Berlin
6 Fraunhofer HHI, Heinrich Hertz Institute, Berlin
7 24 ′′ display, WideView, SC-WU24-A1511, Karl Storz
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Table 3.1: A few results for experts and students (novices). All participants were faster
with the glasses-based 3D display (shorter procedure times), made fewer errors
(high achieved index score) and required shorter paths. (Table reprinted from
Wilhelm et al. [176] © 2014, Springer Science+Business Media New York with
kind permission from Springer.)
results for inexperienced surgeons using 3D were similar to the results of expe-
rienced surgeons using 2D. However, virtual training with 3D visualizations and
stereoscopic displays will not make a medical novice an expert surgeon. Overall,
Wagner et al. [167], Wilhelm et al. [176] and Storz et al. [152] found in their exper-
imental evaluations that the improvement is between 19% and 88% in performing
different expert levels when changing from 2D to 3D vision, yield to an important
assistance in the operating room as navigation support and for education purposes
to virtually train and gain surgical skills. Although these studies provide impor-
tant details, they exhibit limitations in the study design, conduction and analysis.
For example, the evaluations of Wagner et al. [167] were designed such that the
participants performed with the same stimuli presented in an identical sequence
on each device without rest between the devices. Thus, learning and recognition
effect are present and bias the results. Wilhelm et al. [176] provided no training
with the individual 3D displays and Storz et al. [152] compared the 20 results of a
student group with 10 surgeon results, which is a poor comparison.
Overall, all authors described statistically significant results without describing
or presenting postulated hypotheses. Their design description sounds more like
an exploratory evaluation.
Although binocular and motion parallax have been studied extensively, the ef-
fect of those depth cues and illustration techniques individually and in combina-
tion on the visual perception of medical visualizations has not yet received enough
attention. Chen et al. [32] evaluated the effect of stereo and screen size (24 ′′ and
72 ′′ display) on the task performance in diffusion magnetic resonance imaging
with the 12 medical experts (6 female, 6 male). The results showed that a larger
display neither accelerated nor improved the performance accuracy. While partic-
ipants saw four datasets, they had to perform five tasks such as locating, tracing
and naming fiber bundles and the required time, the achieved accuracy and after-
wards the subjective workload was recorded (see Figure 3.22). Although all partic-
ipants were overwhelmed by the large display combined with the stereoscopic vi-
sualization, no advantage due to the size could be quantitatively confirmed. More-
over, they achieved more accurate and faster results with the monoscopic view
on the small and large display compared to the stereoscopic view. Even though,
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.22: 3D DMRI visualizations for which the participants had to (a) locate a fiber
bundle by right-clicking or (b) trace the bundles. The yellow spheres mark
the beginning and the participants had to specify the box in which the corre-
sponding ending points lay. (Images reprinted from Chen et al. [32] © 2012
IEEE with kind permission from IEEE.)
this difference was statistically not significant. Chen et al. [32] concluded that this
result is due to some intrinsic drawback of the stereoscopic display (e.g., a darker
visualization) and that such negative stereo performance may be due to cue con-
flicts. There is a mismatch between the natural convergence and accommodation
caused by the difference between the perceived position of the structures (in front
of or behind the display) and the real origin of the structures. A closer structure is
perceived larger and the more distant internal lesion areas were perceived smaller
with increasing distance in the stereoscopic view and hampered the visual search
compared to the monoscopic view. One solution might be to alter the illustration
technique to facilitate the visual perception of the internal structures.
Another evaluation investigating medical visualizations and stereoscopic dis-
plays qualitatively and quantitatively will be presented in this thesis in Section 7.
Based on the overwhelming results of the used zSpace technology8, Saalfeld et al.
[139] presented an approach for a detailed cervical vertebra inspection in a 3D
cervical spine visualization based on an indirect volume rendering and qualita-
tively evaluated this using the zSpace technology. They used the semantic depth of
field methodology that was previously investigated by Kosara et al. [90], who con-
cluded that this is a very effective depth cue and method for guiding the viewer’s
attention. Saalfeld et al. [139] extended this approach by implementing an ani-
mated structure categorization into focus and context. Spine surgery requires dif-
ficult path planning tasks to prevent injuries of the spine canal and at the same
time to achieve the best vertebral or intervertebral disc access. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.23, a selected cervical vertebra yields an increasingly blurred visualization of
the cervical spine (context) until the focus vertebra is replaced animated. Adapting
the illustration technique combined with an animation is one approach to divide
and present the semantically defined focus and context and guide the viewer’s
attention. A qualitative analysis using a questionnaire with 5-point Likert scales
8 A 3D virtual imaging display (1920× 1080 pixels full HD) with a passive circular 120 Hz stereo 3D
polarization technology including an optical tracking developed by zSpace Inc.
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Figure 3.23: An indirect volume rendering of a patient-specific dataset of the cervical
spine with single cervical vertebra. A selected cervical vertebra is the focus
and explored in detail. The context (cervical spine) is visualized blurred. The
blurred visualization of the cervical spine (context) is simultaneously reduced
when the focus vertebra is replaced. (Image reprinted from Saalfeld et al.
[139] © 2015 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg with kind permission from
Springer.)
(from −− to ++) was performed with nine stereoscopic display experienced par-
ticipants. The analysis was divided into stereo, head-tracking, stylus interaction,
blurring and animation impression and the results for each category were between
+ and ++. Especially the stereo impression was rated very good and when the
participants got used to it, they liked the head-tracking exploration technique that
provides a motion parallax cue. The enormous personal preference exhibits the
high potential of the zSpace system.
3.4 conclusion
2D and 3D visualizations based on 2D image, 3D volume and 4D (time-varying 3D
data) data are used for several areas of medical application. These visualizations
enable a customized and optimal diagnosis and disease characterization, treat-
ment planning and assessment of the therapy success. Moreover, documentation,
medical education and training benefits from illustrative visualizations to gain and
improve medical and surgical skills. Since each visualization must be generated
for a special medical task, customized visualizations are required that support the
data exploration, interpretation and decision-making process. The major require-
ments for those customized visualizations are the accurate data representation
(accuracy), the application specificity and the effective information transfer. Many
illustration methods and techniques have been developed and refined for the vi-
sualization of medical volume data and segmentation information. However, to
depict the essential information and facilitate the exploration process, depth and
spatial perception have to be supported and the viewer’s attention must be guided
to the essential information. Without perceptual guidance, it is difficult to decide
which techniques should be used for particular applications, how they should be
combined and how parameters should be adjusted. Thus, human visual percep-
tion plays an important role for the development of 3D medical visualizations
either for the integration of depth cues into 3D visualizations or for the develop-
ment of stereoscopic views. Besides the development of sophisticated illustration
techniques that enable a focus-and-context visualization and facilitate the explo-
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ration, stereoscopic views provide another possibility to illustrate patient-specific
data. Depth and spatial perception is achieved by binocular parallax and improved
with motion parallax.
Overall, a perception-guided evaluation is important to ensure accuracy, visual
guidance, to support the viewer’s perception and analyze the visualization’s ef-
fectiveness for a specific task. Task performance, subjective preferences and work
practices are analyzed to evaluate visualizations, established techniques and sup-
port further refinements by identifying limitations. However, only a few existing
evaluations adapt psychological guidelines to design evaluations that minimize
bias factors, maximize the isolation of the measured effect while still analyzing
medical data and applying real-world tasks to achieve valid, reliable and repro-
ducible results. Additionally, complex visualizations require individual and de-
tailed quantitative and qualitative measurements to identify advantages and limi-
tations and combine objectively measured criteria with subjective preferences.

Part II
M A I N C O N T R I B U T I O N
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A Q U A N T I TAT I V E E VA L U AT I O N O F T H R E E I L L U S T R AT I O N
T E C H N I Q U E S F O R T H E E M P H A S I S O F LY M P H N O D E S
This chapter is based on the following publication:
"Perception-Based Evaluation of Emphasis Techniques Used in 3D Medical Visualization".
Alexandra Baer, Friederike Adler, Daniel Lenz and Bernhard Preim. In Proceedings of Vision Mod-
eling and Visualization, pp. 295-304, 2009
A widespread method to investigate the relationship between physical stim-
uli and the perceptions they affect are visual search task experiments, see Sec-
tion 3.2.1. Eye-tracking experiments integrate search tasks to analyze the users’
scanpaths and viewing strategies. Viewing strategies of medical experts explor-
ing patient-specific data [101] and the resulting attentional landscapes [26] during
the diagnostic and the decision-making process [93] are perceptually analyzed.
Besides eye-tracking experiments, visual search tasks are appropriate to perceptu-
ally evaluate illustration techniques used for focus and context visualizations. The
technique’s effectiveness to guide the users’ attention to the focus structures or ob-
jects can be quantitatively analyzed. Kosara et al. [89, 90] examined the semantic
depth of field illustration technique to illustrate that this technique is preatten-
tively perceived and thus suitable for focus and context visualizations. Waldner
et al. [168] compared a flicker, a spotlight and a halo technique within a search
task experiment. In both presented studies the stimuli scenes consisted either of
simple geometry (dots with different colors) or were easy to understand (chess
board, landscape maps, and text editors).
Baer et al. [6], the author of this thesis, performed a visual search evaluation
combined with the signal detection theory to compare three emphasis techniques
applied to lymph nodes in 3D patient-specific neck visualizations derived from
CT datasets. The required anatomic and pathologic structures are visualized to ex-
plore the patient-specific datasets and to answer all relevant therapeutic questions
required for the diagnostic and therapy planning process. Since there are a lot of
relevant structures to assess the focus structure and the risk structures, an appro-
priate visualization is required to ease and fasten the exploration process of such
complex medical scenarios. Thus, guidelines and findings from psychophysical ex-
periments are adapted to a common therapeutic question of enlarged lymph node
detection within patient-specific data visualizations. The major challenge using
medical visualizations as stimuli is the structure’s individuality and the arrange-
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ment of the structures. Anatomic structures are located very close and occlude
each other. Moreover, there are several similarities between shape and representa-
tion of focus and context objects. Therefore, a few modifications are necessary to
generate an appropriate stimulus visualization for an experimental evaluation and
to perform an adequate conjunctive search evaluation. A trade-off between rather
complex realistic clinical visualizations and rather simple appropriate psychologi-
cal stimuli is required, as described in Section 4.4.2.
This chapter introduces a visual search task experiment to analyze and compare
the effectiveness of three illustrative emphasis techniques. Therefore, we investi-
gated the techniques’ ability to guide the users’ attention. Further on, to validate
the first evaluation results regarding generalization for lymph node detection, the
evaluation presented by Baer et al. [6] was extended within this thesis primarily
by a follow-up study using thorax datasets and a detailed analysis.
4.1 medical background
Neck dissection or thoracic surgeries are frequent parts of treatment of patients
with malignant tumor in the neck or lung region. The extent of the interven-
tions depends on the existence and location of malignant lesions. It is necessary
to specify the patient-specific tumor node metastasis classification (TNM) to de-
cide about operability and to define the individual surgical procedure. The TNM
classification system describes occurrence and the extent of the malignant tumor,
suspicious lymph nodes and distant metastasis to provide a cancer staging and
thus to enable a description and categorization as well as a prognosis [177]. Be-
sides distant metastasis, the tumor and the occurrence of enlarged lymph nodes
as well as their location in relation to risk structures need to be assessed. Enlarged
nodes might be malignant and thus have to be removed, since tumor cells primar-
ily metastasize in lymph nodes that cause a lymph node enlargement.
Baer et al. [6] focused on the enlarged lymph node detection as a part of the
TNM classification and therapy planning process. Three relevant nodal stages in-
dicate a pathologic risk for lymph nodes. Nodes larger than 1, 3 or 6 cm are sus-
picious and have to be analyzed [177]. Especially the detection of nodes between
1cm and 3cm is very difficult, since a lot of distracting structures occur in the
neighborhood of other normal-sized lymph nodes smaller than 1cm. To support
the preoperative planning and thus the lymph nodes’ identification, a supportive
emphasize visualization of the suspicious ones is necessary.
4.2 visual search and signal detection theory
Several factors influence where the attention is guided when observing an image
or scenario. As introduced in Section 3.2.1, a general and influential theory for
visual perception is the feature integration theory (FIT) introduced by Treismann
and Gelade [158]. According to the FIT, visual perception is characterized by two
processing stages. The first stage is called the low level processing stage, where dif-
ferent features are analyzed preattentively and the second stage is called the higher
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level processing stage, where attention is required to recognize and classify the per-
ceived features and objects.
Search task experiments are conducted to evaluate visual search performance
and thus to analyze the attention guidance ability of specific image features or
in the evaluation of [6] the effectiveness of emphasis techniques. A visual display
comprising a number of elements to be searched, called targets, was shown to the
participants. They had to determine whether a target element is present or absent
in a field of background distractor elements that were more or less similar to the
target. All images are shown randomly, and in half of the images a target is present
alongside one or more distractor elements. Such experimental studies focus on fea-
ture search tasks and conjunctive search tasks. The feature search is characterized by
the detection of a target that usually differs from the distractors in one feature. In
contrast to that, a conjunctive search experiment requires the combination of fea-
tures, for example of color and shape, to detect the target. Thus, the performance
is dependent on the presented display size characterized by the number of distrac-
tors.
However, such visual search experiments require motivated, attentive and con-
centrated participants over the entire time. As participants are often moody, subjec-
tive and differently motivated, Green and Swets [62] introduced the signal detection
theory to validate their response tendency as well. They suggested to differentiate
between the sensitivity and the psychological bias of the participants by examining the
correct responses and the false alarms. The sensitivity or discriminability refers to
how hard or easy it is to detect that a target stimulus is present from background
or distractor elements. To apply the signal detection theory, target and noise stim-
uli are required where the target is present and absent and the participants have
to categorize each stimulus. A false alarm occurs once the participant reacts on
a signal which was not given when presenting a noise stimulus. A miss occurs
when the participant does not react on the target stimulus that was shown. Ot-
herwise, the participants correctly rejected when a noise stimulus was presented
or correctly detected the target within the target stimulus. Further on, the theory
can be used to assess the detectability of a target from a background of distractor
elements.
4.3 emphasis techniques
This evaluation was designed to perform a controlled perceptual evaluation us-
ing realistic visualizations and applying psychophysical theories. Besides that, a
real-world task – enlarged lymph node detection – from the clinical workflow
was used. A common motivation for the illustration technique development is the
technique’s ability to guide the users’ attention to a specific focus region. This
region might be a specific part of the visualization or a specific focus structure.
Furthermore, illustration techniques are developed as a kind of focus-and-context
visualization. The viewer’s attention is guided to the focus to enable a detailed
focus inspection. The context is sparsely visualized to provide additional infor-
mation and for orientation purposes. Emphasis techniques modify the object’s
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No Emphasis Red Coloring Stippling Cutaway
Figure 4.1: Three different visualization techniques were applied to one lymph node and
their attention guidance effectiveness was analyzed compared to no emphasis.
appearance such that the object can be clearly recognized and its location in the
overall anatomical region becomes obvious [128].
red coloring . The most popular visualization technique to emphasis impor-
tant structures is coloring. A color contrary to the other used colors is applied to
emphasize special regions and thus achieve an attention guidance. Since red is
a signal color with a high attention guidance potential, red coloring was favored
and investigated within this evaluation as an emphasis technique for the lymph
node detection (see Figure 4.1).
stippling . Pen-and-ink illustration techniques, e.g., hatching, stippling or fea-
ture lines are inspired by traditional medical applications and anatomic atlases.
These techniques are rather used for context structures and often investigated
within evaluations on sparsely presenting information without disturbing the view-
ers attention [155]. Several experimental studies focus on the illustration potential
for the presentation of anatomical structures [141, 154, 103]. Stippling as a repre-
sentative pen-and-ink surface visualization technique was chosen to be the second
emphasis technique. A stippling visualization of an enlarged lymph node was
generated with the object-based stippling method of Baer et al. [5].
cutaway. The third emphasis technique is based on the work of Krüger et al.
[92], who presented illustration techniques to facilitate lymph node detection and
classification for pathologic lymph nodes in the neck region. We applied cutaway
as a smart visibility technique. The cutaway view was defined as a circular region
that is aligned with respect to the enlarged lymph node to enable an unobstructed
view. The size of the region was defined according to the projected lymph node
size (maximum node extension = circle diameter). All occluded structures or struc-
ture parts, respectively were removed within this circular region.
These three representative techniques were used as emphasis techniques for
the enlarged lymph nodes, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. While all other structures
were rendered with predefined standard colors and transparency values, enlarged
lymph nodes were either visualized with one of the emphasis techniques or similar
to the other lymph nodes without being emphasized. Thus, the individual illus-
tration technique is systematically varied to measure the caused perception and
behavior, compare Section 2.2.4. We were able to quantitatively compare cutaway
views as a kind of smart visibility technique, stippling as a pen-and-ink technique,
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red coloring as a typical emphasizing technique, and the normal yellow lymph
node visualization with no special technique.
4.4 experimental design
Two visual search task experiments were performed to analyze and compare il-
lustration techniques in 3D visualizations of patient-specific anatomy and their
attention guidance effectiveness. An enlarged lymph node is the focus object and
serves as the target visualized with one of four illustration techniques. All other
anatomic structures are the context. In our visual search task experiments, the con-
text objects were distractor elements and can be treated as noise corresponding to
the FIT, respectively. Since the participants had to search for a specific structure
(lymph node) with a specific size (enlarged), a conjunctive search for the two fea-
tures structure × size was performed. The results were validated using the signal
detection theory.
In detail, we performed two conjunctive search experiments for rather spherical
structures in medical visualizations. Both evaluations followed a within-participant
design (compare Section 2.2.2). They were one-factorial (illustration technique) with
four factor levels (no emphasis technique, red, stippling, and cutaway). Illustration
technique was the independent variable and the two measured dependent variables
for each individual technique were response time and accuracy. According to the
techniques’ attention guidance capability described in Section 3.2.1, the following
one-tailed hypotheses were postulated:
• HEmphasis: Emphasized enlarged lymph nodes are detected more often and
faster than those without emphasis.
• HCutaway: Cutaway views will be more effective regarding accuracy and
response time than stippling and red coloring.
Accuracy was defined as the number of correctly detected focus structures and
the number of "hits", respectively. This visual search experiment is an evaluation
based on decisions. In detail, there were two possible answers: yes there is an en-
larged lymph node or no there is none. Based on the signal detection theory, target
and noise stimuli were required that will be described in Section 4.4.2.
Additionally, to validate the response tendency, the number of false alarms that
indicate the technique’s usability was measured. A false alarm occurs if a partici-
pant detects a target and thus an enlarged lymph node, when only normally sized
nodes are present. Moreover, the target detection capability of the illustration tech-
nique was analyzed. To validate whether the achieved accuracy correlated to the
individually preferred and subjectively perceived most effective technique, each
participant was asked to order and thus rank the presented techniques.
4.4.1 Participants
A pilot study with seven participants for the neck (three women and four men
aged between 25 and 35 years with x¯ = 29.14 years) and three subjects (two women
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and one men aged between 20 and 28 years with x¯ = 23.66 years) for the thorax
experiment was conducted in advance. We recruited 33 participants from various
parts of the university, like psychology and engineering students, designers and
a few medical experts for the first evaluation. In detail, 18 women and 15 men
aged between 19 and 51 years (x¯ = 31.90 years) participated in the first evaluation
and were asked to detect enlarged lymph nodes in neck visualizations. Four of
them were experienced users (three medical experts and one a medical student),
nine with a passing knowledge and ten participants without experience in medical
visualizations. Eleven participants performed the follow-up evaluation and had to
find enlarged lymph nodes in the thorax visualizations. Five of them were women
and six were men aged between 23 and 31 years with an average of x¯ = 25.72 years.
Four of them were experienced with 3D medical visualizations and had advanced
medical knowledge (one medical expert and two students), five with medium and
passing knowledge and two without experience.
4.4.2 Stimuli
Since the goal of Baer et al. [6] was to perform a controlled experiment which
enables a wider set of conclusions, realistic 3D patient data was employed. 3D
patient-specific anatomy visualizations derived from CT neck and thorax datasets
are used in the clinical routine to determine the size of the lymph nodes. Common
psychological user studies present simple scenarios as stimuli containing letters or
basic geometric shapes that differ strongly and that are equally distributed over
the display [158, 91]. A major condition of controlled experiments and especially
search tasks is that stimuli are similar to reduce errors, see Section 2.2.4. Hence,
a trade-off between the visualizations used in the clinical routine and the psycho-
logical conditions was necessary to generate appropriate stimuli for our conjunc-
tive search. Restrictions were made with respect to (1) the presentation, (2) the
visualized structures and (3) the field of view to achieve stimuli that were as simi-
lar as possible and still realistic and representative illustrations of patient-specific
anatomy from the clinical routine. Based on that, static images were generated de-
rived from visualizations showing a restricted number of structures with a defined
field of view.
1. Static images with orthogonal projection were used as stimuli, since rotation
was not required and unintended rotation performed by the participants
should be prevented. Due to that, the stimuli similarity was increased. More-
over, according to the display time of each stimulus, transformations like
translation or rotation were not possible. A stimulus was a rendered image
of 3D patient-specific visualizations with a displayed size of 512 × 512 pixel.
2. To enhance the similarity of the stimuli, the patient-specific visualizations
were restricted to a representative number of structures. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.2a, each neck stimulus showed lymph nodes, muscles, glands, trachea,
two veins, two arteries, the pharynx and bones as orientation structures. The
thorax stimuli included lymph nodes, heart, vein, the aorta and two lung
lobes (see Figure 4.2b). Bones were not required, since the lung lobes en-
abled an anatomic orientation. Lymph nodes were always on both sides of
the bones in neck stimuli and on each lung lobe side in the thorax stimuli.
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Figure 4.2: Patient-specific neck and thorax stimuli with a representative number of struc-
tures. (a) The field of view for the neck stimuli was defined by the muscles
and illustrates lymph nodes, muscles, glands, bones, trachea, two veins, two
arteries and the pharynx. (b) Thorax stimuli were defined by the lung lobes
and show lymph nodes, two lung lobes, heart, vein and the aorta.
Each stimulus showed 12 to 20 lymph nodes. However, they were not equally
distributed on both sides due to the patients’ individuality.
3. The third restriction affects the applied field of view. Neck stimuli were gene-
rated using a field of view that was defined by the muscles, while the field
of view of thorax stimuli was defined by the lung lobes. These three restric-
tions enabled results that were traceable to the emphasis techniques and not
caused by the stimuli appearance.
To ensure that the lymph nodes were not occluded by other opaque structures,
we analyzed the neck and thorax visualizations with respect to the visibility of
lymph nodes. If necessary, we adapted the transparency or the saturation of oc-
cluders. In the neck stimuli a lymph node is occluded by one translucent structure
at the very most. Thus, it was not required to change the appearance of the struc-
ture. Moreover, this visibility limitation was accepted for this evaluation, since the
stimuli should be realistic, too. In contrast, the thorax visualization required an
illustration technique parameter modification. Caused by the anatomic location
of the lymph nodes in the thoracic region, they were occluded by several struc-
tures like lung lobes, heart and vessels, as shown in Figure 4.2b. As the aorta
is very dominant in this anatomic region and occludes the lymph nodes located
alongside the bronchial structures, they were visualized using lower saturated red
color and higher transparency than the artery vessels illustrated in the neck stim-
uli. Besides the transparent lung lobes, the heart was visualized translucent, too.
Thus, the identification and detectability of the enlarged lymph nodes (target) was
guaranteed for each stimulus.
noise stimuli were rendered images of neck or thorax visualizations includ-
ing the above-mentioned anatomic structures without any enlarged lymph node
but normal-sized lymph nodes, as shown in Figure 4.3b. Moreover, to generate
noise for the illustration technique, a healthy lymph node may be emphasized
with cutaway, stippling or red coloring to provoke false alarm and to evaluate the
target detection capability of the illustration techniques. The noise stimuli can be
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No Emphasis Red Coloring Stippling Cutaway
(a) Target Stimuli
(b) Noise Stimuli
Figure 4.3: (a) Eight target stimuli (neck and thorax) with the enlarged lymph node posi-
tioned on the right side visualized with no emphasis, with red coloring, with
stippling and with cutaway. (b) Eight noise stimuli (neck and thorax) where
no enlarged lymph node was included. The visualized stimuli were generated
using four datasets.
considered as permanent noise, since a target stimulus was based on this noise
stimulus and included one further additional structure.
target stimuli included one enlarged lymph node – the target structure –
besides several normal-sized lymph nodes that were also included in the noise
stimuli. The minimum display size of the enlarged lymph node was > 30 pixels,
which represents an appropriate minimum size of an enlarged lymph node refer-
ring to the illustrated size of healthy lymph nodes and was comparable to the first
nodal stage > 1cm of the TNM classification. As illustrated in Figure 4.3a, the en-
larged lymph node (target) was either visualized equal to the normal sized lymph
nodes (yellow colored) with no emphasis technique or contrary with one of the
three emphasis techniques. Since each dataset contained more than one enlarged
lymph node and more than one lymph node size, several target stimuli were gen-
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erated for each dataset showing one enlarged lymph node and the position of the
target varied within the stimulus image, too. This increased the randomization of
lymph node position and shape.
In summary, this evaluation comprised noise stimuli with no enlarged lymph
node and target stimuli with one enlarged lymph node. Both stimuli types in-
cluded images showing emphasis techniques. In both evaluations, 50% target and
50% noise stimuli were presented. Moreover, in 50% of the stimuli, the target
structures were located on the left side and in 50% on the right side of the cer-
vical spine. Overall, 1160 neck stimuli were generated derived from 16 different
datasets, to provide a representative sample of the anatomic variety and to avoid
that the results are strongly influenced by the peculiarities from one specific pa-
tient. The follow-up evaluation comprised 240 thorax stimuli generated of two
different datasets.
4.5 apparatus and procedure
All participants of both studies were tested under the same conditions. The ex-
periment was performed alone by daylight on a 26 ′′ monitor. The evaluation was
performed and the data was recorded using the program Presentation® from Neu-
roBehavioralSystems.1 This is a stimulus delivery and experimental control pro-
gram for neuroscience. No other processes were run on the computer during the
experimental session.
Initially, the instruction was performed in written form to provide the same
initial conditions for every participant. A first practice session followed to ensure
that the subjects understood the experimental task and were able to identify and
to detect enlarged lymph nodes. This practice session consisted of ten stimuli that
were not included in the final evaluation. During the evaluation, each stimulus
was presented for 1.1s in the neck and for 1.2s in the thorax evaluation. The par-
ticipants were asked to perform a conjunctive search and to press the left mouse
button if an enlarged lymph node was present or to press the right mouse button if
no enlarged lymph node was found. The stimuli were shown for a fixed duration
independent of whether the participant pressed a button or not. As conceptually
illustrated for three neck stimuli in Figure 4.4, a fixation cross followed each stim-
ulus for a varying time of 0.75s− 1.25s. This is a well-established psychological
method to avoid expectations and to promote the subjects’ attention.
The presented stimuli were arranged into trials. Eight trials with each presen-
ting 145 stimuli for the neck and – due to the small number of datasets – four trials
with 60 stimuli each for the thorax evaluation. Individual rests between the trials
were integrated to avoid becoming fatigued during the trials. Participants decided
on their own how long they required resting between the trials. The presentation
order of target and noise stimuli was random but both stimulus types and the
illustration techniques were presented equally often. Afterwards, each participant
was asked the same set of questions to gather demographic data (age, gender,
1 www.neurobehavioralsystems.net
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Figure 4.4: The stimuli arrangement for three neck stimuli. The presentation was characte-
rized by a random stimuli order. Each stimulus was presented for a fixed
duration. A fixation cross followed and was displayed for a varying time of
0.75s− 1.25s (randomly distributed). Then, the next stimulus is presented.
medical knowledge) and to check for visual impairments, e.g., color blindness or
other potential bias factors, e.g., handedness, since all participants used the mouse
as input device. Additionally, each participant was asked to order and thus rank
the illustration techniques from 1 to 4.
The specific display duration was determined during the pilot study. Durations
of 0.9s - 1.4s that are used in common psychological studies with rather simple
stimuli were tested. If the stimulus was displayed 0.9s, the participants did not
have enough time to search for the target structure and react to the stimulus. If
the stimulus was displayed too long, the number of hits was almost 100% and
the results were not expressive. Since the thorax visualization included several
translucent lymph nodes, occluding and distracting structures, e.g., the transition
area of the bronchial structures and the lung lobes, a higher subject attention was
required.
4.6 analysis and results
Since target and noise stimuli were shown and possible answers were "yes" (target
present) and "no" (target absent = noise), the following discriminations can be
derived:
• target stimulus: "yes" = Hit; "no" = Miss
• noise stimulus: "yes" = False Alarm; "no" = Correct Rejection
Accuracy (number of hits), response time for the hit results and false alarm results
were analyzed to evaluate the techniques’ effectiveness for a lymph node detec-
tion within neck and thorax visualizations. The number of hits was the number
of correctly detected enlarged lymph nodes and thus targets in the presented tar-
get stimuli. The number of false alarms was the number of falsely detected target
lymph nodes in noise stimuli with no enlarged lymph node included. Initially,
the reliability of the recorded data concerning the hits and the false alarm results
were descriptively analyzed. A statistical analysis including a Shapiro-Wilk test
for normal distribution followed. Based on that, the non-parametric Friedman and
Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the parametric ANOVA and t-test were applied
and thus the postulated hypotheses were tested (recall Section 4.4). For each par-
ticipant assessing neck stimuli, there were 580 results for target and 580 recorded
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results for noise stimuli. 145 gathered results for each illustration technique pre-
sented in the target stimuli and 145 results per technique in the noise stimuli.
Additionally, 120 target and 120 noise stimuli results with 30 for each technique
were recorded for each participant in the follow-up study. We used the software
package IBM SPSS Statistics (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) for the
statistical analysis.
4.6.1 Descriptive Analysis
We defined a reliable number of hits as a hit result above 50%. Results below were
considered as outliers and were discarded, since they deviate widely from the av-
erage number of hit results and thus, the participant either did not understand the
task or were unmotivated, bored or tired. Due to that, five participants had a bad
physiological sensitivity for the neck and one for the thorax experiment. Their hit
results were < 50% combined with a false alarm result of < 3%. Those results were
neglected. The measured data of the remaining 28 participants for the neck and
10 for the thorax experiment were used to evaluate the techniques and to examine
whether there was a statistically significant difference or not. The achieved false
alarm result of the other 28 participants was on average 8% for the neck stimuli
that represented a very good response bias and indicated that all results are valid.
In contrast to that, the average false alarm result of the 10 reliable thorax partici-
pants was higher (16%), but still acceptable.
First of all, the results were summarized as frequency distribution to perform an
initial descriptive analysis. The average number of hits and the average response
time results are listed in Table 4.1. Participants assessing neck stimuli detected on
average x¯ = 53.73% hits when the enlarged lymph nodes were visualized similarly
Red
Cutaway
Stippling
No4Emphasis
83.19
72.10
53.73
74.07
10.87
12.58
15.21
12.35 p4≤4.001
Shapiro-Wilk
p4≤4.001
p4≤4.001
p4>4.05
Neck
96.66
93.09
65.17
89.17
4.37
10.38
14.42
5.99
Thorax
p4>4.05
Shapiro-Wilk
p4≤4.05
p4>4.05
p4≤4.05
(a) Accuracy
Red
Cutaway
Stippling
No9Emphasis
705.11
725.43
800.09
726.94
77.94
72.84
91.33
75.48
Shapiro-Wilk
p9>9.05
732.25
757.51
808.69
788.34
120.74
107.34
166.97
94.11
p9>9.05
Shapiro-Wilk
p9>9.05
p9>9.05
p9>9.05
p9>9.05
p9>9.05
p9>9.05
(b) Response Time
Table 4.1: This table covers the mean value (x¯), standard deviation (σ) and the Shapiro-
Wilk test results (a) for accuracy in % and (b) for response time in ms. Shapiro-
Wilk results with p > .05 represent normally distributed results while p 6 .05
describe a statistically significant difference from a normal distribution.
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to the normal-sized nodes. x¯ = 72.10% of all enlarged lymph nodes were detected
for the red coloring, x¯ = 83.19% for the cutaway and x¯ = 74.07% for the stippling
technique. They required on average x¯ = 800.09 ms for no emphasis technique,
x¯ = 725.43 ms for red coloring, x¯ = 705.11 ms for cutaway and x¯ = 726.94 ms
for stippling. Participants of the follow-up evaluation achieved better hit results
compared to the neck results. For stimuli with no emphasis technique x¯ = 65.17%,
for red coloring x¯ = 93.09%, for stippling x¯ = 89.17% and for cutaway x¯ = 96.66%
of all enlarged lymph nodes were detected. The participants required on aver-
age x¯ = 808.69ms for no emphasis technique, x¯ = 757.51ms for red coloring,
x¯ = 732.25ms for cutaway and x¯ = 788.34ms for stippling. However, the thorax
results were based on 10 participants, which is less than a half of the number of
neck participants.
Figure 4.5a illustrates the accuracy and Figure 4.5b the response time results
using bar charts to enable a visual comparison between the techniques. Each same
colored bar pair represents one technique. Bars on the left hand side are the neck
and on the right hand side the thorax result. The black bars on top of each tech-
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Figure 4.5: (a) The average number of hits in % and thus the accuracy and (b) the average
response time results in ms illustrated as bar charts including standard error
bars for the neck and the thorax evaluation.
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nique bar are standard error bars that may indicate a statistically significant dif-
ference. If two error bars do not overlap, there will be a statistically significant
difference between those bars and the represented techniques. If they overlap, it
does not mean that there is statistically no significant difference.
4.6.2 Statistical Analysis
Since the appearance of scaled bar presentations can be deceiving, a statistical
significance test is necessary and was applied to accept or to falsify the hypothe-
ses. The applied Shapiro-Wilk test showed that all hit results for the emphasis
techniques of the neck and the results for red coloring and cutaway for the tho-
rax evaluation were statistically significantly different with p 6 .001 and p 6 .05
compared to a normal distribution (see Table 4.1). The frequency distributions
were left skewed, due to the fact that emphasized enlarged lymph nodes were de-
tected more often. In contrast to that, the hit results for no emphasis technique in
both studies and the stippling hit results in the thorax evaluation were normally
distributed for the neck and the thorax evaluation. Based on the not normally dis-
tributed results, the non-parametric statistical Friedman test was applied to the hit
results.
A statistically significant difference exists if χ2 > χ2crit. The critical value for χ2
is listed in Table A.1. For α = .05 it is χ2α,df = χ
2
.05,3 = 7.81 and for α = .01 it is
χ2.01,3 = 11.34. The Friedmann tests confirmed the existence of statistically signifi-
cant differences for the hit results with p < .001 (for neck: χ2 = 74.70; for thorax:
χ2 = 23.22). Since the response time results of both evaluations were normally
distributed (p > .05), we applied the one-factorial ANOVA test that confirmed the
existence of statistically significant differences with p < .001 and F(1, 27) = 57.150
for the neck and with p 6 .05 and F(1, 9) = 6.118 for the thorax results. A statisti-
cally significant main effect exists for α = .05 with Fcrit(1, 27) = 4.21 for the neck
and with Fcrit(1, 9) = 5.12 for the thorax (compare Table A.2). Due to that, the
hit results were compared pairwise using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the
response times using the t-test with Bonferroni correction. The effect size r was
calculated using the Equation 5 for the z-score and for the t-statistic values Equa-
tion 4 from Section 2.3.2. All results for each technique comparison are presented
in Table 4.2.
Pairwise significant differences for accuracy were confirmed with p 6 .01 for
the neck hit results and with p 6 .05 for the thorax hit results. Differences be-
tween red coloring compared to stippling (p > .05) were not statistically sig-
nificant. Additionally, red coloring compared to cutaway showed statistically no
significant difference of achieved hits for the thorax evaluation. Similar to the
accuracy results, the response time for red coloring was statistically not signifi-
cantly different to stippling (t(27) = −.245,p > .05, r = .04) for the neck experi-
ment. With α = .05 the critical values for t are tcrit(27) = 1.70 for the neck and
tcrit(9) = 1.83 for the thorax (ignoring the minus sign). All other pairwise com-
parisons exhibited statistically significant large effects with p 6 .001 and r > .68
or for red coloring compared to stippling with p 6 .05 and r = .53. The thorax
response time results exhibited statistically significant differences for all compar-
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Table 4.2: The p values and the corresponding z-scores for the Wilcoxon signed-rank test as
well as the t-statistics for the t-test are listed in this table for each pairwise tech-
nique comparison. If z /∈ [−1.65, 1.65], the Wilcoxon signed-rank test confirms a
statistically significant difference with p 6 .05. Moreover, the Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient r with −1 > r 6 1 illustrating the effect size is included (small:
r > |.10|, medium: r > |.30| and large: r > |.50| effect). Green colored results rep-
resent statistically significant differences. Pairwise technique comparisons with
no significant difference are colored red.
isons (p 6 .05 and p 6 .01 with r > .50) except for no emphasis compared to
stippling (t(9) = −.637,p > .05, r = .20 ).
Since the p-values of pairs with no emphasis confirmed a significant difference
and the r-values showed a high effect, the postulated hypothesis HEmphasis in-
troduced in Section 4.4 is highly likely for the neck experiment. All participants
detected more enlarged lymph nodes and their response times were lower when
an emphasis technique was applied. Cutaway achieved significantly more accurate
and faster results with a medium and a large effect than no emphasis, red coloring
and stippling, as shown in Table 4.2. Thus, HCutaway can be confirmed for the
neck experiment, too. Contrary, HEmphasis and HCutaway is highly unlikely for
the second evaluation. Concerning the first hypothesis, the response times for stip-
pling were statistically not significantly shorter compared to no emphasis when
detecting an enlarged lymph node. Furthermore, we had to reject the second hy-
pothesis due to the comparison of the hit results for cutaway and for red coloring
(z = −1.352,p > .05, r = .42).
4.7 qualitative results
The quantitatively measured results corresponded to the technique ranking per-
formed by the participants. For the neck evaluation the ranking from 1 to 4 was: 1:
cutaway, 2: stippling, 3: red coloring and 4: no emphasis. The thorax resulting rank
for 1 and 4 was similar and only rank 2 with red coloring and 3 with stippling
was different. The ranking almost corresponded to the computed results, except
for the order of stippling and red coloring. The difference between stippling and
no emphasis for the thorax study was very small. Achieved results for the neck
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user study did not always correspond with the individual opinions. One subject
preferred stippling and achieved the best results with this technique. Although
27 of 28 subjects of the neck experiment had the best performance with cutaway,
eight of them favored another technique. That is a variance of 28% of their quan-
titatively determined most qualified technique. Similar to that, seven subjects of
the thorax experiment achieved best results with cutaway or red coloring, three
favored another technique (variance of 42%).
4.8 result discussion
The descriptive results and the bar charts in Figure 4.5 indicate that the partici-
pants achieved better results with each technique concerning the enlarged lymph
node detection than without emphasis. This first result was confirmed by the not
normally distributed data. Contrary to the normally distributed hit results of the
target stimuli without an emphasis, the subjects detected more lymph nodes in
the emphasized visualizations. Especially for the smaller enlarged lymph nodes,
participants achieved more hits.
The number of hits was higher and thus, the participants’ results were more
accurate when the enlarged lymph node was emphasized with one of the inves-
tigated illustration techniques. Especially for the neck experiment, the cutaway
views enabled the detection of more enlarged lymph nodes in a shorter response
time. Thus, this illustration technique seems to be most suitable regarding accu-
racy and detection time. The number of hits and the response time results of
cutaway views for neck (x¯ = 83.19 %, x¯ = 705.11 ms) vary from the thorax results
(x¯ = 96.66 %, x¯ = 732.25 ms). The accuracy results of cutaway compared to red
coloring as well as stippling compared to red coloring were statistically not sig-
nificantly different for the thorax. An extended experiment and revision of the
thorax stimuli seems to be necessary to refine the individual technique effective-
ness. With respect to the false alarm result of 16%, the participants’ tendency for
a hit reaction (detect enlarged lymph node) was higher compared to the neck ex-
periment. Contrary to the neck, the response time of red coloring compared to
stippling was significantly shorter. Since the appearance of a few structures was
adapted to enable the visibility of the shown target structures (see Section 4.4.2),
red coloring accelerated the node detection for the thorax region, even though the
hit results are not significantly different. No statistically significant difference in
response times was found for stippling compared to no emphasis.
limitations . First of all, this experimental design tried to adapt a visual
search experiment based on preattentive perception to complex anatomical struc-
tures. Therefore, an appropriate stimuli display duration was required. A trade-off
between as long as necessary to enable an almost preattentive perception and as
short as possible to prevent a complete serial search was chosen. The display du-
ration, however, was not validated within an individual controlled experimental
evaluation. Even though the stimuli design was restricted to fulfill psychophysical
criteria and at the same time the individuality of the data needed to be preserved,
there is still a difference between the used static stimuli images and the 3D visu-
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alizations generated for the therapy planning process. In clinical practice, medical
doctors do not rely on static rendered images. Instead, they interactively explore
patient-specific 3D models by rotating them, zooming on relevant details and look-
ing to related 2D views with CT slice data for detailed inspection. The study can
not reliably predict which emphasis technique is optimal for such settings. Fur-
thermore, there were only two thorax datasets available for the stimuli generation.
Compared to the 16 different neck datasets, the two thorax datasets did not pro-
vide enough anatomy variations. Thus, it remains an open challenging task to
systematically explore emphasis techniques in such settings.
Due to the fact that the thorax evaluation was performed with only 11 partici-
pants, a statistically significant difference may occur when recruiting more partic-
ipants and presenting more stimuli generated from further datasets. Additionally,
the participants required more detection time for stippling than red coloring. This
may be caused by the worse visibility of the stippling technique. Stippling is a
technique to sparsely illustrate structures. Since the enlarged lymph nodes were
occluded by a lot of structures in the thoracic region, stippling did not attract the
users’ attention. Moreover, a detailed analysis referring to adequate transparency
parameters and saturation adaption of occluders is recommended.
However, with respect to the application area, the hit results are more important
than the response time. Furthermore, compared to all other tested techniques no
apparent differences between stippling and red coloring were detected for the neck
stimuli, neither for the hit results nor for the response time results. Besides the
analysis of the postulated hypothesis, the experiment results enable a first insight
into the techniques’ effectiveness depending on the lymph node stages introduced
in Section 4.1. Emphasized lymph nodes larger > 1cm are detected more often,
especially using cutaway views. Stippling and cutaway views are more supportive
for the detection of lymph nodes > 3cm and > 6cm than red coloring or no
emphasis. However, the subjects detected more lymph nodes > 3cm that were
illustrated with red coloring than without an emphasis. Since lymph nodes > 6cm
(> 100 pixel) are very obvious, the hit rate differences are very small. However,
emphasis techniques are more effective.
4.9 summary
We presented a controlled perceptual evaluation design using 3D patient-specific
visualizations and compared three different illustration techniques (red coloring,
stippling and cutaway) and their emphasis effectiveness, respectively. These vi-
sualizations relate to the neck and thorax region and as a rather general task,
the detection of enlarged lymph nodes as an example of a therapeutic task and
rather small roughly spherical anatomic structures was investigated. To achieve a
reliable result, the well-known visual search theory was used and regarding the
participants’ individual motivation the experimental design was based on the sig-
nal detection theory by Green and Swets [62] described in Section 4.2. Thus, both
psychophysical theories were used an applied to the therapeutic task of enlarged
lymph node detection. In detail, a conjunctive search of a specific structure and
size was performed. The participants’ task was to search for the conjunction of
two features (a specific structure × size).
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A major challenge was the trade-off between psychological guidelines like stim-
uli similarities and the patient-specific anatomy. For this purpose, we conducted
two experimental evaluations using neck and thorax visualizations from clinical
routine, a common therapeutic question and three simple representative visualiza-
tion techniques. In detail, the techniques’ capability was validated by analyzing
the accuracy and the required response time to detect an enlarged lymph node
rendered with red coloring, stippling and cutaway. The capability was defined via
the search task performance. This evaluation gives an insight into the experimen-
tal design, conditions and implementation.
However, this may serve as an orientation for evaluating the capability of tech-
niques concerning specific purposes in 3D therapy planning scenarios. The pre-
sented experimental setup is applicable to other medical domains, such as radia-
tion treatment planning. Both evaluations proved that emphasis techniques guide
the users’ attention and thus improve and enhance the enlarged lymph node de-
tection. Even an illustration technique like stippling that is originally developed
to sparsely illustrate context structures as shown by Tietjen et al. [155], supports
the attention guidance. Thus, it is neither possible nor right to generalize that all
pen-and-ink techniques are preferable context visualization techniques. This eval-
uation documents the influence of the displayed surrounding structures or objects
to the techniques’ emphasis effectiveness. Every emphasis technique is better than
no emphasis regarding the detection of the enlarged lymph node.

5
A C O M PA R AT I V E E VA L U AT I O N O F F E AT U R E L I N E
T E C H N I Q U E S
This chapter is based on the following publications:
"Comparative Evaluation of Feature Line Techniques for Shape Depiction".
Kai Lawonn, Alexandra Baer, Patrick Saalfeld and Bernhard Preim. In Proceedings of Vision Model-
ing and Visualization, pp. 31-38, 2014
"Statistical Analysis of a Qualitative Evaluation on Feature Lines".
Alexandra Baer, Kai Lawonn, Patrick Saalfeld and Bernhard Preim. In Proceedings of Bildverar-
beitung für die Medizin, pp. 71-76, , 2015
Originally, medical and other conceptional or abstract illustrations were hand
drawn and consisted of simple but well defined and well placed lines and dots.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, such pen-and-ink illustrations have been proven to
be effective according to structure cognition including the structure’s shape and
surface orientation [35, 73, 86]. In a recent work of Lawonn et al. [104], feature
lines were quantitatively compared according to personal preferences. The author
of the thesis was involved in this work and primarily designed the evaluation, pro-
vided the evaluation tool and performed the statistical analysis, while Kai Lawonn
implemented the six techniques and generated the feature line illjustrations. The
qualitative data analysis was a joint work of Kai Lawonn and the author of this
thesis. As different existing evaluations compare some feature line methods quan-
titatively and qualitatively, no study compared all of the most commonly used
feature line methods in one evaluation.
Therefore, Lawonn et al. [104] investigated six feature line methods and com-
pared them in an extensive evaluation: a pilot study comprising 20 participants
and a final evaluation with 129 participants. The techniques were qualitatively
evaluated in the context of realism and aesthetics and the participants had to choose
their favorite feature line illustration. Related line drawing evaluations investigate
either just personal preferences or the potential of computer-generated illustra-
tions imitating hand-drawn illustrations [77]. Moreover, previous works analyzed
the artists’ drawing techniques and aesthetic aspects to define surface regions
where to draw the lines [34]. Hand-drawn illustrations aim at simplifying real
objects or complex scenes to ease and support the understanding by concentrating
on the most important features. That means, a realistic object or scene is visual-
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ized with a few well placed lines but still illustrates the realistic situation. Thus,
realism is a major topic for computer-generated and hand-drawn feature line vi-
sualizations. Additionally, illustrations should visualize the objects or scenes in
an aesthetic way. Thus, aesthetics is another main aspect when comparing feature
line drawing techniques.
This chapter presents the study design, implementation and analysis. The re-
sults of the evaluation were used to provide guidelines which feature line method
is best suited according to personal preferences compared to the other techniques.
Moreover, the first qualitative analysis was extended and quantitatively examined,
which will be explained in Section 5.6
5.1 feature line methods
This description and summary of feature line methods is contributed by Kai La-
wonn [104]. Feature line methods are a special kind of low-level visual abstractions.
They are used to give a simplified representation of an object. For this simplifica-
tion, the object is illustrated by using lines, which are placed at the most salient
regions such that the object’s shape can be perceived without additional shad-
ing. Feature lines are a family of non-photorealistic visualization techniques that
can be applied on arbitrary surfaces and thus on patient-specific data, as intro-
duced in Section 3.3.1. This low-level abstraction of surfaces is important and has
a high potential for depicting pathologies, anatomical and risk structures required
for surgery planning [155] and for intraoperative visualizations [137]. Moreover,
abstract illustrations of patient-specific data and therapy options support an indi-
vidual patient documentation. The most commonly used feature line techniques
comprise six methods.
Interrante et al. [71] introduced ridges and valley lines (RV) to illustrate salient
regions. This method is curvature-based and therefore view-independent. Thus,
DeCarlo et al. [42] presented a view-dependent approach: suggestive contours (SC).
SC are an extension of the conventional contour definition, but fail in depicting
convex structures. Therefore, Judd et al. [81] combined the advantages of RV and
SC and presented apparent ridges (AR). This method uses a view-dependent curva-
ture term and applies the RV definition to illustrate the shape. Xie et al. [179] intro-
duced photic extremum lines (PLs). This technique determines the maximum of the
variance of illumination. The user can add additional spotlights to influence the re-
sult. Kolomenkin et al. [88] presented demarcating curves (DC), a view-independent
approach. This method is best suited to enhance furrows. Zhang et al. [183] intro-
duced Laplacian lines (LL). LL extend the Laplacian-of-Gaussian for images to 3D
surfaces to illustrate the shape. Figure 5.1 presents all techniques applied to differ-
ent models and surfaces. The feature line drawings were generated in cooperation
with two artists who are familiar with computer-generated line drawings.
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5.2 experimental design
In detail, we performed a comparative evaluation that was presented by Lawonn
et al. [104]. Personal beliefs, opinions and preferences were analyzed to determine
the most appropriate line drawing techniques according to realism and aesthet-
ics. One possibility to realize that is to ask the participants to assess each tech-
nique. This leads to an independent technique evaluation without comparison to
the other techniques. Another possibility is to ask the participants to compare the
techniques. This method is more appropriate in this case, since there are various
techniques available when generating an illustration and the artist has to choose
which one is more suitable. Thus, the participants of this evaluation were asked
to compare presented line drawing techniques to assess which one is better in
terms of more realistic or more aesthetic. This is called a comparative evaluation or
more specifically an ordered ranking. Different stimuli are compared along a given
dimension by asking the participants to place the stimuli along that dimension
in some order [40]. An ordered ranking evaluation investigates if one technique
is better than another technique, instead of determining an exact value for one
technique. To realize this comparison task, we asked participants to rank from 1
to 6, whereas rank 1 means the most realistic or aesthetic depiction. Additionally,
participants had to define one stimulus image as the most realistic and one as the
most aesthetic image. This additional task was used to double-check their previ-
ously defined ranking. The major research questions of the comparative evaluation
were:
• What does a technique ranking from 1 to 6 look like for a realistic and an
aesthetic depiction comprising all six line drawing techniques?
• Which feature line technique is considered to be the most aesthetic out of
the six line drawing techniques?
• Which feature line technique is considered to be the most realistic out of the
six line drawing techniques?
The illustration technique was the independent variable for this evaluation. That
means, this was a one-factorial evaluation with six factor levels. Since a technique
ranking had to be defined, the measured dependent variables for each technique
were the assigned ranks. All participants assessed the six line drawing techniques
and thus this evaluation followed a within-participant design (see Section 2.2.4).
5.2.1 Participants
Overall, 149 participants were recruited: 20 for the pilot study and 129 for the
final evaluation. The 129 participants were gathered at the long night of the sciences
in 2014. Therefore, openness and interest in science was above average and they
had a broad spectrum of educational backgrounds. In detail, 15 men and five
women participated in the pilot study and 68 men and 61 women attended the
final evaluation. The age of the men in the pilot study ranged from 24 to 33 years
(x¯ = 26.43 years) and for the final evaluation from 10 to 67 years (x¯ = 30.53 years).
On the other hand, the women participating in the pilot study were aged between
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SH SC RV AR PL DC LL
Figure 5.1: All stimuli images and the shaded visualization (SH, left) of each model. The
Max Planck, buddha and cow model above and the medical models (skull,
brain and femur) below visualized with each of the six feature line meth-
ods (SC: suggestive contours, RV: ridges and valleys, AR: apparent ridges, PL:
photic extremum lines, DC: demarcating curves, and LL: Laplacian lines). (Il-
lustrations generated by Lawonn [102])
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29 and 34 years (x¯ = 32.53 years) and the women who attended the final evaluation
between 12 and 68 years (x¯ = 30.92 years).
5.2.2 Stimuli
A stimulus was defined as an image of 264× 214 pixels illustrating a feature line
representation of one model. We decided to use screenshots, since the participants
would otherwise lose their concentration after observing a few models and the
evaluation focused not on the illustrating process but on the personal preferences
of a finished illustration. Three medical models were derived from either patient-
individual datasets, i.e., the femur and the skull model, or were artificially gener-
ated, i. e., the brain model (see Figure 5.1 below). Additionally, to provide a broad
spectrum of surfaces, widespread computer graphics models such as a cow, the
Max Planck and a buddha model were used as well (see Figure 5.1 above). For
each model, six stimuli were generated illustrating this model with the feature
line techniques RV, SC, AR, PL, DC, and LL. Each stimulus was generated in coop-
eration with two artists who are familiar with computer-generated line drawings.
The corresponding feature line technique parameters were generated and adjusted
on their own. This resulted in feature line drawings that illustrate the important
features of each model and were individually generated similar to the hand-drawn
illustration process. One stimulus set comprised all six stimuli of one model. Six
models were used to generate six different stimuli sets. All models and stimuli
sets are shown in Figure 5.1. Each row shows one stimulus set with the shaded
visualization in the first place followed by the six generated stimuli.
5.3 apparatus and procedure
An evaluation tool designed and implemented using C# enabled the participants
to sort and to rank the presented stimuli sets and to record the personal data and
ranking results. This evaluation tool was implemented by the author of this thesis
and is shown in Figure 5.2 with the brain model and the corresponding stimuli
set. For the realism and the aesthetics task, the participants saw the surface visu-
alization of each model in a grey shading positioned in the lower left corner (see
Figure 5.2a). Next to this surface model, the stimuli set was arranged randomly
one image above another (see Figure 5.2b, (1)). This arrangement was chosen to
force the participants to rearrange the images for an overview, as shown on the
right hand side in Figure 5.2b (2). Thus, for each participant an individual stimuli
set presentation was achieved, unconsciously generated by the participants. Six
potential ranks were illustrated as labeled rectangular areas and the participants
were able to assign each stimulus to one rank with drag and drop (see Figure 5.2b,
(3)). For the selection of the favorite line drawing representation, the gray shaded
model representation was shown again and the participants had to select one stim-
uli image by positioning this image to a defined rectangular area. The evaluation
tool was presented on a display with a screen resolution of 1600×1200 pixels. The
log files were generated automatically during the evaluation. For every partici-
pant, an ID was generated to ensure anonymity. The individual personal details,
i.e., age and gender and the evaluation results (realism ranking, aesthetics ranking
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1. Rank 2. Rank 3. Rank
4. Rank 5. Rank 6. Rank
Original
Realism
(a)
(1)
(2)
(3)1. Rank 2. Rank 3. Rank
Realism
4. Rank 5. Rank 6. Rank
Original
(b)
Figure 5.2: (a) The evaluation tool with the brain model for the realism task. (b) For each
task the shaded stimuli were visualized in the lower left corner and next to it
(1) the six stimuli images (the stimuli set) were randomly arranged. (2) Initially,
the participants rearranged the stimuli set on the side to get an overview of all
stimuli images. (3) The six potential ranks were illustrated as labeled rectan-
gular areas and the participants were able to assign each stimulus to one rank
with drag and drop.
and favorite selection) were recorded.
Initially, the participants were instructed in written form, to ensure equal evalua-
tion conditions for each participant. Moreover, the individual tasks were displayed
at any time, to provide all required information to the participants. The evaluation
was structured into:
• the personal data acquisition
• the instruction and training
• followed by the evaluation consisting of a realism and an aesthetics assess-
ment and a technique preference task.
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A training task was used to familiarize the participants with the evaluation tool
and to learn the drag and drop interaction. The participants saw a final image
which consists of a sentence with six words. The participants were asked to sort
the words such that the final sentence occurs. We used a sentence to indicate that
an ordering is required during this evaluation. After this training, the study began.
For each model, the participants were asked to rank each image of the correspond-
ing stimuli set from 1 to 6. An evaluation trial starts with the realism task followed
by the aesthetics task and ends with the selection of the overall favorite stimuli im-
age. In detail, the same stimuli set was shown to the participants three times. First,
they were asked to order and to rank the stimuli images according to realism, then
according to aesthetics, and finally, to select their personal favorite stimuli image
and thus feature line representation. After that, the second evaluation trial started
with the next model until all models and corresponding stimuli sets were ranked
and assessed.
Initially, a pilot study was conducted to make an inquiry about the participants’
behavior. In the pilot study (about 15-20 minutes), every participant saw all six
models and stimuli sets visualized in Figure 5.1. Participants most frequently com-
plained about the duration time and the same questions during this pilot study.
They stated that it lasts too long and that this leads to reduced concentration.
From this insight, the final evaluation was slightly altered. Every participant had
to perform the evaluation with two models. To assess all six stimuli sets, three
evaluation sets were used with two different models each. The study was con-
ducted on three computers, all equipped with the same monitor and resolution as
mentioned above in Section 5.3. Thus, the study lasts 7− 10 minutes, the partici-
pants acted more concentrated and all six stimuli sets were assessed. Even though
there are three participant groups with two different models shown to each group,
all participants asses the same six line drawing techniques (independent variable)
and thus this evaluation followed a within-participant design (see Section 2.2.4).
5.4 qualitative analysis and results
The assigned ranking positions have to be analyzed for each line drawing tech-
nique, to enable a technique assessment and comparison. Therefore, the results of
each task (realism, aesthetics and favorite) were analyzed individually. Addition-
ally, a more detailed analysis for each task and for each model was performed.
Stimuli sets of six models were assessed by 129 participants divided into three
groups without the pilot study results. Each group with 43 participants ranked
stimuli sets of two models for realism and aesthetics. Thus, for each group 86 real-
ism and aesthetics rankings and favorite selections exist. Overall, 258 rankings for
each task were recorded.
5.4.1 Frequency Distribution
Since this initial analysis focused on a qualitative comparison, no quantitative,
mathematical or statistical methods were applied during the analysis process.
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Figure 5.3: The frequency distribution of the technique rating for (a) the realism and for
(b) the aesthetics assessment visualized for each rank. (SC: suggestive contours,
RV: ridges and valleys, AR: apparent ridges, PL: photic extremum lines, DC:
demarcating curves, and LL: Laplacian lines)
However, various analysis methods are available as described in Section 2.3.1. The
first and most common way to summarize the recorded results is a frequency
distribution (histogram) [52]. Since the first research question (see Section 5.2) re-
quired a ranking from 1 to 6 comprising all techniques, a frequency distribution
is not sufficient enough for this qualitative comparison. A result based on the
number of assigned ranks does not always result in a unique ranking with each
technique in one rank.
The frequency distribution for realism indicates that LL was the most realistic
line drawing technique, since this technique was ranked with the first place for 63
times (see Figure 5.3a). Compared to all six techniques, AR exhibited more ratings
for the second and the third rank, PL for the fourth, SC for the fifth and DC for
the sixth rank. The ranking according to the frequency distribution was LL, AR,
AR, PL, SC and DC. AR was in the second and in the third rank and RV was in no
rank. As shown in Figure 5.3b, AR had most ratings for the first, the second and
the third rank for the aesthetics assessment task. Additionally, RV exhibited most
ratings in the third rank with the same frequency as AR. The ranking for the aes-
thetics assessment task according to the frequency distribution was 1: AR, 2: AR,
3: AR and RV, 4: PL, 5: LL and 6: DC. Thus, a pairwise comparison to analyze how
often one technique had a smaller and thus a better rank than another technique
was required to achieve a unique ordering.
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5.4.2 Schulze Method
Methods that determine a resulting ranking are used in elections where the voters
order the candidates. They are called Condorcet methods, named after the 18th-
century French mathematician and philosopher Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas Cari-
tat, the Marquis de Condorcet. Winners are selected by majority in comparison to
all pairings against the other candidates. Each candidate will be compared pair-
wise and it will take into account if one candidate is more often preferred against
another candidate. The most widespread method is the Schulze method [146].
"Having a list of ranked candidates, the Schulze method determines the winner
and the final rank order of the candidates. The Schulze method fulfills several cri-
teria, which are important for the election. For example the Condorcet criterion,
which means whenever a candidate is more often preferred in comparison to the
other candidates, this candidate should win. Another example would be the rever-
sal symmetry, which means that if an election chooses a candidate as the winner
the same candidate should not be the winner if the rankings would be inverted"
[104]. This method fulfills the requirements for a qualitative comparison and anal-
ysis method. The original ratings are used to determine a resulting ranking with-
out statistical analysis methods or mathematical calculations. Thus, we used this
method to determine the line drawing technique ranking for the realism and the
aesthetics results.1
The Schulze method requires the generation of a rank matrix, creating and an-
alyzing a directed graph and the determination of a minimal weight matrix to
receive a final technique ranking. The following steps were applied to our ranking
results for the realism and for the aesthetics assessment task:
1. Rank List: All recorded technique ranking orders and their frequencies were
listed. Six feature line methods result in 6! = 720 potential rankings that may
occur.
2. Rank Matrix R: A rank matrix R was created such that rij denotes how often
method i had a smaller and thus a better rank than method j.
3. Directed Graph: Based on the rank matrix a directed graph was created. If
rij > rji in the rank matrix, a direct edge (i, j) with weight rij was created in
the graph.
4. Minimal Weight Matrix M: All graph paths from i to j were considered
and analyzed to determine a new matrix M called minimal weight matrix.
The matrix entry mij was set to the overall strongest edge of the weakest
element in a path, i.e., having two paths p1,p2 from i to j and let w1 be
the lowest weight of p1 and w2 of p2, then mij = max{w1,w2}. If w1 > w2
thenmij = w1. Finding the matrixM, the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [55] was
applied.
5. Technique Order: The matrixMwas analyzed according to the highest value
entries that define the individual rank for each technique and result in a
unique technique ranking of the six investigated line drawing techniques.
1 This Schulze analysis was primarily performed by Lawonn et al. [104].
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Figure 5.4: (a) Initially, all recorded rankings are listed. (b) A rank matrix R is created
where rij denotes how often i has a better rank than j. Green marked en-
tries indicate that rij > rji. (c) These values are used to set up a weighted
direct graph. (d)-(f) A new matrix M is determined. The entry m1,4 is obtained
by analyzing all possible paths from RV to DC. For each path, the minimal
weight is denoted (37,35,24). (g) The biggest weight is the entry for the ma-
trix m1,4 = 37. (SC: suggestive contours, RV: ridges and valleys, AR: apparent
ridges, PL: photic extremum lines, DC: demarcating curves, and LL: Laplacian
lines) (Images reprinted, with permission, from Lawonn et al. [104] © Euro-
graphics Association 2014.)
Figure 5.4 illustrates the Schulze method including each of the explained steps for
the buddha model and the realism assessment task as presented by Lawonn et al.
[104]. Initially, in step 1 all recorded technique rankings were listed followed, by
the rank matrix R generation of step 2, as shown in Figure 5.4a and 5.4b. RV
for example was 37 times more often preferred compared to DC for a realistic
buddha visualization. Therefore, the rank matrix entry was r1,4 = 37. In contrast,
DC was only six times preferred compared to RV (r4,1 = 6). Since the rank matrix
entries were r1,4 = 37 and r4,1 = 6, a direct edge with weight 37 was created
in the directed graph for RV compared to DC in step 3, see Figure 5.4c. Step 4
comprised the analysis of all paths from i to j. As shown in Figures 5.4d-5.4f, all
paths from RV to DC were considered. Since the lowest weights of the three listed
paths were 37, 35 and 24, the matrix entry was m1,4 = max{37, 35, 24} and thus
m1,4 = 37. Finally, in step 4 we analyzed the matrix M according to the highest
value entries. The winner for this buddha example was SC, as it was preferred
(placed on a smaller rank) compared to all other techniques (the row is completely
green, see Figure 5.4g). The second most realistic depiction for the buddha model
was achieved with AR according to the participants’ opinion. The other rankings
from 3 to 6 were: RV, LL, PL, and DC.
5.4.3 Ranking Results
Initially, we applied the Schulze method to the results of each task for all models
(model-independent). This was followed by a model-based analysis, where we an-
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alyzed the ranking results for each model and task. This was done to analyze and
to verify the chosen models in detail. The result presentation and interpretation is
a joint work of the author of this thesis and Lawonn et al. [104].
model-independent. The Schulze method determined a technique ranking
for the realism assessment task for all models from 1 to 6with 1: AR, 2: LL, 3: SC, 4:
RV, 5: PL and 6: DC. The resulting ranking for the aesthetics assessment was 1: AR,
2: SC, 3: LL, 4: RV, 5: PL, and 6: DC. These two technique rankings answered both
research questions that asked for a technique ranking for realism and aesthetics
(recall Section 5.2). Similar to the determined first rank of AR for realism and
aesthetics, this technique was chosen as the favorite line drawing technique by 65
participants, too. In detail, 65 times AR was chosen to be the favorite technique,
followed by LL (58 times), SC (49 times), PL (33 times), RV (27 times), and DC (26
times). Thus, the favorite technique ranking from 1 to 6 was: AR, LL, SC, PL, RV,
and DC. Hence, the realism and aesthetics ranking is verified by this technique
selection result. The preferred technique for realism and aesthetics was AR, which
answers the second and third research question introduced in Section 5.2) for the
most preferred technique for each assessment task.
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Table 5.1: The ranking results determined by the Schulze method (a) for realism and (b)
for aesthetics. (SC: suggestive contours, RV: ridges and valleys, AR: apparent
ridges, PL: photic extremum lines, DC: demarcating curves, and LL: Laplacian
lines) (Content of tables reprinted, with permission, from Lawonn et al. [104]
© Eurographics Association 2014)
model-based. Tables 5.1a and 5.1b contain the determined rankings for each
model and for both tasks. Both tables show that AR, SC and LL were more often
placed in the three first ranks (AR: 10, SC: 7 and LL: 7) than in the bottom ranks.
The technique rankings were similar between the tasks for the buddha, brain, cow,
femur and Max model, except for the techniques RV and LL applied to the skull
model. RV reached the last rank for realism, while it was assigned to the second
rank for aesthetics. LL was assigned to the second rank for realism and to the fifth
rank for aesthetics. Even though the other techniques and their assigned ranks
varied between the two tasks, no other technique exhibited a rank difference of
more than two. The favorite results per model are listed in Table 5.2. Similar to
realism and aesthetics, the results confirmed the preference for AR, SC and LL.
AR had the most votes for the cow and the Max model, followed by SC that exhib-
ited the highest selection frequency for the buddha and skull model. Participants
preferred LL for the brain and the femur model. Interestingly, DC was chosen
as the favorite method for the femur model, too. For this model, DC was in the
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Table 5.2: The favorite technique results determined for each technique and for each model.
The green colored values represent the favored technique for the corresponding
model.
second rank for realism (compare Table 5.1a). However, mostly it did not reach a
rank better than four. In summary, the Schulze method placed AR, SC, LL in the
first three ranks for realism as well as for aesthetics, which was confirmed by the
analysis of the favored techniques. AR, SC and LL had the highest frequencies, too.
Besides mentioning that they did not like the skull model, only eight partici-
pants took the opportunity to pass a more detailed comment at the end of the
experiment. Mostly, the participants mentioned that "some methods were hard to
distinguish", without specifying the difficult stimuli images. Furthermore, some
mentioned that the realism and the aesthetics task were hard to distinguish. One
participant wrote that some parts of the brain seemed a bit more realistic for some
methods and other methods delivered a more realistic impression on other regions
of the brain.
5.5 result discussion
According to the previously presented rankings, AR (apparent ridges), SC (sug-
gestive contours) and LL (Laplacian lines) were chosen to be the techniques that
realized the most realistic and aesthetic depiction and that were preferred by the
participants when selecting a favorite illustration. However, when analyzing the
technique results for each model, the results for the skull model visualized with
LL and RV differ more than two ranks, as presented in the previous section. Since
LL and RV applied to all other models were similar to the results of the other
techniques, the explanation may be found in the complexity of the skull model.
Since it has too many features, it was hard to distinguish the different feature line
methods. Furthermore, several participants stated that they do not like this model
and based on that they had difficulties to rank the stimuli images according to aes-
thetics. Moreover, participants complained about difficulties with the brain model.
This was identified for the cow model, too. "For instance, some feature line meth-
ods strongly depict the eyes of the cow, although they are hardly perceivable from
the shaded image. Thus, one can raise the question whether it is realistic to em-
phasize the eyes or not. Artists would illustrate the eyes as they are an important
characteristic for such a model" [104]. This decision-making process is based on
a priori knowledge of the surface, which cannot be performed by modern fea-
ture line methods as they only use surface measurements. Hence, to choose the
right feature line method, it is first a matter of taste and second a question of the
underlying surface and the required performance.
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surface properties . According to the results of the evaluation and thus the
participants’ taste, Lawonn et al. [104] recommended to use a method of low order
derivatives on surfaces which exhibit noise. Thus, SC was recommended, as this
method is of second order, while the other methods uses third-order derivatives.
Beyond that, SC has two equivalent representations. This feature line method may
be determined by radial curvature directions or with the headlight. If the feature
lines were determined by the light representation, no pre-processing is necessary.
This technique, however, cannot depict convex features or illustrate the object’s
contour. The feature line techniques AR and LL on the other hand are able to
convey the contour, to illustrate sharp edges and depict a cube appropriately.
performance . AR is the slowest of the presented techniques. "As the compu-
tational effort is very high, AR reaches only 8 FPS on a mid-class PC of a model
with 64k triangles. In comparison, SC reaches 45 FPS and LL 15 FPS. One disad-
vantage of the technique LL is the required substantial computational effort for
pre-processing. First, the Laplacian of the surface needs to be calculated. As it is
recommended in Zhang et al. [183] to use the Belkin weights [14], first a parameter
is used to determine the Laplacian. Unfortunately, the user has to wait until the
computation is finished" [104]. If the result is not satisfying, a trial-and-error loop
with different parameters is required until a satisfied result is reached.
In summary, the personal preferences tend to AR, SC, and LL and according to
pre-processing and underlying surface properties, AR and SC are recommended.
SC is very fast and delivers satisfying results on most meshes. Unfortunately, this
holds not on convex surfaces where we recommend to use AR. "Especially for or-
ganic surfaces which were derived from medical image data, we recommend to
use SC, as these surfaces may exhibit surface noise. For representing industrial
models, which exhibit sharp edges, AR is strongly recommended" [104]. The eval-
uation, however, represented the participants’ preferences and provided a qualita-
tive final rank ordering, but no statistical significance was tested. A winner and
the three most preferred techniques were determined, but it was not clear if this
result was statistically relevant.
5.6 quantitative analysis and results
Since the presented evaluation design also fulfills the requirements of a quantita-
tive study with a defined independent and dependent variables, Baer et al. [10] pos-
tulated two-tailed hypotheses and statistically analyzed the ranking results. The
hypotheses were:
• HRealism: There is a difference in personal preferences between the feature
line techniques for realism.
• HAesthetics: There is a difference in personal preferences between the feature
line techniques for aesthetics.
This analysis consisted of two steps and will be presented within this section. The
first step comprised of the quantitative technique analysis. This step was followed
by a second, more detailed model-based technique analysis step, similar to the
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two analyses presented in Section 5.4.3. The software package IBM SPSS Statis-
tics (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was used for the descriptive and
statistical analysis.
5.6.1 Descriptive Analysis
Initially, the first and simplest quantitative data processing and representation is
the calculation of mean and medium values, compare Section 2.3.1. In contrast
to the Schulze method that integrated all ranking results to perform a pairwise
comparison, this analysis requires one ranking result for each participant and task.
Since each participant assessed two stimuli sets for each task and thus two models,
a mean ranking for each task was calculated per participant. Then, the mean and
median realism and aesthetic ranks were calculated of these 129 rankings. As al-
ready mentioned, the first analysis step comprised a model-independent analysis
and in the second step the analysis was performed for each model.
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Table 5.3: The mean (x¯), the standard deviation (σ) and the median (md) results for (a) the
realism (above) and (b) the aesthetics (below) assessment.
model-independent. A ranking result based on the mean ranks for realism
was: AR (x¯ = 2.78), LL(x¯ = 3.09), SC (x¯ = 3.35), RV (x¯ = 3.71), PL (x¯ = 3.76),
DC (x¯ = 4.28) and for aesthetics: AR (x¯ = 2.81), PL (x¯ = 3.27), LL (x¯ = 3.37), RV
(x¯ = 3.39), SC (x¯ = 3.40), DC (x¯ = 4.74) (see Table 5.3 ). In detail, for realism the
participants tended to place AR, LL and SC on average in the third rank and RV,
PL and DC in the fourth rank. In contrast to that, for aesthetics AR, PL, LL, RV
and SC were on average in the third and DC in the fifth rank. Table 5.3 presents
the standard deviation to illustrate the variation from the calculated mean values.
For both tasks, AR had the lowest (σrealism = 0.98, σaesthetics = 0.99) and
DC had the highest (σrealism = 1.53, σaesthetics = 1.59) standard deviation.
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Figure 5.5: Both task results are visualized as boxplots. Blue boxplots are the realism and
yellow are the aesthetics results. The mean values are integrated and visualized
as black dots.
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Figure 5.6: The model-based results for (a) realism and (b) aesthetics visualized as box-
plots. Detected outliers are displayed as an asterisk with the according sample
number. Circles are potential outliers. (Tables reprinted, with permission, from
Baer et al. [10] © 2015, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg.)
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Table 5.4: The average (a) realism and (b) aesthetic ranks listed for each model. The green
marked mean ranks were the lowest ranks for each model and thus the best
ranked technique.
The mean values of SC, LL, PL and RV were close together, while the values
for AR and DC were markedly below and above the other values (see Table 5.3).
However, by analyzing the mean value differences, there was a technique ordering
for realism (1: AR, 2: LL, 3: SC, 4: RV, 5: PL, 6: DC) and aesthetics (1: AR, 2: PL,
3: LL, 4: RV, 5: SC, 6: DC). Instead, there were several equivalent median values.
Figure 5.5 presents both results with the median and the mean value (black dot).
The boxplots visually convey the similar results for RV and SC and emphasize
the lower ranking for AR and the higher ranking for DC compared to the other
techniques.
model-based. A more detailed analysis investigating the results for realism
and aesthetics for each model was performed in the second analysis step. This
enabled a model-based insight into the technique rankings. The mean ranks for
each technique per model are listed in Table 5.4. The mean ranks for realism were
almost similar except for the skull, the femur and the cow model (compare Ta-
ble 5.4a). These three models exhibit slightly different results for the lowest and
highest aestehtic rank, too (compare Table 5.4b). As mentioned in the previous sec-
tion, the majority of participants did not like the skull model and thus they did not
asses the techniques properly. The femur model is illustrated with only a few lines,
and therefore exhibits very slight differences between the stimuli images. Potential
outliers or models that were difficult to asses were visually presented when illus-
trating the results as boxplots, as presented in Figure 5.6. Outliers were evenly
distributed and thus not eliminated for this analysis. Nevertheless, the model-
dependent results demonstrated that it was necessary to offer a choice of different
models to gain comprehensive results.
5.6.2 Statistical Analysis
For a statistical analysis, we applied the Shapiro-Wilk test to the technique ranking
results presented in Table 5.3 and based on that we chose non-parametric signifi-
cant tests. Not normally distributed rank results were confirmed with a significant
difference of p 6 .05 for realism and of p 6 .01 for aesthetics compared to a nor-
mal distribution for the model-independent and the model-based analysis step.
The non-parametric Friedmann test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test were ap-
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Table 5.5: The p and the corresponding z-score values for the two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-
rank results for each pairwise technique comparison for realism (upper blue
triangular matrix) and for aesthetics (lower yellow triangular matrix). If z /∈
[−1.96, 1.96], a statistically significant difference with p 6 .05 exists. The Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient r defines the effect size (small: r > |.10|, medium:
r > |.30| and large: r > |.50| effect). Green colored results represent statistically
significant differences. Pairwise technique comparisons with no significant dif-
ference are colored red.
plied to test for statistically significant differences. The effect size r was calculated
with the z-score values using the Equation 5 in Section 2.3.2. When applying the
Friedman test, a statistically significant difference exists, if χ2 > χ2crit. For α = .05
and df = 6 − 1 the critical value is χ2α,df = χ
2
.05,5 = 11.07 (see Table A.1). The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test compared the techniques pairwise for the model-based
and model-independent analysis. Thus, a Bonferroni correction was required. The
easiest method to use this correction is to use a critical value for p divided by
the number of conducted test [53]. In this case, a statistically significant difference
exists, if p 6 .05/2. Additionally, we determined the two-tailed significance values,
since our postulated hypotheses are non-directional.
model-independent. The non-parametric Friedmann test confirmed statis-
tically significant differences between the techniques for realism (p 6 .001,χ2 =
77.165) and for aesthetics (p 6 .001,χ2 = 97.322). All Wilcoxon signed-rank results
are listed in Table 5.5. Pairwise statistically significant differences for realism were
confirmed with p 6 .025 and a low effect size between the techniques RV - SC,
RV - DC, SC - PL , AR - LL, and PL - DC. Statistically significant differences with
p 6 .001 and a medium or a high effect size existed between RV - AR, RV - LL, SC
- AR, SC - DC, AR - PL, AR - DC, PL - LL, and DC - LL. Statistically no significant
difference with p = .36 was confirmed for RV - PL and with p = .085 for SC -
LL. A statistically significant difference for aesthetics with p 6 .001 was confirmed
for AR and DC pairwise compared with any other technique and the effect sizes
varied between r = −.26 for PL - AR and r = 0.68 for DC - AR. No significant
differences existed between each pairwise comparison of RV, SC, PL and LL. In
detail, the best and the worst ranked technique were significantly different com-
pared to the other techniques. HRealism and HAesthetics, however, are highly unlikely,
since there were techniques with statistically no significant difference.
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Table 5.6: The χ2 results of the Friedmann test for each model and task. A statistically
significant difference exists, if χ2 > χ2crit with χ2crit > 11.07.
The analysis determined a statistically significant difference for AR placed in
the first rank and DC placed in the last rank for realism and aesthetics. Besides
that, a different ranking result for aesthetics compared to the qualitative results
was determined. For example, the technique PL tended to be placed in a smaller
rank than SC according to the mean value calculation. A mean value calculation
quantifies the difference of two ranks with the value one. Different rankings for PL
and SC influence the mean and thus do not represent the participants’ preference
when comparing SC with PL. A few smaller ranks for PL that influence the mean
calculation lead to a smaller mean than SC, and thus to a smaller quantitatively
evaluated rank for PL. Moreover, the descriptive analysis determined that the box-
plots were insufficient and deceiving, since the mean values were close together
and no clear differentiation was visible.
model-based. The Friedmann results of the second model-based analysis step
are listed in Table 5.6 and the Wilcoxn signed-rank results are shown in Table 5.7.
This analysis step was performed to verify the stimuli models and to identify diffi-
cult model geometries in terms of participants’ preferences. Table 5.7 contains the
results for realism (upper blue triangular matrix) and for aesthetics (lower yellow
triangular matrix) for each model. Green check marks illustrate the confirmed sig-
nificant differences between two techniques. A statistically significant difference
exists if p 6 .025. All confirmed differences for realism for the buddha, the fe-
mur, and the Max model were highly significant with p 6 .001. In most cases,
starting from the resulting rank order of the feature line techniques, neighbored
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Table 5.7: Each table contains the realism (upper blue triangular matrix) and the aesthetics
(lower yellow triangular matrix) results for each model. A green check mark
confirms a significant difference with p 6 .025 between the corresponding two
techniques. If no significant difference was found, the p value is listed. (Table
reprinted, with permission, from Baer et al. [10] © 2015, Springer-Verlag Berlin
Heidelberg.)
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realism ranks were statistically not significantly different. For example, regarding
the result of the cow model the resulting order was 1: AR, 2: PL, 3: RV, 4: DC,
5: SC, and 6: LL. In this case, the difference of AR (first rank) and PL (second
rank) was statistically not significant but AR compared to RV (third rank). Ana-
lyzing the first three ranks, AR, SC, and LL were dominant. In cases where AR
was on the first rank (brain, buddha, cow, Max), the results were statistically not
significantly different, with the second place only on the brain and cow model.
Thus, the AR method was mostly ranked on the first place or the second place.
The SC technique was placed once on the first place (skull), twice on the second
place (brain, buddha), and once on the third place (Max). On the skull model, SC
was statistically not significantly different compared to the second place, and on
the Buddha model it was statistically not significantly different compared to the
first, third, and fourth place. Regarding the second and the third place of SC, it
was statistically not significantly different to the third and fourth place. The first
rank of LL for the femur model was statistically a significant result. Furthermore,
LL was placed on rank 2 twice and once on rank 3. As mentioned, mostly there
was no significant difference between neighbored ranks, but mostly between two
ranks, i.e., rank two and four. In summary, although the realism results were not
uniquely defined, there was a tendency to the methods AR, SC, and LL. Moreover,
Table 5.7 includes a few p values with p 6 .10. A one-tailed analysis of those tech-
nique pairs will result in a significant difference with p 6 .05. However, a second
analysis with re-defined hypotheses is methodically not correct and a further eval-
uation is required. Counting the number of how often a technique was placed on
a rank between 1− 3, there were AR: 5, SC: 4, LL: 4, PL: 2, RV: 2, DC: 1.
The aesthetics results were similar to the realism results regarding the signifi-
cance. Mostly, neighbored ranks were not statistically significant. The best result
was obtained by AR. AR reached twice the first place (buddha, Max) with signifi-
cant difference to the second rank; it reached twice the second rank (cow, femur),
whereas it was statistically not significantly different even to the fourth rank. The
LL technique reached twice the first place (brain, femur), compare Table 5.4b. Sta-
tistically no significant difference compared to the second place was confirmed
for LL applied to the brain model and to the femur model. There was statistically
no significant difference even to the third place. The PL technique reached also
twice the first place (cow, skull). On the cow model, PL was significantly better
compared to the second place, and on the skull model it showed statistically no
significant difference to the third rank. The results for this task exhibited several
potential outliers for DC, as shown in Figure 5.6b. The Buddha, brain and Max
results had up to seven outliers. According to the median and other DC results,
we assume that the participants misunderstood rank one and thus ranked the tech-
nique vice versa. For this task, the techniques AR, PL, and LL were placed best.
Counting the number of how often a technique was placed on a rank between
1− 3, there were AR: 5, RV: 4, SC: 3, LL: 3, PL: 3, DC: 0.
The statistical analysis showed that mostly neighbored ranks were statistically
not significantly different, but analyzing the techniques that differ from more than
two ranks, the difference was mostly significantly different. Statistically significant
differences with low, medium and high effects existed and were confirmed.
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5.7 lessons learned
A comparative evaluation is suitable to define the best or worst illustration tech-
nique. In this case, it was not required to evaluate the techniques’ individual prop-
erties. This evaluation focused on a pairwise comparison strategy, which is typical
when choosing an illustration technique for a specific dataset and task. Several
techniques are present and the illustrator or scientist had to chose one to gener-
ate a representative visualization. First, the viewer’s attention is guided to two
techniques and a decision is made in terms of which one is better or worse than
the other technique. If more than two techniques are available, the winner is then
compared to the next technique. This natural strategy was used and re-designed
to perform an ordered ranking evaluation with comparative tasks.
If only the most preferred technique is interesting, a favorite selection will be
sufficient. An extended comparison similar to our evaluation provides further in-
sights into a technique ranking. This is useful to individually rank a technique if
not all six presented techniques are available. Any two techniques out of the six
feature line techniques can be classified and pairwise compared in terms of real-
ism and aesthetics based on the resulting order.
When performing an evaluation with a huge number of participants that have a
broad spectrum of educational background, it is necessary to design simple tasks
with unique stimuli. It is important that all stimuli can be recognized by the par-
ticipants without additional explanation to avoid individual instructions and thus
different information transfer and evaluation requirements. Participants should
be able to assess whether or not the stimuli represent a realistic and aesthetics
representation of the original model. Otherwise, they are not able to solve the as-
sessment tasks and compare the techniques. For example, the skull model on the
one hand was a realistic anatomical dataset and therefore suitable for this evalua-
tion but on the other hand, our participants were not used to such visualizations
and really had problems with the aesthetics assessment. They did not liked this
stimulus and therefore found it hard to rate any of the stimuli as the most aes-
thetic stimulus. This resulted in a random selection of the favorite technique for
the skull model, since they were forced to rank the techniques with each technique
in one rank. If more than one technique for each rank is possible this problem is
avoided. However, such rating option would not contribute to a ranking or tech-
nique comparison result. The skull stimulus problem was not identified during the
pilot study, since all participants of the pilot study were familiar with anatomical
visualizations. Hence, it is necessary to chose stimuli that represent the target re-
search domain, that are clearly comprehensible, and that enable the participants to
solve the task mentally and physically. Additionally, we recommend that aesthetic
assessments require the possibility to chose a neither nor option as possible answer.
For the qualitative analysis, we chose a rather rare method. Even though the
Schulze method is not a common analysis approach in psychophysics, this method
compared our techniques pairwise in terms of how often one technique is bet-
ter than the other without quantifying the difference like a mean value calculation
does. Hence, this method corresponds to the idea of an ordered ranking evaluation
and to the procedure when selecting a technique for a model or a surface; a pair-
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wise comparison. A qualitative evaluation is appropriate to gain insight into the
personal preferences and to postulate hypotheses. However, the results just give a
tendency and should not be seen as a definite statement. According to an existing
research question or concrete hypotheses, it is essential to choose an appropriate
study design: qualitative or quantitative or a combination of both. This evaluation
was designed to analyze the results qualitatively and quantitatively, since the tech-
niques were quantified by the number of assigned ranks. However, it is important
that potential hypotheses are postulated in advance and that they are not derived
from the qualitative results, to provide a correct experimental procedure.
If the evaluation is designed appropriately a qualitative and quantitative analy-
sis is possible. To analyze quantitatively a numerical value the dependent variable
has to be attached to the participants’ opinions. Thus, even the subjective opinions
can be quantified when providing a dimension or a scale like a rating scale. Since
these ranks provide only ordinal information without any numerical distance in-
formation between the ranks, the existence of a statistically significant difference
between the ranks has to be analyzed by the frequency distribution of assigned
ranks. The number of assigned ranks can be used to quantitatively analyze the
qualitative pairwise comparisons and the techniques’ individual ranks within the
six feature line techniques.
A model-based analysis is appropriate if a stimulus verification is necessary or
if the detection of models with deviating rankings is desired. Since we aimed at
a general ranking and the model-based analysis was performed additionally, we
had to deal with multiple applied significance tests to the same data and thus
to halve the p value to control the familywise error rate and correct a potential
type I error. An increased number of applied tests results in a decreased and very
restrictive critical value for significance. Therefore, it is recommended to minimize
to number of applied test and to be selective about the comparisons.
5.8 summary
This chapter presented and discussed the design, implementation and analysis
of a comparative feature line technique evaluation. In the experiment, personal
preferences of 129 participants were qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed to
evaluate and compare six widespread line drawing techniques. We realized the
techniques’ realism and aesthetic assessment by a ranking task from 1 to 6. This
way, participants were forced to decide and to compare which technique is bet-
ter than another technique. To verify the best ranked techniques for realism and
aesthetics, we also asked the participants to select their favorite technique.
limitations . As a limitation, pre-generated images were used as stimuli. Thus,
the user was not able to interact with the surface model and could not set own
thresholds to fine tune the illustration techniques. Screenshots are not suitable
for techniques that are view- or illumination-dependent and benefit from model-
viewer interaction. The static images were used to avoid lacking in concentration.
After observing a few models including rotation, it is highly likely that the par-
ticipants would lose concentration and reduce the interaction with the following
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models. Therefore, the number of required participants to neglect the symptom of
fatigue would increase. Furthermore, the evaluation investigated not the illustra-
tion generation process but personal preferences of a finished illustration. We did
not evaluate the techniques with identical relevance parameters. In detail, we did
not restrict the number or length of the generated lines. Thus, some techniques
generate more lines or longer lines than others, which may influence the realistic
or aesthetic perception. Therefore, it is recommended to evaluate the line draw-
ing techniques based on identical input (relevance) parameters. Additionally, a
follow-up study with more anatomical structures is suggested, since this evalua-
tion comprised only three real anatomical models. As this evaluation was targeted
for participants with a broad spectrum of educational background, we chose struc-
tures that were clearly recognizable. Further evaluations should integrate anatom-
ical and patient-specific models and recruit medical experts. However, this study
design and the shown models enabled an evaluation with 129 participants.
Initially, we performed a qualitative analysis. The qualitative analysis exhibited
a tendency to the feature line methods: AR, SC, and LL. These three line techniques
have also been selected as the most favorite techniques. The results combined with
the techniques’ properties and characteristics led to the recommendation for apply-
ing SC to medical or organic structures and AR to other models with sharp edges.
To demonstrate the difference to the quantitative analysis and to verify the ranking
results as well as the models, a descriptive and statistical analysis were performed,
too. Statistically significant differences with low, medium and high effects existed
and a statistically significant difference for AR placed in the first rank and DC
placed in the last rank for realism and aesthetics were confirmed. In summary, the
three different feature line techniques AR, LL, or SC are strongly recommended
according to the qualitative and quantitative analysis. More work needs to be done
and a more precise analysis of the underlying surface is essential for a more ac-
curate guideline. Especially a detailed analysis of patient-specific data, since the
anatomical structure visualization may be affected by segmentation artifacts that
influence a feature line illustration and, hence, the personal preference.
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Q U A N T I TAT I V E A N D Q U A L I TAT I V E G H O S T E D V I E W
T E C H N I Q U E E VA L U AT I O N F O R T H E P R E S E N TAT I O N O F
VA S C U L A R S T R U C T U R E S A N D E M B E D D E D F L O W
This chapter is based on the following publication:
"Perceptual Evaluation of Ghosted View Techniques for the Exploration of Vascular Structures
and Embedded Flow". Alexandra Baer, Rocco Gasteiger, Douglas Cunningham and Bernhard
Preim. In Computer Graphics Forum (EuroVis), 30(3), pp.811-820, 2011
In medical research and treatment planning it is often necessary to visualize
multiple superimposed layers of spatial information. Multiple layers may repre-
sent different anatomic structures, e.g. an organ as outer layer and its vascular
supply as inner layer. In other situations, the anatomy should be displayed at the
same time as derived information such as biomechanical simulation [44], blood
flow simulation [57], or nasal airflow [181]. One of the earliest examples was ra-
diation treatment planning [72], where isodose distribution was displayed along
with anatomic structures. Since the internal structures are spatially embedded in
the surrounding structure, occlusions where objects or surfaces that are nearer to
the observer hide more distant ones have to be tackled. Thereby, a trade-off be-
tween the visibility of internal information and the simultaneous depiction of the
3D shape of the enclosing surface has to be found. Moreover, to avoid the mislead-
ing interpretation of spatial relationships, enhancement of depth is important.
Smart visibility techniques, like cutaway, ghosted, section and exploded views
are used to generate focus-and-context and thus customized visualizations (see
Section 3.1.2). When exploring blood flow data, streamlines representing the flow
are the focus and the vascular surface is the context. There are, however, still
no clear guidelines to decide which technique should be used in different situa-
tions. Even less clear is when – let alone how – the chosen technique should be
combined with others to improve effectiveness. Smart visibility techniques have
rarely been systematically evaluated, despite their huge potential for surgery and
therapy planning. The majority of existing user studies are primarily informal or
questionnaire-based (qualitative) and, thus reflect more the personal beliefs and
preferences of the participants than the actual objective measurement of task per-
formance with different techniques. Without an extensive, controlled perceptual
evaluation, the techniques’ potential remains underutilized.
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Gasteiger et al. [57] developed two ghosted view techniques to illustrate the cere-
bral aneurysm anatomy with embedded flow. Moreover, they presented an initial
survey that is primarily informal and questionnaire-based to evaluate their devel-
oped ghosted view techniques. This qualitative analysis, however, reflects more
the personal beliefs and preferences. After adopting the illustration techniques ac-
cording to the first evaluation results, a more detailed analysis was required. In
this chapter, three controlled perceptual experiments quantitatively and qualita-
tively evaluating the two developed smart visibility techniques will be introduced.
Additionally, Rocco Gasteiger implemented a software framework to conduct the
experimental study. The author of this thesis primarily designed and performed
the evaluation and analyzed the recorded results.
The illustration techniques were evaluated in the context of the visualization
of cerebral aneurysms, where the vascular anatomy should be displayed along
with the internal flow to promote the exploration of flow-vessel correlations. The
common semitransparent visualization technique is compared with the ghosted
view and the ghosted view with depth enhancement technique from Gasteiger
et al. [57]. The techniques’ ability to facilitate and assist the shape and spatial
representation of the aneurysm models as well as to evaluate the smart visibility
characteristics to promote the flow exploration were considered. We evaluated
the techniques with respect to the participants’ task performance (accuracy and
time) and with respect to their personal preferences. This controlled perceptual
evaluation has been published in Baer et al. [8].
6.1 medical background and data flow pipeline
Gasteiger et al. [57] aimed at an adapted visualization of the enclosing aneurysm
surface that depicts shape and spatial perception whilst simultaneously gaining
maximum visibility of the embedded flow visualization. Cerebral aneurysms rep-
resent a local widening of cerebral vessels, which is a serious disease (high rupture
risk). Furthermore, Gasteiger et al. [57] presented the medical requirements for
cerebral aneurysm analysis in detail. Briefly, neuroradiologists analyze morpho-
logical features of the aneurysm, e.g., they search for satellites (high local bulge on
the aneurysm, indicating a former bleeding) and they analyze the inflow and out-
flow region to assess an aneurysm’s rupture risk. The data flow pipeline consists
Figure 6.1: Data flow for visual exploration of blood flow in cerebral aneurysms. (Image
reprinted, with permission, from Gasteiger et al. [57] © Eurographics Associa-
tion 2010.)
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of three processes, illustrated in Figure 6.1. In the acquisition step, clinical image
data (MRA, CTA, or 3DRA) of the aneurysm is obtained. The aneurysm surface is
reconstructed using a simple threshold followed by a connected component anal-
ysis to separate the aneurysm and its parent vessel from the surrounding tissue.
The overall segmentation takes about 10 minutes for clinical datasets. Based on the
segmented mask, the surface morphology of the aneurysm is reconstructed and
optimized with respect to mesh quality [30]. The resulting mesh is used for con-
structing a computational grid, on which a CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic)
simulation is performed. Regarding the resulting blood flow data, Gasteiger et al.
[57] only considered information about the flow direction and velocity. The surface
mesh and the flow information form the input for the final visualization. Although
this pipeline was developed for a specific purpose, it is similar to other pipelines,
where simulations are involved [181, 44].
6.2 visualization techniques
The perceptual evaluations focused on three different visualization techniques to
depict the surface of the vascular structure. In the exploration of blood flow data,
the internal flow is the focus object, since this is the most important visual informa-
tion and the vascular structure serves as context. Gasteiger et al. [57] introduced
two ghosted view techniques applied to the enclosing aneurysm surface. The med-
ical background for cerebral aneurysm diagnosis was discussed by Augsburger
et al. [4]. Both ghosting techniques were developed to depict shape and spatial
perception, whilst simultaneously gaining maximum visibility of embedded flow
visualization and thus to improve the previously applied semitransparent visual-
ization technique. In all techniques, the flow information was depicted with color-
coded streamlines where the color represents the local velocity (see Figure 6.2). An
optimized color scale according to Levkowitz [106] was used to enhance the quan-
titative character of the velocity data. Moreover, the same light conditions were
applied: which is a white light pointing from the upper left.
6.2.1 Semitransparency
The first technique is a semitransparent (S) surface rendering as a common visu-
alization method for enclosing surfaces. The transparency was set to 0.5 and was
implemented with depth peeling to get a correct blending (see Figure 6.2, upper
row). As surface color, we used a bright brown which is distinguishable to the
color scale of the streamlines. Since a few recruited participants had only passing
or no medical knowledge, this color facilitated the vascular structure recognition.
The bias factor of this color, however, was not investigated and thus not quan-
tified. Because of the global transparency, depth cues to convey the aneurysm
surface shape are strongly reduced. Additionally, regions where several layers of
semi-transparent surfaces lie in front of each other, can cause a misleading inter-
pretation of spatial relationships. Both problems decrease the observers’ ability to
mentally link the aneurysm morphology with the internal flow data.
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Figure 6.2: Three visualization techniques are evaluated by means of five datasets. The 3D
aneurysm models of the upper row are visualized with the semitransparent S,
in the middle row with ghosting G and in the bottom row with the ghosting
with depth enhancement GD technique.
6.2.2 Ghosting
Inspired by smart visibility techniques [162], we investigated the ghosted view
by means of a view-dependent transparency rendering. This ghosting technique
(G) developed by Gasteiger et al. [57] was the second visualization method. An
approximation of the Fresnel reflection model [144] was employed on the front
faces of the aneurysm surface and replaced "reflection" with "opacity". The front
face color was the same as in the S technique and the back face color was a cool
color according to Gooch et al. [59]. A better shape enhancement (due to more
opacity) at surface regions facing away from the viewer as well as a maximum
visibility (due to less opacity) of the embedded streamlines facing to the viewer
(see Figure 6.2, middle and bottom row) was achieved. Additionally, specular re-
flections on the front faces were integrated to enhance the shape perception. The
opaque regions, however, occluded some of the embedded streamlines which can
be disturbing during flow examination.
6.2.3 Ghosting with Depth Enhancement
The third visualization extends the ghosted view visualization by means of addi-
tional depth enhancement and is called ghosting with depth enhancement (GD).
Shadow and atmospheric attenuation as two important depth cues were added to
the surface and to the streamlines (see Figure 6.2, bottom row). By applying the
method of Luft et al. [111], shadow casting was approximated in a non-physically
correct way. A modified depth buffer of the surface front faces was employed to
achieve a constant appearance of shadow casting during interaction (e.g. zoom-
ing). Atmospheric attenuation was introduced by applying fog which makes the
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objects fade with increasing distance. Because flow attributes, like velocity, were
color-coded, color modifications were not appropriate, since they can cause a mis-
leading interpretation of the coded attribute.
6.3 experimental design
The primary research goal of this study was to measure whether and how the tech-
niques G and GD facilitate the assessment process of cerebral aneurysms and the
internal blood flow compared to the common S visualization technique. Initially,
the properties and potential advantages or differences of the ghosting technique
had to be specified during the goal definition step to postulate appropriate alter-
native hypotheses and define suitable tasks, see Section 2.1. Then, the ghosting
technique had to be analyzed and compared with S. Besides a qualitative analysis
of personal technique preferences, the three techniques were quantitatively com-
pared. The techniques were evaluated with respect to their ability to fulfill the
following three requirements that are essential when assisting the exploration of
flow-vessel correlations:
1. Perceptually effective shape representation: Accurate perception of the shape
and curvature of the various surfaces is essential for estimating the aneurysm’s
risk of rupture and options for treatment planning. Together with the inter-
nal flow characteristics, the surface morphology plays an important role in
the risk assessment process.
2. Showing embedded structures: This feature defines the smart visibility char-
acteristics of the technique. It refers to the visual perception of the flow
visualization, since current medical research focuses on the simulations of
intravascular blood flow [4]. The additional information assists the decision-
making process and disease understanding.
3. Perceptually effective spatial representation of the aneurysm’s parent ves-
sels: A special subset of scene perception is the understanding of the relative
location in depth. This is particularly critical in smart visibility techniques.
Moreover, understanding the spatial arrangement (depth ordering) of the
aneurysm’s blood vessel structure helps to improve the understanding of
overall flow characteristics (inflow and outflow regions) and this promotes
aneurysm rupture risk assessment.
The quantitative evaluation was realized by means of the participants’ task per-
formance that was defined by accuracy and task completion time. Thus, the hy-
potheses were split into an accuracy and a task completion time part to enable
an individual analysis and prevent being bound to the other task performance
parameter. We postulated the following one-tailed hypotheses:
• HShapeAcc : G and GD facilitate the shape perception of the vascular structure
– as measured by accuracy – better than S.
• HShapeTime : G and GD accelerate the shape perception of the vascular struc-
ture – as measured by the task completion time – better than S.
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• HSmartAcc : G and GD facilitate the assessment of embedded flow – as mea-
sured by accuracy – better than S.
• HSmartTime : G and GD accelerate the assessment of embedded flow – as
measured by the task completion time – better than S.
• HSpatialAcc : G and GD facilitate the spatial perception (depth ordering) of
the vascular structure – as measured by accuracy – better than S.
• HSpatialTime : G and GD accelerate the spatial perception (depth ordering) of
the vascular structure – as measured by the task completion time – better than
S.
Since the three criteria shape representation, smart visibility and spatial relation
perception were effectively independent of each other, we decided to separate
the evaluation and design three individual but customized experiments. The first
experiment tackled the techniques’ shape representation potential, the second ex-
periment evaluated the smart visibility benefit and the third experiment analyzed
the spatial representation. Moreover, we assume that:
• GD will be more effective in each category than G and S.
The first factor in all three experiments was a within factor (visualization tech-
nique) which had three levels (S, G and GD). Thus, the visualization technique was
the independent variable and the measured parameters accuracy and task comple-
tion time were the dependent variables, compare Section 2.1.3. Accuracy was defined
according to the tasks for shape, smart visibility and spatial perception and will
be described in Section 6.3.2.
Furthermore, the study concerning the shape perception had a second, between-
participant factor: Interaction. Since the ghosting technique aimed at a better shape
perception by increasing the opacity of the surface at regions facing away from
the viewer and providing maximum visibility (less opacity) at regions facing to
the viewer, this technique benefits from rotation and interaction with the structure
[56]. Thus, one group saw all stimuli as static models, while the other group could
rotate the models within limits, and thus the shape evaluation followed a between-
participant design.
6.3.1 Participants
We recruited a total of 86 participants from various parts of the university like
psychology and engineering students as well as four medical experts and two
flow simulation experts who participated in the final experiments. For the shape
experiment there were two groups of 17 participants each. Six women and eleven
men participated in the first group (x¯ = 28.72 years) and 10 women and seven
men in the second group (x¯ = 31.43 years), all aged between 20 and 35 years.
One woman and three men participated in the pilot study (aged between 25 and
32 with x¯ = 27.5 years). For the smart visibility evaluation 27 participants were
recruited with twelve women and 15 men aged between 22 and 36 and an average
age of x¯ = 32.26 years. Two women and two men participated in the pilot study
(aged between 29 and 37 with x¯ = 33.25 years). The spatial perception evaluation
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was conducted by 25 participants (15 women and 10 men) aged between 18 and 30
years with an average age of x¯ = 26.52 years. Four men participated in the spatial
pilot study (aged between 26 and 35 with x¯ = 30.75 years).
6.3.2 Task Methodology
In order to investigate accuracy and time, the participants were asked to fulfill
individual tasks in each experimental evaluation. Each task was customized to the
specific evaluated shape, smart visibility or spatial perception requirements and
enabled a quantitative accuracy analysis as well as a task completion time mea-
surement.
the shape perception experiment was performed to evaluate the tech-
niques’ shape representation ability. It was based on the gauge methodology, which
is known from visual psychophysics. As introduced in Section 3.3, this method
was employed to obtain local estimates of surface orientation and thus to analyze
the perceived surface shape. Participants had to orient the gauge figures placed
on a 3D surface to coincide with the apparent surface normal at that specific sur-
face point. Later on, the individual normal estimate was compared with the gold
standard surface normal vector at this specific point and thus the shape percep-
tion accuracy was analyzed. The gold standard normal vectors (gsnormal) were
determined by using a corresponding full-color shaded opaque stimulus with the
gauge figure placed at the same surface position. Since we expected the partici-
pants to perform most accurately on shaded models, the full opaque stimuli were
used to define the participants’ perceived ground truth referred to as the gold stan-
dard. This perceived ground truth was used instead of the calculated normal vector
at a surface point to define the most accurate perceived surface normal without
any specific visualization technique but an opaque shaded surface. This evalua-
tion was aiming at perceptual validity instead of physical validity. Thus, shape
stimuli with gauge figures and corresponding full opaque stimuli were required
(see Section 6.3.3).
the smart visibility experiment was conducted to assesses the techniques’
ability and effectiveness to show embedded structures, in this case the blood flow.
The accuracy of flow perception indicated the smart visibility characteristics of
the illustration techniques. To validate the techniques’ smart visibility potential,
color-coded streamlines were used that represent the blood flow. This experiment
was designed to quantitatively evaluate the embedded flow perception and not to
evaluate the flow visualization itself. Participants were asked to define the average
flow color at different regions to analyze the techniques’ smart visibility potential.
These individually estimated average color values were compared to a gold stan-
dard color value to determine the average color error. All three techniques were
evaluated by the perceptual difference between the estimated color and the per-
ceptual gold standard color (gscolor). Similar to the shape perception evaluation,
a perceptual color ground truth was used as the gold standard (gscolor) and had
to be defined for each tested region, since we were aiming for perceptual validity.
In detail, a second kind of stimulus was required that illustrated the correspond-
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ing flow without being occluded or influenced by the surface visualization and
thus enabled a determination of the maximum perceived color (reference color)
(see Figure 6.4, bottom row). The participants were asked to define the average
flow color for these stimuli, too. Based on that, perceptual gold standard color
values were calculated. Thus, two kinds of smart visibility stimuli were required,
see Section 6.3.3.
the spatial relation experiment was designed to analyze the spatial per-
ception. As described in Section 3.3, a common strategy to analyze the depth and
spatial perception is to ask the participants to determine the perceived depth or-
dering and thus to perform a depth judgment task. Due to this depth judgment
strategy, the vessel branches of the aneurysm models were used to investigate the
spatial relation perception and to analyze the accuracy according to HSpatialTime .
Participants had to determine which branch is closer to the viewer. This evaluation
required stimuli with different depth-ordered vessel branches.
6.3.3 Stimuli
The stimuli were carefully chosen to be representative renderings of 3D patient-
individual aneurysm models. Three of the presented models were generated by
Gasteiger et al. [57] using clinical datasets according to the presented data flow
pipeline. They were either derived from a magnetic resonance angiography or
a computed tomography angiography and had a size of 695 × 768 × 149 and
695× 768× 136 in the x-, y- and z-axis. The resulting meshes consisted of 56 292
(first model), 46 579 (second model) and 19 234 (third model) triangles (compare
Figure 6.2). Additionally, two aneurysm models were provided by Gasteiger et al.
[57] as meshes with 577 744 and 271 112 triangles. All 3D models were visual-
ized with one of the three techniques developed by Gasteiger et al. [57] (recall
Figure 6.2). A Phong shading that interpolates surface normals along the edges of
each triangle and subsequently computes the final pixel color was implemented.
Thus, a high visual quality, which strongly reduces the visible influence of the
mesh resolution was achieved. Since the surface was shaded across the triangles
boundaries, the mesh resolution did not influence the visible results within in the
surface. However, a reduced mesh resolution can only disturb a smooth surface
perception at the surface-background boundary where the edges might become
visible without influence of the employed shading technique.
shape stimuli were 3D aneurysm models visualized with S, G, GD or visual-
ized as an opaque shaded surface that were required for the gsnormal determina-
tion, as introduced in Section 6.3.2. For the stimuli, viewpoints corresponding to
preferred views of neuroradiologists were chosen. A single gauge was placed on
the front side of the model’s surface and initially pointed to the viewer. A gauge
was drawn as a small ellipse representing a disc and a single line indicating the
normal of the disc. Additionally, the gauge figure positions were carefully cho-
sen based on the three different surface areas that are characteristic for ghosting
techniques and illustrated in Figure 6.3 (c):
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• opaque surface areas,
• semitransparent surface areas that occur between transparent and opaque
regions, and
• areas primarily in the focal view of the user, where the surface is completely
transparent.
To avoid cueing the participants to shape, the gauges did not penetrate or interact
with the 3D model. Derived from the five datasets, five models were available and
thus five stimuli for each technique. To effectively increase the number of stimuli,
viewpoints were changed, which can help to reduce the ability to recognize an ob-
ject as being identical to one already seen. These changed viewpoints are still sim-
ilar to preferred views of neuroradiologists. Therefore, nine instead of the original
five aneurysm views were available. We did not change the views for all models,
since the third model visualized in Figure 6.2 was easy to recognize even with a
changed viewpoint. Thus, the stimuli were generated using these nine views, each
presented with one of the four techniques (S, G, GD, and opaque shaded) and with
a single gauge placed on the model’s surface. To enable an analysis of each tech-
nique and each characteristic region, three of these nine models were presented
with gauge figures placed in opaque regions, three in semitransparent, and three
models with a gauge placed in fully transparent regions. In summary, a total of 36
stimuli were generated for the shape perception experiment.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: (a) The ghosting with depth enhancement (GD) and (b) the full shaded opaque
surface visualization with a gauge figure and the line representing the esti-
mated surface normal position. The gauge figure is a small ellipse representing
a disc and a single line. (Images reprinted from Baer et al. [8] © John Wiley &
Sons 2011 with kind permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) (c) Gauge fig-
ures were placed in opaque (black circle), semitransparent (green circle) and
fully transparent (yellow circle) surface areas.
the smart visibility stimuli were static renderings generated from the
five 3D aneurysm models. For this evaluation, two different viewpoints were used
for model 1, 2 and 5 (compare Figure 6.2) and this resulted in a total of eight used
viewpoints. Model 3 and 4 were not used twice, since model 3 was easy to rec-
ognize and for model 4 it was difficult to find a further representative viewpoint
with respect to a flow visibility assessment task. Figure 6.4 illustrates the stimuli.
Each stimulus was overlaid with a pink rectangle selecting a certain surface and
the corresponding flow region. A rectangle was placed in semitransparent and
fully transparent surface regions according to the characteristic ghosting regions
mentioned above. Since, by definition, an opaque surface will fully occlude the
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Figure 6.4: The upper row illustrates the used models and the changed viewpoints. The
lower row represents flow stimuli do determine the corresponding gscolor for
this specific region.
embedded structure, it will not be possible to determine the flow color in opaque
regions. Obviously, then, S is superior to G and GD in this regard: The S tech-
nique allows you to see the flow everywhere. Since, however, the visualizations
were designed with a specific region of interest in mind (the region that is trans-
parent in the ghosting techniques), it is also logical to focus the experiments on
the perception of flow color in those areas. Thus, only the semitransparent and
fully transparent regions were to be investigated for this evaluation part. Eight
model viewpoints were used, whereas four were overlaid with a rectangle posi-
tioned in transparent and four with a rectangle in semitransparent regions. Each
model was visualized with either the S, G or GD technique, which accounts for 24
stimuli. To determine the gscolor for each region, eight additional stimuli images
illustrating only the flow on a white background without a surface visualization
were generated. This resulted in a total of 32 stimuli for this evaluation.
the spatial stimuli were static renderings generated from four 3D aneurysm
models. We left out generating stimuli of the fourth model illustrated in Figure 6.2,
since the two branches were too close to separate them and thus not suitable
for this depth judgment task. Stimuli illustrating the aneurysm models with two
branches vertically aligned were generated to analyze the perceived depth order-
ing of the visualized vascular structures. To provide a depth ordering of the ves-
sel branches and enable a depth judgment, the models were rotated around the
aneurysms’ x-axis clock- or counterclockwise by 0◦, 10◦or 20◦ (see Figure 6.5) The
task-specific vessel branches were marked with pink rectangles labeled with A (up-
per vessel branch) and B (lower vessel branch) to focus the participants on these
vessel regions similar to Ropinski et al. [138], who highlighted the focus vessel
branches in angiography images with flashing square shaped outlines. Each par-
ticipant saw stimuli of four models, each model rotated with three different angles
and visualized with S, G and GD. 12 stimuli illustrated both vessel branches with
a same distance, 12 with A being closer to the viewer and 12 with branch B be-
ing closer to the viewer. In summary, a total of 36 stimuli were generated for this
evaluation.
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(a) 0◦ (b) 10◦ (c) 20◦
Figure 6.5: Spatial stimuli for one model and one technique (G). (a) Both vessel branches
have the same distance to the viewer (rotation angle of 0◦). (b) The model
rotated by 10◦ and (c) 20◦, whereas the vessel branch B is closer to the viewer.
(Images reprinted from Baer et al. [8] © John Wiley and Sons 2011 with kind
permission from John Wiley and Sons.)
6.4 apparatus and procedure
All participants were tested under the same conditions to produce meaningful re-
sults and to avoid discriminations. This means that all of them performed the ex-
periment alone by daylight on a 26 ′′ monitor at a full HD resolution of 1920× 1200
pixels and no other processes were run on the computer during the experimental
session. The participants viewed the stimuli from a distance of approximately 0.7m
(each stimulus image subtended 17.8◦ of a visual angle on average). The evalua-
tion framework was a stand-alone application based on VTK and Qt that included
the stimuli presentation, handling of the user input, and storage of the user’s re-
sponse. The application was able to present the stimuli as 3D renderings, where
interaction is available, or as 2D images. All participants interacted with a mouse
device to solve the corresponding tasks.
Initially, small pilot studies with four participants each were conducted. The
pilot studies enabled a test and refinement of the experimental design before start-
ing full-fledged studies. Individual changes will be explained in the correspond-
ing paragraphs below. Prior to the start of each experimental session, all observers
were instructed in written form to provide the same initial requirements. One prac-
tice trial followed the instruction to familiarize each participant and to ensure that
the participants understood the experimental task. Each stimulus was positioned
in the center of the screen, one at a time and displayed on a white background. All
evaluated illustration techniques as well as the aneurysm models were presented
in random order to avoid expectation effects. The stimuli that were required to
define gsnormal (nine stimuli) and gscolor (eight stimuli) were presented at the
end. The participants were asked to perform different tasks according to the ex-
perimental session. Each stimulus was presented until the participants pressed a
"Ready" button to indicate that they were satisfied with their answer and ready
to move on to the next stimulus. Moreover, the "Ready" button was used to de-
termine the individual task completion time for each stimulus. After finishing the
experiment, the participants were asked to evaluate the techniques using a bipolar
5-point Likert rating scale, with each pole representing the performance of one
technique (*technique A* very good, good, neutral, good, very good *technique B*).
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Fertig
Bitte wählen Sie den 
für Sie wahgenommenen 
mittleren Farbton?
(a)
Welcher Gefäßast liegt näher zu Ihnen?
A
B
Weder noch
Fertig
(b)
Figure 6.6: (a) For the smart visibility experiment, participants were asked to define a flow
corresponding color using the CColorDialog of the Microsoft Foundation
Class. (b) The task of the spatial experiment comprised a depth judgment of
vessel branches. Participants had to define which branch is closer to the viewer
using. Possible answers are branch A, branch B or None.
Thus, participants had to rate the techniques and had to compare the techniques’
benefit pairwise. Based on that, a qualitative comparison of the techniques was
possible, too. Finally, a short questionnaire asking for some personal details had
to be filled out.
shape experiment. Participants were shown the shape stimuli and asked to
orient the gauges to coincide with the apparent surface normal at that specific sur-
face point. The orientation of the gauge was controlled by the mouse. As already
mentioned, they had no control over gauge positions, each gauge initially pointed
to the viewer and the gauges did not penetrate or interact with the 3D model. This
experiment was divided into two groups based on the provided interaction with
each stimulus. While the gauge interaction was the same for both groups, one
group received static stimuli group−RO (group without rotation option) and one
had the opportunity to rotate the stimuli group+RO (group with rotation option).
The pilot study of group+RO showed that participants used the rotation option
to orientate the model so that the gauge figure was on the model’s silhouette. In
detail, the gauge figure was at a 90◦ angle to the viewer and the participants,
therefore, vastly simplified the task. Since the experiment’s goal was to evaluate
the perception for the given view, which was the preferred view for specialists, and
not the perfect surface normal vector, the range of possible rotations was restricted
to 15◦. Thus, the shape representation of the technique benefits from the rotation
and the 15◦ rotation option still prevents rotating the gauge to the silhouette.
smart visibility experiment. Each participant saw the same kind of stim-
uli introduced in Section 6.3.3. Their task was to define the average flow color
for each stimulus-specific region. Therefore, the CColorDialog of the Microsoft
Foundation Class was provided and the participants had to define a flow corre-
sponding color. The next stimulus was presented after the participants selected a
color, as illustrated in Figure 6.6a.
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spatial experiment. The participants were asked to determine which branch
is closer to the viewer. Possible answers were branch A, branch B or None, if both
branches have the same distance to the viewer. Answer None indicates that the
participants either perceived both vessel branches with the same distance or they
were not able to decide which one is closer, which basically means the same for
this question. A radio button dialog was provided for answering this question, see
Figure 6.6b.
6.5 quantitative analysis and results
The accuracy, task completion times, and subjective technique preferences were an-
alyzed. Accuracy for shape perception was determined by analyzing the perceived
surface normal vectors, for smart visibility by analyzing the perceived blood flow
color, and for the spatial experiment by determining the correct and false answers
of the depth judgment task. Initially, all gathered data were tested for a normal
distribution with the Shapiro Wilk test, since this is a major requirement for choos-
ing an appropriate significance test and consequently achieving valid results. The
test determined that the results were statistically significant different with p 6 .05
for accuracy and with p 6 .001 for task completion time compared to a normal
distribution and were thus not normally distributed. To test the postulated hy-
potheses (recall Section 6.3), statistical significance tests were run on the results of
the experiments. Non-parametric tests were applied, since the results were not nor-
mally distributed. First, the Friedmann test was applied to analyze the results and
to determine if a statistically significant difference for the accuracy and the task
completion time results exists. When applying the Friedman test, a statistically sig-
nificant difference exists, if χ2 > χ2crit . For α = .05 and df = 3− 1 the critical value
is χ2α,df = χ
2
.05,2 = 5.99 and for α = .01 it is χ
2
.01,2 = 9.21 (see Table A.1). Second, the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for the pairwise comparison of the technique
results. Moreover, for the shape experiment we used the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
U test to compare group−RO and group+RO, since this non-parametric test deter-
mines if there is a significant difference between two independent samples. The
effect size rwas calculated using the Equation 5 in Section 2.3.2. The software pack-
age IBM SPSS Statistics (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) provided the
statistical test and was used for the descriptive and statistical analysis.
6.5.1 Shape Perception Results
For the shape experiment, the x-, y- and z-components of the apparent surface nor-
mal vector were recorded for each gauge figure as well as the task completion time.
The gauge figure estimates of the opaque shaded models were used as the partic-
ipant’s perceived ground truth (gsnormal) for each gauge figure and model. The
average angular difference between the surface normal estimate and gsnormal de-
fined the technique’s accuracy and the technique’s potential to support the shape
perception, respectively. Thus, the scalar product of both vectors was determined
and based on that the angular deviation in degrees was calculated. The average
angular deviations, the standard deviations and the results of the Shapiro-Wilk
test for both groups are listed in Table 6.1. The accuracy results for group−RO
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G
GD
S
28.75
28.86
30.01
4.04
3.27
6.55
Shapiro-Wilk
p ≤ .05
p ≤ .05
p ≤ .05
Group -RO  
23.91
21.23
26.38
4.12
3.68
5.82
Group +RO
p ≤ .05
Shapiro-Wilk
p ≤ .05
p ≤ .05
(a) Accuracy
G
GD
S
16.23
15.80
15.03
6.49
6.07
8.63
Shapiro-Wilk
p ≤ .05
25.60
28.52
22.80
12.59
14.98
10.87 p ≤ .05
Shapiro-Wilk
p ≤ .05
p > .05
p ≤ .05
p ≤ .05
(b) Time
Table 6.1: This table covers the mean values (x¯), standard deviations (σ) and the Shapiro-
Wilk test results for each illustration technique (a) for the accuracy in average
angular deviation in degrees (◦) and (b) for the task completion time in seconds
s. Shapiro-Wilk results with p > .05 represent normally distributed results while
p 6 .05 means that a statistically significant difference from a normal distribu-
tion exists.
were between 28.75◦ and 30.01◦ and for group+RO they were between 21.23◦ and
26.38◦ (compare Table 6.1a). Participants of group−RO were more precise with GD
and of group+RO with G to the descriptive analysis results and the frequency dis-
tribution results, as illustrated in Figure 6.7a. The average task completion times
for group−RO were 15.03s for S, 15.80s for G, and 16.23s for GD. Participants of
group+RO were slower and required 22.80s when the aneurysm was semitrans-
parently visualized (S), 28.52s when ghosting (G) was applied and 25.60s when
an additional depth enhancement (GD) was used (see Table 6.1b). As illustrated
in Figure 6.7b, group+RO required more time orienting the gauges and the results
have higher standard deviations, which indicates that the time results were spread
out over a wider range of values compared to group−RO. However, group+RO had
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Figure 6.7: (a) The average angular differences of the normal estimates and the correspond-
ing gsnormal and thus the accuracy of S, G and GD and (b) the average task
completion time results in seconds illustrated as bar charts including standard
error bars for group−RO and group+RO.
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smaller angular errors, which means that participants oriented the gauge figures
more accurately.
To test the postulated hypotheses, statistical significant tests were applied. For
the techniques’ accuracy results the Friedmann test confirmed a statistically signif-
icant difference for group+RO with p 6 .05, χ2 = 7.28. No significant difference
was found between any two visualization techniques for group−RO with p > .05
and χ2 = .118 (see Table 6.2). Contrary to that, the task completion time is sta-
tistically significant different for group−RO with p 6 .05, χ2 = 6.118 and for
group+RO with p 6 .05, χ2 = 12.118.
Time
Group9-RO Group9+RO
Comparison Accuracy
z9=9-9.260
p9>9.05;9r9=9-.069
z9=9-9.402
p9>9.05;9r9=9-.09
z9=9-9.710
p9>9.05;9r9=9-9.17
TimeAccuracy
z9=9-91.730
p9≤9.05;9r9=9-.41
z9=9-91.823
p9≤9.05;9r9=9-.44
z9=9-92.074
p9≤9.05;9r9=9-.50
z9=9-91.661
p9≤9.05;9r9=9-.40
z9=9-91.681
p9≤9.05;9r9=9-.40
z9=9-9.282
p9>9.05;9r9=9-.06
z9=9-92.817
p9≤9.05;9r9=9-.68
z9=9-91.634
p9>.05;9r9=9-.39
z9=9-2.864
p9≤9.05;9r9=9-.69
S G
S GD
G GD
-
-
-
Table 6.2: The p values and the calculated z-score values for the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
U test are listed in this table for each pairwise technique comparison and each
group of the shape experiment. If z /∈ [−1.65, 1.65], the test confirms a signifi-
cant difference with p 6 .05. Moreover, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r
illustrating the effect size is included (small: r > |.10|, medium: r > |.30| and
large: r > |.50| effect). Green colored results represent statistically significant
differences. Pairwise technique comparisons with no significant difference are
colored red.
A pairwise comparison and test for statistically significant differences was per-
formed using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. The results, the corresponding z-
score values and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r to illustrate the effect sizes
are listed in Table 6.2. As already mentioned, no significant differences were found
for accuracy for group−RO. In contrast, participants of group+RO perceived the
aneurysms’ surface more precisely with G (p 6 .05, z = 1.73, r = −.41) and
GD (p 6 .05, z = 1.82, r = −.44) than with S. These results exhibit a medium
correlation between each technique pair. Thus, HShapeAcc can be confirmed for
group+RO. Moreover, G (p 6 .05, z = 2.07, r = −.50) enabled a significantly more
precise shape perception compared to GD.
Since the gauge figures were positioned in three different surface regions (opaque,
semitransparent, transparent), the participants’ accuracy referring to the regions
was additionally analyzed for group+RO. G enabled a significantly more accurate
shape perception within semitransparent regions (p 6 0.05, z = 1.71, r = −.41)
and GD within opaque (p 6 .05, z = 2.02, r = −.48) regions than S. Furthermore,
a significant difference exists between G compared to GD for semitransparent re-
gions (p 6 .05, z = 1.81, r = −.43), with the results for G being more accurate.
Besides the accuracy results, Table 6.2 includes the required time results. Both
groups oriented the gauge figures significantly faster when the models were visu-
alized with S compared to G (group−RO with p 6 .05, z = 1.661, r = −.40 and
group+RO with p 6 .05, z = 2.817, r = −.68. Furthermore, group−RO was signifi-
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cantly faster with S compared to GD (p 6 .05, z = 1.681, r = −.40). The required
time for stimuli with G compared to stimuli with GD was statistically not signif-
icantly different. In contrast, group+RO required statistically no significantly dif-
ferent task completion times for S compared to GD (p = .054, z = 1.634, r = −.39)
but for GD compared to G (p 6 .05, z = 2.864 r = −.69).
In summary, as long as the participants could rotate the models, HShapeAcc
was confirmed with the exception of transparent regions. In contrast, when the
participants could not rotate the model, no significant difference was found and
HShapeAcc is highly unlikely. Even though participants performed more accurate
with the ghosting techniques, they required significantly more time orienting the
gauge fiqures when the models were visualized with G compared to S. Due to that,
HShapeTime is highly unlikely. The participants of both groups were faster when
the aneurysm models were visualized with S, even though group+RO achieved
better results with GD than with G. Overall, group+RO was significantly more
accurate but slower than group−RO.
6.5.2 Smart Visibility Results
For the smart visibility experiment, the estimated color for each region, the corre-
sponding gscolor as well as the task completion time were recorded. As mentioned
in Section 6.3.2, gscolor was determined based on the results of the stimuli illus-
trating only the blood flow. gscolor described the average perceived color error
compared to the histogram results for each region. Since we analyzed the color
difference, the participants’ results were stored as L*a*b* color values. This space
is roughly perceptually uniform and thus, uniform changes of components in this
color space roughly correspond to uniform changes in the perceived color. Thus,
two colors can be treated as two 3D points and the perceptual color difference
is the Euclidean distance (∆E) between these two points. A difference of 1.0 ∆E
means that the color difference between two colors is perceptually distinguishable.
G
GD
S
28.83
33.72
36.21
15.01
11.98
8.97
Shapiro-Wilk
pC≤C.05
pC≤C.05
pC≤C.05
AccuracyCC
23.14
23.77
25.83
12.64
13.25
15.37
TaskCCompletionCTime
pC≤C.05
Shapiro-Wilk
pC≤C.05
pC≤C.05
Table 6.3: This table comprises the mean values (x¯), the standard deviations (σ) and the
Shapiro-Wilk test results for accuracy in ∆E and for task completion time in
seconds. Results with p 6 .05 indicate a statistically significant difference from
a normal distribution.
The average ∆E and time results are listed in Table 6.3. In contrast to the aver-
age color distance of 36.21 ∆E for S, the participants estimated the flow color more
precise, in terms of smaller distances to their specified gscolor when a model was
visualized with a ghosting technique (33.72 ∆E for GD and 28.83 ∆E for GD).
Especially the average distance of 28.83 ∆E for GD exhibited that this technique
enabled the participants to estimate the illustrated flow color more precise. The
required task completion times were very close and differ at the most between S
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Figure 6.8: (a) The average Euclidean distance (∆E) of the color estimates and the corre-
sponding gscolor and thus, the accuracy of S, G and GD and (b) the average
task completion time results in seconds illustrated as bar charts including stan-
dard error bars. (Images reprinted from Baer et al. [8] © John Wiley & Sons
2011 with kind permission from John Wiley & Sons, Imc.)
with 25.83 s and GD with 23.14 s, with GD enabling a faster color estimation than
S. This difference was less than two seconds. Moreover, models visualized with
G (23.77 s) enabled the participants to estimate a color almost in the same time
as models visualized with GD. These descriptive analysis results are illustrated as
frequency distribution histograms in Figure 6.8.
The Friedmann test determined a statistically significant difference with p 6 .01,
χ2 = 20.75 for accuracy and with p 6 .05, χ2 = 5.99 for the task completion time
results. The technique comparison revealed that participants performed signifi-
cantly more accurate and thus estimated the flow color more precisely with GD
(p 6 .001, z = −3.060, r = −.58) than with S and with G (p 6 .01, z = −2.779,
r = −.53). No significant difference with p = .08, z = −1.37, r = −.26 exists
between S and G. Even though the required times were very similar, a just sig-
nificant difference exists for S compared to GD (p 6 .05, z = −1.654, r = −.31)
with GD accelerating the color estimation. No statistically significant difference
4TimeComparison Accuracy
z4=4-41.373
p4>4.05;4r4=4-.264
z4=4-43.060
p4≤4.001;4r4=4-.58
z4=4-42.779
p4≤4.05;4r4=4-4.53
z4=4-41.373
p4>4.05;4r4=4-.26
z4=4-41.654
p4=4.05;4r4=4-.31
z4=4-4.443
p4>4.05;4r4=4-.08
S G
S GD
G GD
-
-
-
Table 6.4: The p values and the corresponding z-score values for the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test are listed in this table for each pairwise technique comparison. If
z /∈ [−1.65, 1.65], the test confirms a significant difference with p 6 .05. More-
over, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r is included (small: r > |.10|, medium:
r > |.30| and large: r > |.50| effect). Green colored results represent statistically
significant differences, red colored results are not significantly different.
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exists between G and GD (p > .05, z = −.443, r = −.08) and between S and G
(p > .05, z = −1.373, r = −.26), as listed in Table 6.4.
Due to the statistical analysis results for accuracy and task completion time,
HSmartAcc and HSmartTime are highly unlikely. We are, however, able to confirm
that GD enabled a more accurate and accelerated assessment of embedded flow
compared to S.
6.5.3 Spatial Perception Results
The knowledge of the correct depth ordering for each stimulus and the recorded
answers enabled the analysis of correct and false responses. Additionally, the tech-
niques S, G, and GD were analyzed according to the three different rotation angles.
The accuracy results listed in Table 6.5 and the histogram in Figure 6.9a document
G
GD
S
50.47
49.75
45.03
14.32
14.53
16.39
Shapiro-Wilk
pC≤C.05
pC≤C.05
pC≤C.05
AccuracyCC
7.21
7.53
8.03
4.30
4.38
4.30
TaskCCompletionCTime
pC≤C.05
Shapiro-Wilk
pC≤C.05
pC≤C.05
Table 6.5: This table comprises the mean values (x¯), the standard deviations (σ) and the
Shapiro-Wilk test results for accuracy in % of correct depth ordering and for
task completion time in seconds. Results with p 6 .05 indicate a statistically
significant difference from a normal distribution.
that participants achieved 45.03% correct responses for S, 49.75% for G and 50.47%
for GD. The angle-dependent frequency distribution histogram in Figure 6.9b de-
picts the average correct responses for each technique and each angle. Stimuli with
both vessel branches at the same distance (0◦) to the participant were correctly
perceived more often with S (44.9%) than with G (29.3%) or with GD (26.5%). Con-
trary, stimuli with branches rotated by 10◦ and thus with a presented branch depth
order were correctly perceived more often with G (55.2%) than with GD (55.0%)
or with S (43.0%). Moreover, a rotation by 20◦ resulted in a more correct depth
judgment for stimuli with GD (69.8%) than with G (63.0%) and with S (49.0%).
In contrast to the other experiments, the participants were faster selecting the
closest vessel branch than orienting gauges or defining colors. The task comple-
tion time results depict that this experiment required less time to answer the task
than the other two experiments and that the required times were very close for all
techniques (see Figure 6.9c). The longest times were required for S with 8.03 s and
the shortest with 7.21 s for GD. However, these were the fastest time results.
The Friedmann test confirmed a statistically significant correlation between the
techniques and the number of correct responses with p 6 .05 and χ2 = 6.126.
No significant difference was found (p > .05,χ2 = 3.920) between any two tech-
niques for the task completion time results. Significantly more correct answers
were recorded for G (p 6 .05, z = −1.661, r = −.33) and for GD (p 6 .05, z =
−2.163, r = −.43) compared to S. Both ghosting techniques exhibited statistically
no significant difference when analyzing the accuracy based on the correct depth
judgment answers over all angles. However,HSpatialAcc is highly likely. The angle-
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Figure 6.9: (a) The average number of correct responses in % for all stimuli indicates the
participants’ accuracy for the depth judgment task. (b) The histogram illus-
trates the accuracy based on the three different ration angles. (c) The required
task completion times illustrated as bar charts. (Images reprinted from Baer
et al. [8] © John Wiley & Sons 2011 with kind permission from John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.)
dependent frequency distribution histogram in Figure 6.9b illustrates larger accu-
racy differences between the techniques when analyzing the correct depth judg-
ment for each of the three angles. Thus, we analyzed the results individually for
0◦, 10◦, and 20◦. The results for 0◦ were completely different than for 10◦ and
20◦. When no depth ordering exists, the participants achieved more correct an-
swers when the models were visualized with S compared to G (p 6 .05, z =
−1.857, r = −.37) and compared to GD (p 6 .002, z = −2.764, r = −.55), see Ta-
ble 6.6. If a depth ordering of the vessel branches exists, the ghosting techniques’
assist a correct depth judgment changes. The ghosting techniques enabled more
correct answers while the benefit of the semitransparent visualization technique
decreased. G enabled statistically significantly more correct answers for 10◦ with
p 6 .05, z = −1.656, r = −.31 and for 20◦ with p 6 .01, z = −2.594, r = −.51
compared to S. The participants, moreover, performed significantly more correct
with GD compared to S for 10◦ with p 6 .01, z = −2.546, r = −.50 and for 20◦
with p 6 .001, z = −3.346, r = −.66. The larger the rotation angle, the higher the
Comparison All7Angles
S G
S GD
G GD
z7=7-71.661
p7≤7.05;7r7=7-.337
z7=7-72.163
p7≤7.025;7r7=7-.43
z7=7-7.141
p7>7.05;7r7=7-.02
z7=7-71.857
p7=7≤7.05;7r7=7-.37
z7=7-72.764
p7=7≤7.025;7r7=7-.54
z7=7-7.665
p7>7.05;7r7=7-.13
-
-
-
0°77 20°7710°77
z7=7-71.654
p7=7≤7.05;7r7=7-.31
z7=7-72.546
p7=7≤7.025;7r7=7-.50
z7=7-7.535
p7>7.05;7r7=7-.10
z7=7-72.594
p7=7≤7.025;7r7=7-.51
z7=7-73.346
p7=7≤7.001;7r7=7-.66
z7=7-71.414
p7>7.05;7r7=7-.28
Table 6.6: The p and z-score values for the accuracy results of the spatial experiment are
listed in this table. The results based on the correct answers are divided into
results for all angles, for 0◦, 10◦, and 20◦. If z /∈ [−1.65, 1.65], the test confirms
a significant difference with p 6 .05. Moreover, the Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient r is included (small: r > |.10|, medium: r > |.30| and large: r > |.50| effect).
Green colored results represent statistically significant differences, red colored
results are not significantly different.
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significant difference and the larger the difference of correct responses between G
(63%) and GD (69.8%). However, since the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied
twice to the spatial results – all angles and angle-dependent –, a Bonferroni cor-
rection had to be considered. That means, a difference is statistically significant
with p 6 .025. Thus, S compared to GD showed statistically significant differences
for both analysis steps (all angles and angle-dependent). Additionally, the partic-
ipants were statistically more correct with G compared to S for 20◦. Even though
no significant difference was confirmed between G and GD, HSpatialAcc is highly
likely for 20◦. The required times to complete the task showed no significant ef-
fects for this experiment. HSpatialTime is highly unlikely, since G and GD did not
accelerate the spatial perception.
6.6 qualitative results
The questionnaire analysis measured the participants’ attitude towards a tech-
nique. The results of each pairwise technique comparison for each experiment
(colored bars) are illustrated in Figure 6.10. We had a total of 86 participants. As
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Figure 6.10: These are the results of the qualitative technique comparison for each experi-
ment. A 5-point Likert scale was used to qualitatively evaluate the techniques’
support and to compare (a) the ghosting technique G with the common semi-
transparency S, (b) the ghosting with depth enhancement GD with semitrans-
parency S, and (c) both ghosting techniques. (Images reprinted from Baer et al.
[8] © John Wiley & Sons 2011 with kind permission from John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.)
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illustrated in Figure 6.10a, 34 participants (39.5%) rated G compared to S as very
good and 41 (47.7%) as good. Thus, 75 participants (87.2%) preferred G over S. The
comparison of GD and S (see Figure 6.10b) showed that 73 participants (84.9%)
rated GD as very good or good, and thus, preferred this technique over S, too. Fi-
nally, Figure 6.10c includes the results of the ghosting technique comparison. 19
participants (22.1%) rated G as either very good or good. In contrast, 29 participants
(33.7%) preferred GD and chose very good or good, and 38 participants (44.2%)
liked both kinds of visualization techniques and chose neutral. Even the experi-
ments individual results showed an overwhelming preference for both ghosting
techniques. Although the three experiment tasks tackled different technique char-
acteristics and asked for different assessment tasks the qualitative results were
very similar. The majority of all participants preferred G and GD over S and a
small tendency to GD was visible.
6.7 result discussion
As presented in the previous section, the analysis showed that two of the three
accuracy hypotheses are highly likely with medium and large effect sizes. The
postulated hypotheses for the task completion times, however, are all highly un-
likely.
First, for the shape experiment we were able to confirmHShapeAcc for group+RO
but had to reject HShapeTime for group+RO and group−RO. G and GD enabled a
more accurate shape perception as long as the participants had the opportunity to
rotate the models, since group−RO showed no statistically significant difference.
The achieved results for group−RO were to be expected and showed the impor-
tance of an appropriate experimental design. Since G and GD were developed for
interactive 3D visualizations, they had to be evaluated in 3D as well. The estimated
surface normals of group+RO had smaller angular errors than of group−RO, even
though they required more time. Even the specific surface regions exhibited more
accurate perception using G and GD for opaque and semitransparent regions. As
a standard speed-accuracy trade-off, the participants required more time for both
ghosting visualizations, since they perceived the surface shape better, and thus
aimed at orienting the gauge figures as close as possible to the gsnormal. Since the
participants were asked to comment on the experiment at the end, they reported
on this situation and confirmed our suspicion. Moreover, they talked during the
experiment and tried to be even more accurate with orienting the gauge figures
if the models were visualized with G or GD. If the participants had the feeling
that they were not able to orient the gauge figure according to a surface normal,
since they could not perceive the real surface, they were less motivated to try and
wanted to move on to the next stimulus. This happened especially for stimuli illus-
trating the models with S. However, this is only based on informal and additional
experiment observations without being based on a real structured observation and
recording. Thus, this needs to be done in further properly designed observations
or within a further shape experiment using specific tasks that tackle this issue.
Ghosting techniques, however, do not accelerate but enable a more precise shape
perception.
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The second experiment evaluated the smart visibility characteristic of G and GD
and surprisingly resulted in the rejection of HSmartAcc and HSmartTime . So far, we
are able to confirm that GD enables a more accurate assessment of embedded flow
than S and G, and GD accelerates the assessment of embedded flow compared to
S. The majority of the participants, however, preferred both ghosting techniques
over the S technique for this experiment, as illustrated in Figure 6.10. One rea-
son for the accuracy results and statistically no significantly difference might be
that the participants defined the flow color for S , which they expected to be the
right one and not the color they really saw. When the participants were asked
to explain their adjusted colors at the end of the experiment and some of them
unintentionally commented their choices during the experiment, they confirmed
this assumption. This happened especially after they saw the first stimulus with
an aneurysm visualized with a ghosting technique. This might be eliminated by
designing a between-participant experiment for the smart visibility characteristic,
too. Furthermore, the color dialog and task specification turned out to be another
experimental design problem that needs to be addressed. Participants saw a bun-
dle of colored streamlines and their task was to estimate the average displayed
color. On the one hand, the estimation of an average color of a colored streamline
bundle is already difficult on its own. On the other hand, however, the color dialog
that showed a fully-colored rectangular area displaying one color – the estimated
average color – required a high cognitive load. Both the task and the answer pos-
sibility require a re-design. The first and most simplest possibility is to re-design
the rectangular color area of the color dialog showing colored lines and thus being
more similar to the colored streamlines. This answer possibility, however, does not
simplify the task of averaging the different streamline colors that were displayed
in one region and that had to be mentally averaged. A new task to evaluate the
smart visibility characteristic would be more appropriate. However, a re-design
and further evaluations are required.
The third experiment evaluated the techniques’ effectiveness supporting the
depth perception. Our results confirmed that HSpatialAcc is highly likely with
medium and large effect sizes. Even though G achieved faster responses than S
and this was close to a significant difference, we had to reject HSpatialTime . All
participants were, however, faster with G and GD than with S. The accuracy re-
sults required a detailed analysis. Stimuli with both vessel branches at the same
distance (0◦) were more often correctly assessed if they were visualized with S
than with one of the ghosting techniques. This may reflect a bias towards a re-
sponse of "no separation in depth" for S. In such a case, lower performance for
the two larger rotations is to be expected, which is precisely what we found. Stim-
uli showing a rotation angle of 10◦ and 20◦ were more often correctly perceived
with G and GD than with S. In summary, G and GD facilitate depth judgment
compared to S. Similar to the previous experiment, a re-design is recommended
for further experiments, too. Especially the vessel branch endings that were visible
for 10◦ and 20◦ have to be removed, since this influences and facilitates the judg-
ment, recall Figure 6.5b and 6.5c. Viewpoints that cut the branch shortly before the
model’s end will avoid this unwanted depth cue.
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limitations . A few experiment-specific drawbacks were already mentioned.
A main limitation is the determination of gsnormal and gscolor. We used the fully
opaque shaded model and the streamline visualization to define a perceptual gold
standard. However, we did not test, if the surface was influenced by the applied
surface color. This was done to facilitate the recognition of a blood vessel, since it
was not possible to test only medical experts or at least to have participants with
passing knowledge. Moreover, the streamline visualization used for the determi-
nation of gscolor was not evaluated, too. Furthermore, the number of participants
varied between the experiments. The shape perception results were gathered from
17 participants each, while 27 and 25 participants performed the smart visibility
and the spatial perception experiment. Different numbers of participants hamper
an overall statement of the techniques’ effectiveness for all three requirements
mentioned in Section 6.3.
Overall, the results showed that G and GD enable more accurate assessments
than S for each experiment. Furthermore, G and GD accelerated the individual
tasks, except for the shape perception experiment. In this experiment, more accu-
rate shape perception was maintained at the expense of task completion time. This
general result was confirmed by the qualitative results. We found overwhelming
preferences for the two ghosting techniques over S. There was also a small trend
towards a preference of GD over the simple G.
6.8 lessons learned
Smart visibility techniques combine several individual technique features to en-
able a facilitated structure or visualization exploration. Evaluations of complex
illustration techniques or visualizations benefit from a detailed analysis. Each indi-
vidual feature and innovation may contribute to or hamper the effectiveness. A de-
tailed analysis and comparison gives insights into potential advantages and draw-
backs and outlines required improvements. When comparing illustration tech-
niques without such a feature-dependent categorization, potential drawbacks may
be undiscovered or the technique fails in the worst case even if some features
would improve a structure perception. An evaluation design that does not con-
sider these individual features separately, can not result in a general conclusion.
However, a focus to the major features is recommended to control the extent and
completion time of the evaluation. A good strategy to define the evaluation steps
and categories is a detailed analysis of the comparative motivation, in advance.
The typical motivation of comparative evaluations is the assumption that one tech-
nique, visualization or device is better than the other. The required evaluation steps
can be derived from the definition of "better" and the following questions:
• What means one technique is better than the other?
• What is the precise meaning of better and how is it defined?
Answering these questions facilitates the evaluation design and required tasks.
The presented ghosting techniques were developed to support the vessel’s shape
perception and the exploration of the embedded flow. Additionally, a depth en-
hancement was included to improve the depth perception. Based on these features
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and improvements compared to the common semitransparency visualization tech-
nique, three evaluations were designed.
Interaction is integrated for the shape perception evaluation, since the illustra-
tion technique and the surface perception, respectively benefits from the viewers
interaction with the 3D scene. In all other evaluations the rotation option was
disabled to minimize the interaction effort, and thus to preserve the participants’
concentration and focus to the main tasks. Moreover, since the visibility of em-
bedded structures as well as the depth enhancement can be evaluated using static
stimuli, there was no need to enable rotation as an interaction option. The tech-
nique enables a view-dependent exploration of the embedded blood flow. Thus,
the static 3D visualizations provide an optimal view.
6.9 summary
This chapter presented three controlled task-based experiments investigating the
visualization of the cerebral aneurysm anatomy with embedded flow visualization
derived from five clinical datasets. Quantitative and qualitative evaluations were
performed to evaluate and compare the common semitransparent visualization
technique with a ghosted view and a ghosted view with depth enhancement tech-
nique developed by Gasteiger et al. [57]. In detail, three studies analyze the tech-
niques’ capability to facilitate and promote the shape and spatial representation
of the aneurysm models as well as evaluating the smart visibility characteristics.
The techniques were quantitatively evaluated with respect to the participants’ ac-
curacy and required time to complete the task, and qualitatively in terms of their
personal preferences for each experiment. The experimental design process in-
cluding the task methodologies and stimuli design was presented and explained
together with the individual experimental procedure and the analysis methods.
Results were presented and discussed to gain further insights into the confirma-
tion and rejection of the postulated hypotheses and to highlight the potential for
further improved experiments. Overall, there was an overwhelming preference
for the two ghosted techniques over the semitransparent technique. The quantita-
tive analysis determined the advantage of both ghosting techniques and clearly
showed that both techniques support a more accurate analysis of aneurysms than
the traditional S technique. Based on the time results, the generalization of a shape
perception acceleration by a ghosting visualization turned out to be invalid. The
shape experiment, however, outlined that this is a speed-accuracy trade-off and
leads to a more correct shape assessment, which is more relevant for the clinical
routine.
The above-mentioned limitations and drawbacks do not depreciate these evalu-
ations. An experiment analysis based on the gained knowledge and observations
during the experimental sessions is provided and essential. On the one hand, with-
out such experiments the visualization techniques are not perceptually evaluated
and verified. On the other hand, the experimental design, procedure and anal-
ysis itself can be evaluated to identify advantages and disadvantages and point
out improvement potential. Since smart visibility techniques are rarely evaluated,
this may serve as orientation for further studies and enable first insights into the
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individual potential. The three techniques were evaluated in the context of the
visualization of cerebral aneurysms, but the experiments and outcomes may also
be applied to other vessel flow domains, such as aortic or cardiac flow. Since the
shape evaluation is not limited to a vessel-shaped structure, it is also applicable to
other surface renderings where additional internal information have to be visual-
ized, e.g., the heart or organs with internal tumor visualizations such as liver or
lung tumors. Contrary, the spatial perception evaluation is designed for elongated
or occluding structures such as vessels or vessel trees, due to the fact that two well-
defined structures are required to determine their spatial relation. This evaluation
design resembles other depth judgment studies with vessel trees where individual
features such as branches have to be spatially separated in 3D [137, 84] or even in
2D angiography images [138]. However, the results of our experiments should not
be overgeneralized, since it is unclear how the results can be generalized to other,
complex anatomic or botanic shapes. This needs to be analyzed.

7
C O M PA R I S O N O F A 2D V E R S U S T W O 3D D I S P L AY S F O R A
M E D I C A L I M P L A N T P L A C E M E N T TA S K
This chapter is based on the following publication:
"A Comparative User Study of a 2D and an Autostereoscopic 3D Display for a Tympanoplas-
tic Surgery". Alexandra Baer, Antje Hübler, Patrick Saalfeld, Douglas Cunningham and Bernhard
Preim. In Proceedings of Eurographics Workshop on Visual Computing for Biology and Medicine (EG
VCBM), pages 181-190, 2014
In order for surgeons to navigate through a patient’s anatomy, they usually
must rely on very accurate depth judgment and spatial orientation abilities. The
correct localization of the surgical instruments as well as the identification of rele-
vant anatomical and pathological structures usually requires high perceptual skills.
These skills are essential for performing fine dissections, to avoid injuring risk
structures, or for the correct position and alignment of implants. In particular
the microscopes or endoscopes used for minimal interventions provide a very re-
stricted field of view, which contains limited (stereoscopic) depth cues and spatial
information. Thus, especially surgeons-to-be need a lot of training and trial-and-
error experience to gain adequate surgical skills and experiences, e.g., depth judg-
ment and spatial assessment of structure relationships. Virtual training improves
the accuracy, the time taken to perform a task, and minimizes errors compared
to no training [64]. An extensive training with different pathologies in advance
improves the surgical skills. To design a virtual training scenario, an appropriate
3D training environment is required.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, stereoscopic cues and motion parallax are the
most significant sources of depth information, beyond the depth cues of visual-
ization techniques [166]. In- and output devices like stereoscopic displays, haptic
devices or 3D navigators and stylus input devices are developed to enable intu-
itive 3D visualizations, navigations and interactions with 3D scenes. As discussed
in Section 3.3.3, several studies document the advantages of 3D displays includ-
ing shutter and polarized glasses or glass-free autostereoscopic systems. When
using a 3D display, a simple rendering of structures is sufficient to explore a
patient’s anatomy. However, 3D displays are still not accepted in surgery, even
though their technology enables binocular vision without specific visualization
techniques and thus should support an intuitive depth perception. In the past, 3D
displays suffered from negative side effects of stereopsis, such as the perception of
double images or physical effects like nausea and headache [160, 133]. The latest
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3D imaging systems provide improved image quality and resolution, similar to
2D monitors. Therefore, 3D displays represent a potential alternative for surgery
training systems compared to manifold developed visualization techniques. More-
over, stereoscopic depth cues provided by the used microscopes can be integrated
in a training scenario and thus used to improve the surgical skills. However, vi-
sualization techniques as well as 2D and 3D in- and output devices have to be
investigated to provide an optimal 3D environment with appropriate depth cues.
Baer et al. [9] focused on the design and execution of a comparative experimen-
tal study investigating the effectiveness of 2D versus 3D displays for an otologic
training scenario. We compared a 2D display with a glasses-free 3D autostereo-
scopic display in detail and investigated in a follow-up pilot study a 3D zSpace
system1 using a stylus as input device. The experimental study is based on a devel-
oped training scenario for a tympanoplastic surgery. Tympanoplastic is a general
term used to describe a surgical procedure designed to remove a pathology and
repair defects in the middle ear (ossicular chain) and the eardrum.
7.1 medical background
Three parts of the human ear are responsible for converting sound waves into
electrical impulses: the outer, the middle, and the inner ear. Each of these has tiny,
complex structures that detect vibrations, transmit mechanical energy, or convert
mechanical energy into electrical nerve impulses (see Figure 7.1a). If one part or
structure is malformed, damaged, lost or not fully functioning, the patient’s ability
to hear is either impaired or totally lost. The partial or total inability to hear is
called deafness and is caused by sensorineural or conductive hearing loss.
sensorineural hearing loss known as nerve-related hearing loss occurs
when there is a damage to the inner ear (cochlear) or to the nerve pathways from
the inner ear to the brain. With this type of hearing loss it is not always possible to
tell which part is damaged and it is therefore often summarized as sensorineural
hearing loss. The causes are varied but can be generally put into two categories:
congenital (genetic or hereditary) and acquired (illness, trauma, noise exposure,
or age-related).
conductive hearing loss is caused by problems with the ear canal, eardrum,
middle ear, or abnormalities in mobile portions of the ear. These movable parts
transmit sound from the outside to the inner ear, where our nervous system takes
over and transmits signals to the brain. Conductive hearing loss occurs when these
movable parts are damaged, lost (see Figure 7.1b) or when their mobility is im-
paired, e.g., caused by genetics, physical trauma or ear malformations.
mixed hearing loss refers to a combination of conductive and sensorineural
hearing loss. This occurs when there is a damage in the outer or the middle ear
and in the inner ear (cochlea) or the auditory nerve.
1 www.zspace.com
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Figure 7.1: (a) The three parts of the human ear. The (1) pinna and (2) auditory canal are
the outer ear. (3) Eardrum, (4) mallus, (5) incus, and (6) stapes bone are the
middle ear and the (7) cochlear and (8) auditory nerve belong to the inner ear.
(b) Conductive hearing loss occurs when the ossicular chain (the movable parts
(3)-(6)) is damaged, lost or when its mobility is impaired. (Images reprinted,
with permission, from Baer et al. [9] © Eurographics Association 2014.)
7.1.1 Treatment of Deafness
Nowadays, hearing can be medically or surgically corrected. A surgical procedure
comprises the implantation of prostheses to restore the hearing ability. Cochlear
implants are used for sensorineural and ossicular prostheses for conductive hear-
ing loss.
A cochlear implant consists of an internal and external component. The internal
component is surgically inserted under the skin behind the ear, and a narrow wire
is threaded into the inner ear. The external component is connected to the internal
one and sound waves are converted to electrical impulses bypassing the defective
inner ear and providing patients with the ability to hear [118]. A tympanoplastic
surgery re-establishes the ossicular chain and the non-functioning ossicles may be
reshaped to fit properly or be replaced with a prosthetic (artificial) implant. This
is a mobilization surgery to restore the ossicular chain [12]. As sketched in Fig-
ure 7.2a, gaps between the intact stapes and either the incus, malleus handle or
eardrum are bridged with a partial ossicular prosthesis (PORP) [60]. If there is no
stapes superstructure and the prosthesis connects the stapes footplate to the other
ossicles or eardrum, it is called a total ossicular prosthesis (TORP), see Figure 7.2b.
However, successful reconstruction and implanting presents significant chal-
lenges. Besides a working knowledge of available materials, prosthesis design,
reconstruction techniques and their adaptability to a variety of problems, pro-
found surgical skills in otologic and micro-surgical techniques are essential [29].
Reconstruction results are variable, with some procedures giving complete normal
hearing and some giving no improvement in hearing at all [60]. Management of
the conductive hearing loss associated with ossicular damage will depend on the
exact pathology and the integrity of the tympanic membrane. The results achieved
from the implantation of a PORP or TORP are dependent on [150]:
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(a) PORP (b) TORP
Figure 7.2: (a) Gaps between intact stapes and either the incus, malleus handle or eardrum
are bridged with a partial ossicular prosthesis (PORP). (b) Total ossicular pros-
theses (TORP) implants are used to bridge the gap between the eardrum and
the stapes footplate to restore the hearing ability. (Image reprinted, with per-
mission, from Baer et al. [9] © Eurographics Association 2014.)
1. the pathology present in the area to be implanted and the surgical skills
employed in the implantation,
2. the implant’s biomechanical properties, and
3. the biocompatibility of the material implanted.
Any procedure needs to be carried out with great care, as with excessive move-
ments structures may be damaged or energy may be transferred to the cochlear
causing sensorineural hearing loss. Otologic surgeons-to-be need an extensive and
long training and trial-and-error experience in hearing restoration, including the
correct prosthesis length judgment and trimming during surgery as well as the
correct prosthesis positioning.
7.1.2 Tympanoplastic Surgery Workflow
Since we aimed at a training scenario for a tympanoplastic surgery, a workflow
analysis was performed to design an appropriate training scenario and experi-
mental evaluation. Tympanoplastic surgery is a minimally invasive intervention
performed through the ear canal or an incision in or behind the ear. A micro-
surgical technique is used for a tympanoplastic procedure to enlarge the view of
the ear structures, giving a more detailed image to the ear surgeon. In clinical
routine, stereoscopic microscopes are used to support the spatial orientation and
to improve the navigation.
In tympanoplastic surgery, the surgeon tries to position a prosthesis implant through
the ear canal using surgical instruments while looking through a microscope. The
remaining eardrum is elevated away from the bony ear canal and lifted forward.
A prosthetic implant is placed into the middle ear underneath the remaining
eardrum to bridge the gap between the eardrum and the damaged or missing
bone structures (recall Figure 7.2b). The major challenge is the depth judgment
for a correct position and the length estimation of the prosthesis. During surgery,
the cutting nib with known extension is used to estimate the distance between
eardrum and footplate. It may require placing the prosthesis in the ear several
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times to estimate the correct length. The correct length is such that the prosthesis
only touches the undersurface of the eardrum without tenting it and bridging the
existing gap, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Besides very fine motor skills (hand-eye and hand-hand coordination), the sur-
geon has to perceptually combine the images seen through the microscope with
his actions. Additionally, a patient-specific depth judgment of the structure rela-
tionships is required, since vital anatomical landmarks may be obscured by disease
or exposed to serious injury.
7.2 experimental design
Initially, we analyzed the tympanoplastic surgery workflow by observations and
interviews to specify the research goal and identify the essential parts of a con-
trolled experimental evaluation, e.g., design, task and analysis methods, explained
in Section 2. As described in the previous section, we identified the essential tasks
that require high perceptual skills of an experienced surgeon and thus are essen-
tial for a training scenario. We focused on a TORP implant surgery with no incus,
malleus or stapes bones, but footplate existing (see Figure 7.3a). Thus, participants
were asked to select the correct TORP length and to position it correctly. We quan-
titatively compared the displays by means of the participants’ task performance
that was defined by accuracy, required number of interactions and task completion
time:
1. Accuracy was measured to evaluate the depth perception. Since the prosthe-
sis implantation is a complex task, we defined accuracy based on the correct
TORP length judgment and TORP position defined by the TORP placement
(xyz position) and the TORP orientation. A correct position was achieved
when the TORP touches the eardrum without penetrating it and bridging
the gap between eardrum and stapes footplate.
2. Interaction was measured to analyze the difference of required interactions.
We assumed that almost no scene interaction is required when the training
scenario is performed using a 3D display. Since the 2D display did not sup-
port the depth perception, we assumed that the participants would interact
(limited rotations) with the middle ear model to enable a spatial orientation.
This measured parameter defines the virtual implanting workload. We split
the interaction into the number of scene and the number of required TORP
interactions.
3. Time was measured to analyze if an acceleration exists. This parameter was
defined as the participants’ time to complete the implanting task.
Additionally, we asked for personal preferences to qualitatively evaluate each dis-
play. We did not expect that one display is better or worse than the other in every
single investigated aspect, but we expected a difference. No hypotheses were pos-
tulated for the follow-up study, since this study investigated a combination of in-
and output device and was therefore analyzed exploratory. The number of par-
ticipants deviated from the main experimental evaluations and, thus, a statistical
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comparison was not appropriate anyway. However, we assumed that the partici-
pants would perform more accurate with the zSpace and would prefer the zSpace
system. Additionally, the TORP length estimation was measured and analyzed
exploratory as well. Since we did not integrate a cutting nib used in surgical pro-
cedures to estimate the length, the length estimation task for this training scenario
requires further improvements and, thus, a statistical analysis is not suitable.
We defined one- and two-tailed hypotheses. Furthermore, we divided the hy-
potheses with regard to the single tasks and measured variables. This enabled a
more precise analysis of the displays.
one-tailed hypotheses . We postulated the following one-tailed hypotheses
for accuracy, divided into object placement and orientation.
• HaccTransl: TORPs are placed more accurately – as measured by smaller
translation deviations – using a 3D autostereoscopic display compared to a 2D
display.
• HaccRot: TORPs are aligned more accurately – as measured by smaller angu-
lar deviations – using a 3D autostereoscopic display compared to a 2D display.
two-tailed hypotheses . We hypothesized that there is a difference between
the 3D autostereoscopic and the 2D display in the number of required interactions
and in the mean time to respond and to complete the task:
• HTime: There is a difference between the 3D autostereoscopic display and
the 2D display in the mean task completion time.
• HactionScene: There is a difference between the 3D autostereoscopic display
and the 2D display in the number of scene interactions.
• HactionTORP: There is a difference between the 3D autostereoscopic display
and the 2D display in the number of TORP interactions.
The evaluation followed a between-participant design. The between factor: display
with the 2D and the 3D autostereoscopic display as the two levels of this factor.
Since we designed stimuli with three different degrees of difficulty, which were
presented to all participants, difficulty was the within factor with three levels: sim-
ple, moderate and difficult. Display and the degree of difficulty were the indepen-
dent variables, and the measured accuracy, interaction and time were the dependent
variables.
7.2.1 Participants
Our participants were recruited from various parts of the university, including
medical experts. Although it is recommended to recruit prospective users, in our
case ENT (ear, nose and throat) surgeons, participants from the general population
can also provide useful insights, see Section 2.2.3. Moreover, it is likely that the
measured results can be applied to prospective users concerning the perceptual
effectiveness, even though ENT surgeons may achieve better accuracy because of
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their clinical experience. Ten participants aged between 29 and 38 years and with
x¯ = 34.2 years (seven male and three female) were recruited for the pilot study.
42 participants, 21 using the 2D and 21 using the 3D autostereoscopic display
participated. The 2D group comprised 13 female and eight male participants aged
between 18 and 35 years with x¯ = 24.5 years. The 3D autostereoscopic group
comprised nine female and twelve male participants aged between 20 and 46 with
a mean age of x¯ = 27.4 years. In summary, we took care of two similar groups with
respect to the age and gender ratio for the comparison of the 3D autostereoscopic
and the 2D display.
The follow-up evaluation was performed by twelve participants. Five women
and seven men aged between 27 and 53 years with a mean age of x¯ = 34 years
participated in the zSpace system.
7.2.2 Stimuli
We designed a stimulus setup for a virtual training of a tympanoplastic surgery
focusing on a TORP implanting procedure when no incus, malleus or stapes bones
exist (see Figure 7.3a). This surgery was chosen based on the minimum number
of existing structures (middle ear, eardrum and stapes footplate) and on the struc-
tures’ simplicity, since the footplate and the eardrum are easily recognizable. By
focusing on one prosthesis type, we minimized bias factors, e.g., different pros-
thesis types, different structures and individual anatomy. Bias factors are every
variation from one to another stimulus that may influence the results (stimuli sim-
ilarity, recall Section 2.2.4).
Middle Ear
2
1
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.3: (a) The conceptual setup of a conductive hearing loss disease. The middle ear
with (1) the eardrum and with no stapes bone, but (2) the footplate. (b) TORP
implants are used to bridge the gap between the eardrum and the footplate and
to restore the hearing ability. (c) The viewpoint was designed similar to the
surgeon’s view through the microscope. (Images reprinted, with permission,
from Baer et al. [9] © Eurographics Association 2014.)
Figure 7.3a illustrates the stimulus concept and design for a conductive hear-
ing loss disease and Figure 7.3b for the hearing restoration with a TORP implant.
The stimuli viewpoint was chosen similar to the surgeon’s view through the mi-
croscope, as sketched in Figure 7.3, since the tympanoplastic surgery is a micro-
surgical procedure. The same initial point of view, restricted field of view and
scope of action were used. Thus, each stimulus is a 3D model of a middle ear
scene viewed through the auditory canal with the eardrum near to the middle
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ear cave entry and the footplate at the back (see Fig. 7.3c). Compared to the real
anatomical situation visualized in Figure 7.1, the stimuli were slightly modified:
• The middle ear anatomy was designed as a closed cave, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.3. This restricted the field of view simplified the geometric representa-
tion of the middle ear.
• The eardrum was represented by a disk-shaped ellipsoid. In human anatomy,
it is a thin, cone-shaped membrane. We did not model an eardrum slightly
folded to the side, which is the real surgical situation. Instead, a geometrical
structure representing the eardrum was modeled and positioned near the
middle ear entry. The eardrum is located almost in the center of the entry
and slightly rotated around its longitudinal axis (compare Figure 7.4). The
eardrum’s geometrical shape and position were derived from surgical obser-
vations, interviews with two medical experts, and from the four segmented
eardrums. However, a segmentation is difficult, since an eardrum is a circle
of thin skin of about eight to nine millimeters and therefore hardly distin-
guishable from other structures within the clinical data.
• The stapes footplate was designed as a torus with an average diameter of
2 mm. In human anatomy, the footplate is the base of the stapes bone. This
base is the flat portion that fits in the oval window between the middle and
the inner ear.
These modifications were necessary to achieve more stimuli similarity and sim-
plicity, described as stimuli requirements in Section 2.2.4. The experimental task,
therefore, was facilitated and easier to understand for the non-expert study par-
ticipants. No sophisticated illustration or illumination technique was applied so
that we can focus on the effect of the display technology. Only color, ambient, and
diffuse illumination was used to distinguish and identify the relevant structures.
We took care of smooth shadows and tried to prevent dominant shadow borders
by adjusting the diffuse and ambient amount of illumination.
We had four patient-specific petrous bone CT datasets provided from our col-
laboration partner at the university medical center. All patients had a conductive
hearing loss. Two of the four datasets contained 230× 230× 208 voxels and a voxel
length of 0.2 mm, and two contained 230× 230× 123 voxels and a voxel length of
0.353 mm. The middle ear and the eardrum were segmented using thresholding
methods and were based on the segmentation results of the surface morphology.
The footplate was manually generated and integrated in the middle ear. A wall
behind the footplate was integrated and closed the middle ear in the back to get
a cave-like middle ear as previously described. To provide a variety of stimuli,
10 further stimuli were generated using the software tool Blender.2 These gener-
ated stimuli were based on the characteristics of real datasets, surgery inspections
and video recording and were generated in cooperation with our medical experts.
Compared to the patient-specific stimuli, the geometry of the manually generated
middle ear stimuli was smoother and more uniform.
2 www.blender.org
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(a) Simple
(b) Moderate
(c) Difficult
Figure 7.4: (a) Simple, (b) moderately difficult, and (c) difficult stimuli were used during
the study. Increasing occlusion caused by the eardrum and non-parallel orien-
tations of eardrum and footplate lead to a larger TORP positioning effort.
The virtual 3D prosthesis implant models were provided by KURZ GmbH Medi-
zintechnik3 and correspond to the titanium implants used in the clinical work-
flow. They manufactured the TORP implants used by our medical experts for tym-
panoplastic surgery. We scaled those models along their longitudinal axis to get
different TORP lengths with a step size of 0.25 cm. TORPs with a length between
1.75 cm and 6.0 cm were used. The TORP translation and rotation was performed
with the mouse for the 2D and autostereoscopic display. To facilitate the TORP in-
teraction, a bounding box widget was added and visualized as thin box wire. For
the zSpace follow-up study the stylus was used as input device and visualized
within the stimuli as a virtual ray. Since this device provides six DOFs, the box
widget was unnecessary and the TORP was directly picked by the visualized ray.
A TORP interaction was realized by interacting with the stylus.
3 www.kurzmed.de
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Due to the results and comments of the pilot study, four patient-specific and
five manually generated stimuli were presented. Moreover, these nine stimuli were
categorized into three simple, three moderately difficult and three difficult stim-
uli (see Figure 7.4). Thus, different degrees of difficulty similar to patient-specific
anatomy were provided. These categories were defined by the eardrum’s orienta-
tion combined with the resulting occlusion. If the disk-shaped eardrum and the
footplate are oriented parallel (facing each other), it is easier to position the TORP.
Figure 7.4a illustrates a stimuli scene defined as a simple stimulus. The ear drum
and footplate are almost parallel. Increasing deviation of this orientation aggra-
vates the positioning. Increased occlusion of the middle ear cave and the footplate
leads to increasing positioning effort and requires better depth perception (see
Figure 7.4c).
7.3 apparatus and procedure
An evaluation tool was developed using MeVisLab from MeVis Medical Solu-
tions AG4, a development environment from MeVis Medical Solutions AG
and Fraunhofer MEVIS, combined with the scripting language Python™. The
evaluation tool presented one stimulus at a time and an additional dialog to se-
lect the optional yardstick in the beginning and then to chose the desired implant
length. Moreover, participant-specific data was recorded and saved as a stimulus-
specific xml file for each participant. The files were anonymized and included for
each stimulus and participant whether a yardstick was selected or not, the chosen
TORP length, TORP position, number of interactions for each TORP and scene and
the task completion time. As mentioned above, one group viewed the stimuli on
a 2D display and one on an autostereoscopic display, as illustrated in Figure 7.5a.
The follow-up study investigated the glass-based zSpace system. The displays are
full-parallax two-view (binocular) system providing head tracking and thus in-
tegrating binocular and motion parallax, see Section 3.3.3. All participants were
tested alone by daylight and the stimuli were viewed from a distance of approxi-
mately 0.4 m.
the 2d display is a 24 ′′ widescreen display with 1920× 1200 pixels manufac-
tured by Fujitsu (P24W-6IPS).
the autostereoscopic display is a custom-built 3D display by Fraun-
hofer HHI. The display is a 3D zeroCreative 5 display also with a 24 ′′ monitor
(1920× 1200 pixel full HD). A head-tracking unit with two tracking cameras, the
corresponding tracking technology and software was developed and integrated
by Fraunhofer HHI [22]. The head-tracking unit tracks the participants’ eyes and
based on that calculates the head position. The provided software generates im-
ages for the right and left eye that were rendered as textures. The textures are
merged together corresponding to the current head position (single-view mode).
This image data interleaving results in one output image, which is perceived
stereoscopic from the tracked viewer.
4 www.mevislab.de
5 www.zerocreative.com
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(a) Autostereoscopic Display (b) zSpace
Figure 7.5: (a) The 3D autostereoscopic display is a custom-built 3D display by Fraun-
hofer HHI with a head-tracking unit to provide a view-dependent visualiza-
tion. (b) The zSpace system is a glass-based system. Participants manipulated
the TORP placement and orientation with the stylus input device. (Image (b)
reprinted, with permission, from Preim and Dachselt [127] © Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg 1999, 2010.)
the zspace system comprises a 3D virtually imaging display with a passive
circular 120 Hz stereo 3D polarization technology developed by zSpace Inc. The
left and right view required for stereoscopic vision is generated with circular po-
larized light. The passive 3D glass separates the two stereoscopic views by filtering
the oppositely circular polarized light. Moreover, this glass-based systems includes
an optical tracking giving an angle-dependent stereoscopic view of 1920× 1080
pixels full HD with time-interleaved stereo frames. The position of the viewer’s
eyes relative to the screen is determined by tracking the infrared markers attached
to the 3D glasses to generate personal perspective views and realize the binocular
and the motion parallax effect (Fishtank virtual reality [171]). As illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.5b, a six DOF stylus input device is provided for intuitive 3D manipulation
and navigation.
First, we performed a pilot study that followed a within-participant design. This
study showed a stimulus recognition effect. If participants of the pilot study per-
formed with the 2D display first, they got a mental model of the 3D stimuli
scene by rotating and interacting with the individual scenes and vice versa by
the depth visualization of the 3D displays. Thus, when the participants saw a
stimulus the second time, their depth perception and their 3D orientation was in-
fluenced by prior stimuli knowledge. Aside from that, the participants complained
about the study duration, the number of stimuli and most frequently commented
on the varying stimuli difficulty. Thus, we decided to divide the participants into
a 2D and a 3D group for the final evaluation and, therefore, to follow a between-
participant design.
In advance, all observers were instructed in written form. This instruction in-
cluded a short medical background information, the explanation of all shown
structures as well as the task introduction and optimal TORP position definition.
Two practice trials followed to familiarize each participant with the task and inter-
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(a) Yardstick (b) TORP Start Position (c) End Position
Figure 7.6: (a) Initially, a depth judgment is required to chose the correct TORP length. (b)
The TORP is displayed and has to be positioned between (c) the eardrum and
the footplate. (Image reprinted, with permission, from Baer et al. [9] © Euro-
graphics Association 2014.)
action technique. The more practice trials are presented, the more familiarization
is achieved. Instead of one practice stimulus, we used two for this training trial to
minimize variance and learning effects. These two stimuli were not used during
the experiments. As soon as the participants understood the task and got famil-
iarized with the stimuli and interaction technique, the study started. For each
stimulus, participants were asked:
1. to estimate the appropriate prosthesis length and
2. to implant the TORP.
The stimuli were shown randomly to each participant. Participants were able to
zoom in the stimuli until the camera reached the entry of the middle ear. A re-
stricted scene rotation defined by the middle ear bounding box was provided, too.
As long as the middle ear entry was almost fully oriented to the viewer, rotation
was possible. At the end of each evaluation, a questionnaire had to be filled out.
Besides demographic data like age and gender, we asked for their background
and experience with 3D visualizations, medical knowledge, experience with 3D
input and output devices, comments, and their personal perceived support by the
display.
1 . torp length estimation. Initially, participants saw one stimulus as shown
in Figure 7.4 and were asked to estimate the distance between the eardrum and the
footplate. If necessary, they had the opportunity to chose a yardstick, which was in-
tegrated in the stimulus and positioned between the eardrum and the footplate, as
shown in Figure 7.6a. The yardstick was a small cylinder with differently colored
areas of known extension (0.5 mm). As soon as the participants felt certain about
the correct TORP length, they had to choose their desired TORP. The yardstick and
the implant length selection were realized within a small dialog displayed at the
side. Potential TORP lengths were presented as values with a step size of 0.25 mm.
Besides the correct length, three other TORP lengths were offered. After selecting
the desired length, the TORP was automatically placed axis-aligned in front of the
middle ear (Figure 7.6b).
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2 . torp implanting . Participants were asked to navigate the TORP through
the ear canal to bridge the gap between eardrum and footplate (Figure 7.6b and
7.6c). A correct position is achieved when the TORP touches the eardrum with-
out penetrating it and bridging the gap between eardrum and stapes footplate.
The TORP’s orientation is defined as optimal when the TORP’s "wheel" part fully
touches the eardrum and the longitudinal axis is 90 degrees to the eardrum (com-
pare Figure 7.6c). This concrete orientation definition facilitated the task under-
standing and the object placement. The TORP was manipulated using the mouse
device for the 2D and the 3D display and with the stylus for the zSpace system.
Each stimulus was presented until the participants pressed a "Ready" button to
indicate that they were satisfied with the position and ready to move on to the
next stimulus.
7.4 analysis and results
Accuracy in terms of the object placement (translation deviation) and orientation
(angular deviation), the interaction effort regarding scene and TORP, and the task
completion time were analyzed using inferential statistics. Additionally, we ana-
lyzed the chosen implant length and thus the depth judgment and distance as-
sessment of eardrum and footplate descriptively. The software package IBM SPSS
Statistics (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was used for the descriptive
and statistical analysis.
In detail, two independent samples of 21 participants each, the 2D and the 3D au-
tostereoscopic group as the two between factors and the three degrees of difficulty
as within factors were quantitatively analyzed. The follow-up study was qualita-
tively analyzed, since a quantitative comparison of the 12 participant results with
the 21 of the two other groups is methodically incorrect. The quantitative analysis
that will be presented in this section primarily differs from the analysis introduced
by Baer et al. [9] in the applied test and in the number of gathered results for the
zSpace follow-up evaluation, respectively. Initially, the Shapiro-Wilk test was ap-
plied to test for normally distributed results. Based on that, the non-parametric
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test for two independent samples and the parametric
2× 3 factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) combined with a t-test were used.
When applying the ANOVA and the t-test, a statistically significant difference ex-
ists, if F > Fcrit and t > tcrit. As listed in Table A.2, the critical value Fcrit for
α = .05, df1 = 1 and df2 = 40 is 4.08 and tcrit = 2.02. Moreover, the effect sizes r
for the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test and omega squared (ω2) was determined
for ANOVA with k = 2 for the number of groups, see Equation 5 and 6 in Sec-
tion 2.3.2. A resulting ω2 = .01 indicates a small effect, ω2 = .06 a medium and
ω2 = .14 a large effect. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient r defines an effect size
with a range of −1 > r 6 1, see Section 2.3.2.
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Figure 7.7: (a) The number of all falsely chosen TORP lengths separated by the degree of
difficulty of the shown stimuli. (b) The average translation deviations in mm
illustrated for all stimuli and for each degree of difficulty for the 2D and the
autostereoscopic (3D) group. The bar charts include the standard error of the
mean as standard error bars. ((b) reprinted, with permission, from Baer et al.
[9] © Eurographics Association 2014.)
7.4.1 Depth Perception
Since the participants had to perform a depth judgment, the position, orienta-
tion, and chosen TORP length were determined and analyzed for each stimulus to
evaluate the accuracy. To validate the accuracy, a gold standard TORP length and
position is required for each individual stimulus. These gold standard TORPs were
determined in advance by our medical experts.
length . The depth judgment of structures and their relationship was analyzed
by the chosen TORP length. 189 choices were recorded for the 2D and the au-
tostereoscopic group and 108 for the zSpace group. Figure 7.7a presents the num-
ber of all falsely chosen TORPs. Overall, there were 67 false length choices in the
2D group, 35 in the autostereoscopic group and 15 in the zSpace group. When a
simple stimulus was presented, a TORP with a deviating length of .25 mm was
chosen five times by the 2D group, while participants of the 3D autostereoscopic
and the zSpace group chose correct lengths. The moderately difficult stimuli lead
to 23 false choices in the 2D group, 16 in the autostereoscopic group and 7 in
the zSpace group. In the 2D group 52% of all false choices for a moderately diffi-
cult stimulus deviated by .25 mm, 21% deviated by .5 mm, and 26% deviated by
.75 mm. Contrary, all falsely chosen TORP lengths by the two 3D groups deviated
from the correct length by .25 mm. While the wrong choices for the difficult stim-
uli of the 3D groups were almost similar to the moderately difficult stimuli, there
were more falsely chosen TORPs in the 2D group (39), as shown in Figure 7.7a.
The results of the autostereoscopic group included 17 TORP lengths that deviated
by .25 mm, one by .5 mm and one by .75 mm from the correct TORP length. Par-
ticipants of the zSpace group chose five TORP lengths that deviated by .25 mm
and three with a difference of .5 mm. The 39 falsely chosen TORP lengths of the
2D group were divided into 34 choices that deviated by .25 mm, three by .5 mm
and two by .75 mm. This gives only a little insight into the depth perception of
structure distances, but has to be evaluated in detail.
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3D
zSpace
2D
.81
1.29
1.69
.29
.32
.49
Shapiro-Wilk
pm>m.05
pm>m.05
pm≤m.05
TORPmPlacementmm
.19
.32
.56
.85
1.25
1.60
DegreemofmDifficulty
difficultmoderatesimple
2.28
1.38
2.90
Table 7.1: The mean (x¯) translation and the standard deviation (σ) in mm for the 2D, 3D
and zSpace results. Additionally, the Shapiro-Wilk test results for all stimuli are
listed on the left hand side. Results with p 6 .05 indicate a statistically significant
difference from a normal distribution. On the right hand side are the results for
each degree of difficulty.
placement. The accuracy of the TORP placement was defined as the aver-
age translation deviation compared to the gold standard TORP position. For each
participant and stimulus, the 4× 4 transformation matrix Tsample of the TORP
manipulation was recorded. This matrix included the translation and rotation per-
formed by the participants to place the TORP. To calculate the translation accuracy,
we defined three control points along the TORPs longitudinal axis (both ends and
a mid point). These points were multiplied with Tsample and thus transformed ac-
cording to the participants’ TORP transformations. The points’ distance to the gold
standard position was then calculated. We refer to this as ∆trans for the translation
difference. A little variation of ± 0.2 mm was negligible for the TORP placement,
since this corresponded to the footplate’s diameter. As long as the TORP’s foot
(thin end) was positioned within the footplate, a correct hearing restoration is
possible. The zSpace group (x¯∆trans = 0.81 mm) and the autostereoscopic group
achieved on average (x¯∆trans = 1.29 mm) a more accurate position estimation
result than the 2D group with x¯∆trans = 1.69 mm. The zSpace group results
definitely yield an improvement in the TORP placement accuracy.
Table 7.1 covers the Shapiro-Wilk results with the results for the 2D display
being normally distributed and the autostereoscopic display being not normally
distributed. Thus, the Mann-Whitney U test combined with a Bonferroni correc-
tion was used for the analysis. Since the results were analyzed twice – independent
and dependent on the stimulis’ degree of difficulty–, a Bonferroni correction was
applied. The easiest method to use this correction is to use a critical value for p
divided by the number of conducted tests [53]. In this case, a statistically signifi-
cant difference exists, if p 6 .05/2. A medium to large statistically significant main
effect existed with p 6 0.01, z = −2.981 and r = −.45. Thus, HaccTransl is likely to
be true. TORPs were placed more accurately – as measured by smaller translation
deviations – using an autostereoscopic display compared to a 2D display.
The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test confirmed a large statistically significant
difference for the simple stimuli with p 6 .001, z = −4.116, r = −.63 and
a medium effect for the difficult stimuli with (p = .015, z = −1.850, r = −.33),
compare Table 7.2. Moderately difficult stimuli are marginally not significant with
p = .03, z = −1.850 and r = −.28 (2D group: x¯∆trans = 1.60 mm and 3D group:
x¯∆trans = 1.25 mm). The results of the follow-up study showed a tendency to
a more accurate TORP placement for each degree of difficulty using the zSpace
combined with the stylus. However, the results are based on only 12 participants.
As shown in Figure 7.7b, the degree of difficulty is chosen properly. The average
results confirm the three gradations. Especially stimuli with high difficulty show
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Comparison AllcDegrees
2D 3D zc=c-c2.981
pc≤c.01;crc=c-.45c
zc=c-c4.116
pcc≤c.001;crc=c-.63
-
Simplec DifficultcModeratecc
zc=c-c1.850
pc=c.03;crc=c-.28
zc=c-c2.151
pc=c.01;crc=c-.33
Table 7.2: This table covers the p, the calculated z-score and the Pearson’s correlation co-
efficient r (small: r > |.10|, medium: r > |.30| and large: r > |.50| effect) for
the comparison of the 2D with the 3D group for all results and divided by the
stimulis’ degree of difficulty. If z /∈ [−1.96, 1.96], a significant difference exists
with p 6 .025. Green represents statistically significant and red statistically not
significant differences.
higher translation deviations. The autostereoscopic display improves the depth
perception and facilitates the TORP placement especially for simple (2D group
with x¯∆trans = .56 mm and 3D group with x¯∆trans = .32 mm) and difficult (2D
group with x¯∆trans = 2.90 mm and 3D group with x¯∆trans = 2.28 mm) stimuli.
orientation. To define the orientation accuracy, each TORP was treated as a
3D unit vector ~v. This vector ~v was transformed by Tsample, and the angular dif-
ference ∆angle to the gold standard orientation is calculated. Rotations around the
longitudinal axis were are not considered, since the majority of our participants
was medically knowledgeable and no expert. Moreover, this rotation has less im-
pact when analyzing depth perception, it just defines the position of a TORP’s
"wheel" part relative to the ear canal.
3D
zSpace
2D
1.77
2.27
3.31
.32
.53
.77
Shapiro-Wilk
p6>6.05
p6>6.05
p6>6.05
TORP6Orientation66
.88
1.01
1.50
1.86
2.54
3.32
Degree6of6Difficulty
difficultmoderatesimple
3.25
2.37
5.11
Table 7.3: The mean (x¯), the standard deviation (σ) in ◦ and the Shapiro-Wilk test results
for all stimuli are listed on the left hand side. All results are normally distributed.
On the right hand side are the results for each degree of difficulty.
Figure 7.8 presents the average angular deviations of both groups. The au-
tostereoscopic group and the zSpace group achieved less angular deviations (3D
group: x¯∆angle = 2.27◦ and zSpace group: x¯∆angle = 1.77◦) than the 2D group
(x¯∆angle = 3.31◦). However, all results were close to the gold standard with small
standard deviations, as listed in Table 7.3. Angular deviations of ∆rot > 2◦ are
recognizable. The first applied Shapiro-Wilk test confirmed statistically no signif-
icant difference to a normal distribution. Therefore, a parametric 2× 3 factorial
ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was applied. H0 related to orientation accu-
racy is highly unlikely with p 6 .01 and ω2 = .37. Thus, HaccRot is likely to
be true. The t-test with Bonferroni correction confirmed one-tailed statistically
significant differences for the comparison of the 2D and the autostereoscopic
display based on each degree of difficulty. As shown in Table 7.4, participants
of the 3D group oriented the TORP statistically more accurate for the simple
(p < .01, t(40) = 2.851 and r = .41), the moderately difficult (p = .01, t(40) = 2.699
and r = .39), and the difficult stimuli (p 6 .01, t(40) = 3.206 and r = .45). The re-
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Figure 7.8: The average angular deviations in degree illustrated for all stimuli and for each
degree of difficulty for the 2D and the autostereoscopic (3D) group. The bars
include standard error bars representing the standard error of the mean.
sults of the zSpace group indicate a tendency to a more accurate TORP orientation
for the simple, moderately difficult and difficult stimuli, compare Table 7.3.
Participants of the two 3D groups chose more correctly sized TORPs and po-
sitioned these more accurate by less translation and angular deviations. Even for
the simple and moderately difficult stimuli, significant differences exist between
the two displays.
Comparison AllcDegrees
2D 3D t(40)c=cc2.851
pcc≤c.01;crc=c.41
-
Simplec DifficultcModeratecc
t(40)c=cc2.699
pc=c.01;crc=c.39
t(40)c=cc3.206
pcc≤c.01;crc=c.45
ωccc=cc.37
pcc≤cc.01c
2c
Table 7.4: The p value, the ω2 effect size, the t-statistics (tcrit = 2.02) and the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient r (small: r > |.10|, medium: r > |.30| and large: r > |.50|)
effect for the comparison of the 2D with the 3D group based on all results
and divided by the degree of difficulty are listed. All results are statistically
significant.
7.4.2 Interaction
The interaction effort was measured by recording the number of performed inter-
actions with the stimuli (middle ear) and the number of required TORP interac-
tions. This was used to verify the task completion times and to analyze whether
interaction with the scene and thus motion was used to perceive depth cues.
As presented in Table 7.5a, participants of the 2D group required on average
13.26 scene interactions, while participants of the 3D group required on average
9.34 and of the zSpace group .26 scene interactions until the TORP was placed.
Only three participants of the zSpace group required scene interactions until the
TORP was placed. All other participants did not rotate the scene and only used
the head-tracking opportunity to explore the middle ear scenes. Moreover, the av-
erage scene interaction results for each degree of difficulty yield that the 2D and
the 3D group required more scene interactions when a more difficult stimulus was
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3D
zSpace
2D
.26
9.34
13.26
.42
3.29
4.56
Shapiro-Wilk
pf>f.05
pf≤ff.001
pf>f.05
Interactionff
0
6.64
11.01
.25
8.88
11.29
DegreefoffDifficulty
difficultmoderatesimple
12.49
.54
17.47
(a) Scene
3D
zSpace
2D
4.66
21.75
29.11
.92
5.89
5.48
Shapiro-Wilk
pt>t.05
pt>t.05
pt>t.05
3.39
12.50
15.20
4.87
23.90
32.11
difficultmoderatesimple
28.84
5.73
40.03
(b) TORP
Table 7.5: The mean (x¯), the standard deviation (σ) and the Shapiro-Wilk test results for
the number of (a) scene interactions and (b) TORP interactions. Red colored
Shapiro-Wilk results indicate normally distributed results.
presented. However, the 2D group required almost the same number of scene inter-
actions for simple (x¯ = 11.02) and moderately difficult (x¯ = 11.29) stimuli, while
the number increases for difficult stimuli. The bar chart in Figure 7.9 illustrates
the similar results for the 2D group and shows a clear distinction between simple,
moderate and difficult stimuli for the 3D group. Especially the difficult stimuli
required more scene (2D: x¯ = 17.47 and 3D: x¯ = 12.49) and TORP interactions (2D:
x¯ = 40.03 and 3D: x¯ = 28.84). Participants of the zSpace group performed almost
no scene interactions for all moderately difficult and difficult stimuli, compare Ta-
ble 7.5. The TORP results in Table 7.5b and in Figure 7.9 show that participants
using the 3D autostereoscopic display required less TORP interactions to position
the implant (x¯ = 21.75) than participants of the 2D group (x¯ = 29.11) . Almost
twice as much interactions were required for the moderately difficult and difficult
stimuli compared to the simple stimuli, while the difference between the moder-
ately and the difficult stimuli was less than eight additional interactions. Partic-
ipants of the zSpace group, who positioned the TORP using the six DOF stylus
device, required on average 4.66 interactions to find an adequate TORP position.
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Figure 7.9: The average number of interactions for the scene and the TORP illustrated for
all stimuli and for each degree of difficulty. The bars include standard error
bars that represent the standard error of the mean. (Image reprinted, with
permission, from Baer et al. [9] © Eurographics Association 2014.)
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2D1versus13D All1Degrees Simple1 Difficult1Moderate11
Scene1 tP4071=114.081
p11≤1.001;1r1=1.54
tP4071=111.408
p1>1.05;1r1=1.21
tP4071=111.601
p11>1.05;1r1=1.24
ω111=11.18
p111≤11.0251
21
TORP1 tP4071=112.470
p11≤1.025;1r1=1.36
tP4071=112.978
p1≤11.01;1r1=1.42
tP4071=113.450
p11≤1.001;1r1=1.47
ω111=11.28
p111≤11.011
21
Table 7.6: The p value, the ω2 effect size, the two-sided t-statistics (tcrit = 2.02) and the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r (small: r > |.10|, medium: r > |.30| and large:
r > |.50| effect) for comparison of the 2D with the 3D group for required number
of scene and TORP interactions. The results are listed for all stimuli and divided
by the degree of difficulty. Green colored results represent statistically significant
differences between the 2D and 3D group.
All results were normally distributed and thus the parametric ANOVA and the
t-test applied. Since the ANOVA is a non-specific test and is generally used to
test whether there is a difference or not, it is appropriate for our postulated two-
tailed hypotheses. Additionally, we determined the two-sided significance value
for the t-test. With F(1, 40) = 10.19,p 6 .05,ω2 = .18 the first two-tailed hypothesis
HactionScene and with F(1, 40) = 17.55,p 6 .01,ω2 = .28 the second hypothesis
HactionTORP is likely to be true. There is a statistically significant difference be-
tween the 2D and the 3D group in the number of scene and TORP interactions.
With p 6 .001, t(40) = 4.081, r = .41 a large significant difference between the
2D and 3D display was confirmed for the scene, and with p 6 .025, t(40) =
2.470 and r = .36 a medium statistically significant difference exists for the TORP
interactions when the participants saw simple stimuli. For moderately difficult
and difficult stimuli, we were able to confirm medium effects for the required
TORP interactions (moderate: p 6 .01, t(40) = 2.978, r = .42 and difficult: p 6
.001, t(40) = 3.450, r = .47).
7.4.3 Task Completion Time
The 2D group required on average 114.12 s and the autostereoscopic 3D group
99.72 s to position the TORP, see Figure 7.10. Even though the zSpace group was
smaller, their task completion time results were remarkably shorter for all stimuli
with x¯ = 22.55 s and for each degree of difficulty, compare Table 7.7. The standard
deviation result σ = 4.02 s indicates that the measured times tended to be very
3D
zSpace
2D
22.55
99.72
114.12
4.02
17.43
24.69
Shapiro-Wilk
pt>t.05
pt>t.05
pt>t.05
TasktCompletiontTimet
17.44
82.74
97.16
22.22
105.58
115.22
DegreetoftDifficulty
difficultmoderatesimple
110.82
27.99
129.98
Table 7.7: The mean (x¯) and standard deviation (σ) results in seconds and the Shapiro-
Wilk test results for all stimuli and for each degree of difficulty. All results are
normally distributed.
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Figure 7.10: The average task completion time in seconds illustrated for all stimuli and for
each degree of difficulty for the 2D and the autostereoscopic (3D) group. The
bar charts include the standard error of the mean visualized as standard error
bars. (Images reprinted, with permission, from Baer et al. [9] © Eurographics
Association 2014.)
close to the calculated mean. Contrary to that, the standard deviation of the 2D
group with σ = 24.69 s represents results that were spread out over a wider range
of values. As presented in Table 7.7, the Shapiro-Wilk test confirmed normally dis-
tributed time results and therefore a parametric analysis was performed.
The ANOVA determined with F(1, 40) = 4.77, p 6 .05 and ω2 = .08 a medium
statistically significant effect for the 2D group compared to the 3D group. Thus, we
confirm that HtaskTime is likely to be true and that there is a difference between
the 2D and the 3D display. The t-test confirmed a two-tailed statistically significant
difference between the 2D and 3D group (p 6 .05 and t(40) = 2.19, r = .32). The
difference of the difficult stimuli with x¯ = 129.98 s for the 2D and x¯ = 110.82 s
for the 3D group was with p = .055 and t(40) = 1.97 statistically not significant
different. The same applies for the difference between the moderately difficult
stimuli p = .335 and t(40) = 0.98.
Comparison AlluDegrees
2D 3D t(40)u=uu2.199
pu≤u.01;uru=u.32
-
Simpleu DifficultuModerateuu
t(40)u=uu.981
pu>u.05;uru=u.15
t(40)u=uu1.975
puu>u.05;uru=u.29
ωuuu=uu.08
puu≤uu.05u
2u
Table 7.8: The p value, the ω2 effect size, the two-sided t-statistics (tcrit = 2.02) and the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r (small: r > |.10|, medium: r > |.30| and large:
r > |.50| effect) for the comparison of the 2D with the 3D group based on all
results and divided by the degree of difficulty are listed. Green colored results
represent statistically significant differences between the 2D and 3D group.
7.5 qualitative results
Participants of the within-participant pilot study were asked to compare both dis-
plays and stated their display preference. We used a 5-point Likert scale, with each
pole representing one display compared to the other. Four of the ten participants
rated the 2D display as good compared to the 3D display. Four did not prefer one
display and rated neutral and three rated the 3D display with good, since they liked
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Figure 7.11: The qualitative results of all displays. While the 2D group tended to rate the
display with + or 0, the 3D group results were normally distributed around 0
(neutral) and the zSpace results show a preference for ++.
the 3D depth visualization, even though there were some artifacts. No participant
rated one display with very good.
Participants of the between-participants final evaluation were asked to rate one
display. The personal preference regarding the display and the provided sup-
port for this task had to be assessed. Therefore, a 5-point bipolar Likert scale
(−−,−, 0,+,++) was used. As illustrated in Figure 7.11, the results of the 3D
group were normally distributed around 0. That means the participants tended
to a neutral opinion for the TORP implanting task with an autostereoscopic dis-
play. 19% rated with +, 33.3% with 0 and 28.6% with −. While two participants
strongly liked the stereo visualization and rated with ++, no participant of the
2D group rated the 2D display with ++. Overall, the participants of the 2D group
rated this display either with 0 or with +. Ten participants of the zSpace group
rated the display and the stylus with ++ and two with +. Every single participant
was enthusiastic positioning the TORP using the stylus as input device.
In summary, the 3D group tended to a neutral opinion and, thus, to no support
of the 3D autostereoscopic display, while the 2D group showed a tendency to +,
and therefore to a slight preference of the 2D display. This resembled the result
of the pilot evaluation, where participants had the possibility to compare their
experience with both displays.
7.6 result discussion
Accuracy of depth judgment in terms of the TORP placement (translation devia-
tion) and orientation (angular deviation), the interaction effort (scene and TORP),
and the task completion time were quantitatively analyzed. The chosen implant
length as an additional depth judgment aspect was qualitatively analyzed. In sum-
mary, all postulated hypotheses were statistically confirmed. The autostereoscopic
display enabled a more accurate TORP implantation in terms of the achieved
TORP position and orientation to bridge the gap between eardrum and footplate
compared to a 2D display. Depth perception was improved using a 3D autostereo-
scopic display compared to a 2D display. Moreover, there is a statistically signif-
icant difference in the number of required scene and TORP interactions and the
task completion time between an autostereoscopic display and a 2D display.
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In detail, the TORP orientation results of the 2D versus 3D group exhibited
remarkable differences in the average angular deviations compared to the trans-
lation results of the TORP placement. While the 3D group orientated the TORPs
in all degrees of difficulty significantly more accurate than the 2D group, statisti-
cally no significant difference existed for the TORP placement when moderately
difficult stimuli were presented. However, simple and difficult stimuli exhibited
significant differences. Participants of the 3D group chose more correct TORPs
and positioned them more accurately in terms of smaller translation and angular
deviations. Comparing the number of interactions and time results, the 2D group
tried to improve the depth perception by scene and TORP interactions. Especially,
rotating the TORP required more interaction than the translation to find the correct
depth position. Though, the task completion time results of the 3D group were still
high and close to the 2D group results without the same interaction effort. Since
this is considered to be a training scenario, the required time is interesting and
therefore measured but not crucial.
The quantitative results of the participants’ performances, however, indicated
the advantages of the 3D display. Additionally, a pairwise comparison showed a
statistically significant difference even for each degree of difficulty. The results il-
lustrated the correlation between increasing difficulty and perceptual effort. Thus,
the importance of different stimuli with a varying degree of difficulty was con-
firmed. Significant differences with p 6 .01 between the degree of difficulty for
object placement, orientation, TORP interaction and task completion time were
achieved. Differences with p 6 .05 were achieved for scene interaction. Thus, the
stimuli classification was confirmed and simple, moderate and difficult were cho-
sen carefully.
limitations . Observations during the study and a few participants’ comments
showed that using the 3D autostereoscopic display is not as comfortable as the 2D
display. Participants had to refocus during the study to receive a proper 3D stereo
image. Moreover, there are still minor disturbing crosstalk effects left that hamper
the 3D viewing and slow down the TORP placement. These disadvantages had
an impact on the results of the qualitative analysis. Disturbing artifacts and a de-
manding 3D visualization caused by the display technology led to a more negative
rating of the 3D autostereoscopic display compared to the new zSpace technology.
Furthermore, the position and thus translation deviation was biased by the visible
occlusions of TORP and footplate. Some participants used this information to find
the correct position. Occlusion as a bias factor was identified by the participants’
comments and observations and should be addressed and eliminated in further
studies. Concluding, we did not measure the path length for each interaction. Es-
pecially, for the scene interaction, a more individual specification is useful and
important to analyze the received depth from motion effect and to distinguish
from interactions that were performed to improve the viewport, the middle ear
access or to get an overview in the beginning.
The follow-up evaluation outlined the potential of the zSpace technology. The
3D stereo effect is very realistic and the view angle-dependent visualization tech-
nology enabled the scene exploration by moving the head. Due to that, the 12
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participants required no scene interaction – rotation or zoom – to improve the
depth perception or to enhance their point of view to position the implant for the
simple stimuli. The moderately difficult and the difficult stimuli required almost
no interaction but at least considerably less interactions than the autostereoscopic
display. It is possible to look on the side of the eardrum, and thus to verify the
TORP position without rotating the scene. Thus, only three participants (2.5%)
required scene rotations to position the TORP. Additionally, the stylus enabled
a really fast and intuitive object placement with a few stylus interactions, since
six DOFs were provided. Both, the system combined with the stylus enabled a
more accurate object placement and orientation and all participants were enthusi-
astic implanting the TORP with the zSpace system. This realistic and intuitive 3D
stereo vision conduced the TORP implanting and accuracy success. Participants
were impressed by the realistic 3D visualization and depth perception. However,
this evaluation combined an output and input device and therefore the results
cannot be clearly derived from the display. For future work, a well-defined set of
tympanoplastic stimuli is required, an evaluation redesign including the improve-
ment of the above-mentioned limitations and an extended evaluation with the
zSpace system is recommended. An extended training environment is necessary,
e.g., a visual or auditory feedback of the prosthesis position as well as a position-
ing support should be considered. Since this TORP placement task focused on the
support of 3D displays as potential output devices combined with depth cues, this
was neither integrated nor considered.
7.7 lessons learned
To evaluate the potential of 3D displays for surgical procedures, preoperative plan-
ning tasks or surgical training scenarios, the design of appropriate anatomical
stimuli and the applicable implementation of the surgical task is necessary. The
anatomical visualizations that serve as stimuli have to be as simple and reduced as
possible to focus on the important and major structures. This promotes the reduc-
tion of bias factors, supports the generation of reliable and traceable results and
the stimuli understanding as well as the recruiting of a bigger sample size with a
broad spectrum of knowledge to participate in the evaluation. Due to the limited
range of knowledge and experience, the unfamiliar evaluation situation as well as
the unfamiliar 3D displays and designed training scenario, a reduced anatomical
visualization should be used even if medical students or medical knowledgeable
participants were recruited. Furthermore, the presentation of a simplified and ab-
stracted stimuli combined with a rather general surgical task - implant position-
ing - enables the adaptation to further anatomical domains and tasks, e.g., joint
implant placement, and the gathered results represent a tendency for similar tasks.
Additionally, simple and well-defined tasks prevent misunderstandings by the par-
ticipants. However, the patient-individual stimuli have to be preserved to generate
realistic results and provide training opportunities.
The evaluation design is difficult and dependent on the targeted results, the
available number of stimuli and the participants. Preferably, the number of stim-
uli is sufficient. Thus, a within-participant design is recommended. Each partici-
pant performs the evaluation with each display. To prevent stimuli recognition
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or gained depth information from the evaluation with the first display, different
but equivalent stimuli are presented on the displays. Moreover, to avoid order ef-
fects, the stimuli presentation order and the display order have to be randomized
and treated as a between-participant variable. Thus, a quantitative and qualitative
comparison of displays is achieved and the statistical analysis is facilitated. All
participants are able to compare the displays based on their experience. However,
the evaluation completion time increases, the participants are getting unmotivated
or bored, and thus the results of the last stimuli might be influenced by that. A
crossover design of the display order compensates this effect but does not prevent
participants from getting fatigued and bored.
If the number of stimuli is limited, which is highly likely when performing
evaluations with patient-individual datasets, a between-participant design is recom-
mended. Each participant performs the evaluation only on one display. There is
no order of the displays, and thus no order effect. Differences between the two
groups reflect differences of the displays or of the participants, since these are two
different groups of people. This design relies on the assumption that the between-
participant error is small or a sufficient number of participants is available, to en-
sure that any difference between the two conditions - in our case the displays
- is not due to differences of the two groups of participants [40]. A well-chosen
sample is therefore the major requirement to minimize potential participant differ-
ences as well as methods to determine the group for each participant such as the
coin biased crossover technique. However, the same stimuli can be presented, and
thus the analysis of the same stimuli on each display is possible. Furthermore, the
evaluation duration time is shorter than a within-participants evaluation. Unfortu-
nately, more participants are required and they are not able to directly compare
the displays. Participants that viewed the stimuli on a 3D display are at least able
to estimate a 3D display benefit, since they know a standard 2D display. However,
a qualitative assessment of the display preference is possible.
Another possibility is the within-participant design with repeated measurements.
In detail, all participants assess the same stimuli with all displays but delayed in
time. Between the evaluation on one display and on the other display there is a
specific amount of time to prevent stimuli recognition by the participants. Thus,
participants perform on all displays but the time-delayed qualitative comparison
comes at the cost of the participants’ memory power and the possibility to recruit
the same participants again.
In summary, a convenient evaluation design to qualitatively and quantitatively
compare different displays is very difficult. The major evaluation aim and focus
primarily defines the appropriate design. A within-participant design is the first
choice if the subjective comparison and qualitative evaluation is desired. If quan-
titative differences are favored for an evaluation of displays or any other inves-
tigated devices, a between-participant is recommended. A within-participant design
with time-delayed repeated measurements between the independent factors (de-
vices) combines qualitative and quantitative goals.
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7.8 summary
This chapter introduced the design and execution of a comparative experimen-
tal between-participant study with 42 participants and a follow-up study with 12
participants. Depth perception was investigated for comparing a 2D display with
a glasses-free 3D autostereoscopic display in detail and with the new 3D zSpace
technology including a stylus as input device. The evaluation was based on a
micro-surgical tympanoplastic procedure, a treatment option of deafness disease.
A tympanoplastic training scenario was designed and patient-specific data com-
bined with virtually generated models were used as stimuli. The real-world task
consisted of the prosthesis implant positioning to reconstruct the ossicular chain
and thus a patient’s hearing ability. A substantial benefit of the 3D autostereo-
scopic display compared to a 2D display regarding depth judgment, task com-
pletion time and the number of required scene and prosthesis interactions was
found. A statistically more accurate depth judgment (TORP length estimation and
positioning) as well as the number of required interactions and the task comple-
tion time indicated the advantages of the autostereoscopic display. However, these
advantages are only present for the autostereoscopic display as long as the visual-
izations including color, saturation and contrast are adapted, and visible artifacts
are minimized. Passive 3D display systems with the 3D image being compounded
by the used glasses exhibit disturbing crosstalk effects. Especially high-contrast
and saturated colors enhance the perceived ghosting images. These results are
similar to the comparative display evaluation presented by Wilhelm et al. [176]
for a laparoscopic task. They also evaluated an autsotereoscopic display manu-
factured by Fraunhofer HHI. Their display promoted the depth perception but
failed in the preference ratings and suitability rating for laparoscopic tasks. Simi-
lar to our observations, their participants complained about visual artifacts. Thus,
the 3D autostereoscopic display improves depth perception, but is not suitable for
every visualization. Compared to the results of the zSpace evaluation a glasses-
based system enables a very accurate stereoscopic perception and head-tracking
and therefore yields in a more accurate stereoscopic 3D visualization. However,
a glasses is required and an autostereoscopic displays without the need of any
glasses seems to be more appropriate for medical applications, especially for the
integration in the clinical routine. It is more natural, since no device is necessary
to perceive the stereoscopic visualization and there would be no problems due to
sterilization for the operating room. However, the head position in front of such a
display is very restricted to receive the correct image for each eye and only halve
of the screen resolution is achieved for the visualization, explained in Section 3.3.3.
To generate an optimal stereoscopic perception and enable an accurate percep-
tion of the visualized structures, the software, the hardware and the mechanical
component (e.g., the parallax barrier, the lens grating or array) have to work accu-
rately. Thus, there is still room for improvement of 3D technology to overcome the
differences to active 3D stereo systems and to promote the depth perception for
individual visualizations.
The follow-up study resulted in an overwhelming depth perception improve-
ment with the zSpace using a stylus input device. The view angle-dependent
stereoscopic view enables a scene exploration without a manual scene interac-
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tion. This leads to a faster task completion performance and the stylus enabled
a more comfortable and precise TORP placement. Based on these overwhelming
results, Saalfeld et al. [139] performed an evaluation that includes a cervical spine
exploration task with head movement only to evaluate this benefit in detail (ex-
plained in Section 3.3.3). Similar to the stylus interaction technique, the partic-
ipants liked the head-tracking exploration technique when they got used to it.
These results combined with the enormous personal preference indicate the high
potential of the zSpace system. Our results confirmed what others had found: that
3D displays are superior to comparable 2D displays. Additionally, the evaluation
showed the superiority of the glasses-based zSpace technology that provides a 3D
stereo visualization coupled to the head position of the observer to provide an
angle-dependent view. These results combined with the work presented by Wil-
helm et al. [176], Wagner et al. [167] and Storz et al. [152], who found that the
improvement is between 19% and 88% in performing different expert levels when
changing from 2D to 3D vision, yield to an important assistance in virtual train-
ing and surgical skill acquisition. However, virtual training with 3D visualizations
and stereoscopic displays will not make a medical novice an expert surgeon, but
as presented by Wilhelm et al. [176] the result of inexperienced surgeons using 3D
displays were in line with the results for experts using 2D displays.
Preoperative planning tasks such as prostheses implant placement for knee, hip
or shoulder joint resemble this presented TORP placement task. The optimal im-
plant design, size and position have to be determined and simulated in advance
to avoid adaptive remodeling during the surgery. Depth perception is required to
position the implant correctly and spatial relations have to be assessed to chose
the optimal implant related to size and shape. Since the stylus facilitates and ac-
celerates the implant handling, this device would support the implant orientation
task. Artificial joint implants have to be orientated such that the joint’s mobility
is restored and an optimal functionality is achieved. This is a trial-and-error task,
and thus the stylus is suitable to easily rotate and interact with the implant until
an optimal position is found. Moreover, other surgical tasks or treatment plan-
ning procedures could benefit from stereoscopic visualizations, as presented by
Saalfeld et al. [139]. Spine surgery requires difficult path planning tasks to prevent
injuries of the spine canal and at the same time to achieve the best vertebral or
intervertebral discs access. There is a considerable amount of work to accomplish
for simulation to be accepted as an integral part of surgical training, specifically
in the area of curriculum development and the acquisition of cognitive knowledge
along with hands-on skills. However, the existing evaluations outline the poten-
tial of 3D stereo display technology for surgical training or preoperative planning
tasks.
Part III
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The goal of 3D medical visualizations is the representation and communication
of the underlying patient-specific image data. Visualizations must allow a clear
and precise depiction of complex structures and derived information to aid and
facilitate the visual perception and thus the comprehension. The aim is a meaning-
ful, expressive, abstract and simplified representation. Visualization techniques
as well as stereoscopic views have a great potential to convey and to show the
anatomy and pathologic structures realistically, and to reveal their spatial relations
to adjacent risk structures. Thus, the development of new and the improvement
of existing techniques and technology is a huge research domain. The selection
of adequate techniques and visualizations, the support of an efficient exploration
and the effective communication of essential information, however, is challenging.
Without the guidance of perceptual-based evaluations, their potential remains un-
derutilized in medical education, training and treatment planning systems.
An evaluation takes many forms, such as observations, interviews, cognitive
walkthroughs, expert reviews, or participatory design. It can either be formative
during the visualization design process to analyze goals and tasks or summative
at the end of the development process. Besides widely used informal evaluations,
there is a need for systematic research, since the techniques that people think
will improve performance are not always those that actually do improve their
performance. Visual perception and attention plays an important role, since an
understanding of perception can significantly improve the quality and quantity of
the illustrated information. Perceptual theories and experimental evaluations can
be used to analyze and verify the suitability and potential of medical visualiza-
tions, techniques and devices, and enable a generalization for similar application
domains. To generate reliable, valid and reproducible results, the designed evalua-
tion has to measure the effect caused by the investigated technique or visualization
as precise as possible. Thus, an evaluation design based on the experimental guide-
lines presented in Chapter 2 is important.
8.1 conclusion
This thesis presented four customized evaluation designs (qualitative and quan-
titative), conductions and analyses. 3D isosurface visualizations, illustration tech-
niques and stereoscopic views used for a diagnostic (Chapter 4 and 6) and an edu-
cational task (Chapter 7) were investigated. The developed evaluations comprised
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a pure quantitative evaluation presented in Chapter 4, a qualitative evaluation in-
troduced in Chapter 5 and two studies that combine both aspects in Chapter 6
and 7. Moreover, illustration techniques were evaluated in terms of their ability
to attract the viewer’s attention (Chapter 4), to effectively communicate essential
information (Chapter 6 and 7) and to illustrate medical structures realistically and
aesthetically using only feature line techniques (Chapter 5). The major contribu-
tion is the integration and adaptation of empirical criteria like objectivity, validity
and reliability to medical visualizations to produce reliable and traceable results.
Each evaluation included an extensive analysis of the visualization goal and
medical domain with respect to the common medical applications introduced
in Chapter 3. Although the vast majority of findings and techniques from psy-
chophysical studies exclusively use really simple stimuli, e.g., letters, graphical
objects such as circle and triangle or colors, guidelines from psychophysical exper-
iments presented in Chapter 2 were adapted to structures such as aneurysms, skull
or femur bones as well as to complex scenarios such as neck, thorax anatomy and
middle ear for each of the presented studies. Stimuli are generated from patient-
specific image data. Tasks were derived from clinical tasks but were adapted for
experimental evaluations with participants who had limited medical knowledge.
The stimuli, the task abstractions, the detailed instructions and the training ses-
sions promoted the generation of meaningful results. Since the stimuli comprised
patient-specific structures and tasks included the important aspects of the clini-
cal application, e.g., structure detection task, positioning task or shape estimation
task, the presented results are adaptable to other medical domains, e.g., vessel
assessment, structure detection or micro-surgical implant positioning tasks. All
recorded results were analyzed with descriptive and inferential statistics methods,
respectively.
As introduced in Section 1.2, this thesis aimed at answering three research ques-
tions for the evaluation of 3D medical visualizations:
What is an effective and expressive 3D medical visualization?
Since each visualization is generated for a specific purpose, the goal of medical vi-
sualizations is to transfer the patient-individual image data into simple visualiza-
tions supporting the exploration, interpretation and decision making. As analyzed
in Chapter 3, a medical visualization has to accurately display the patient-specific
image data, illustrate the application-specific structures and information and aim
at an efficient exploration and effective communication of the essential informa-
tion. To communicate relevant information effectively, the visualization must at-
tract and then guide the viewer’s attention to the relevant information. Moreover,
this relevant information has to be visualized using techniques that support the
visual perception and especially the shape, depth and spatial perception of struc-
tures, structure relations and further displayed information, e.g., blood flow or
resection plane. This characterizes an effective, and thus, expressive 3D medical
visualization.
The ability of the visualizations to fulfill these requirements can be perceptu-
ally analyzed. The effectiveness and expressiveness is defined by quantitatively
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measured parameters such as task performance, e.g., task completion time, accu-
racy or error rate as well as subjective assessments, e.g., rating or ranking tasks
as realized in the qualitative feature line evaluation presented in Chapter 5. These
quantitative measurements enable a cognitive workload analysis with respect to
the evaluated tasks and visualizations and an objective technique assessment. An
effective visualization is characterized by a facilitated and reduced workload com-
pared to a common visualization or defined gold standard visualization.
For example, the comparative evaluation with two ghosting and one semitrans-
parent technique applied to aneurysm models showed the advantages of ghosting
techniques for the effective and expressive visualization of vascular structures and
embedded flow (Chapter 6). Moreover, the potential of the ghosting techniques
was evaluated by investigating the technique’s specific characteristics, e.g., shape
and depth enhancement and smart visibility characteristics. This evaluation pre-
sented that ghosting techniques support more accurate analyses of aneurysms
than the traditional semitransparent visualization technique and that they are
more preferred. Additionally, this technique benefits from interaction with the
visualized structure. The qualitative and quantitative advantages of stereoscopic
views for 3D positioning tasks in micro-surgical procedures were shown in Chap-
ter 7. Since qualitative evaluations are essential to analyze the acceptance and
potential application, this aspect was investigated in a qualitative evaluation pre-
sented in Chapter 5.
How can psychophysical guidelines be applied to complex 3D isosurface vi-
sualizations of medical patient-specific image data to evaluate the effectiveness
and expressiveness of the visualization?
As explained and analyzed in Section 2 and practically applied in Part II of this
thesis, an experimental evaluation of medical visualizations starts with a detailed
goal analysis. Based on that, the visualization can be evaluated, stimuli character-
istics can be defined and tasks and measured parameters can be identified. The
goal definition is essential for the evaluation concept. The more precise the goal,
the more evaluation design steps and tasks are automatically included in this def-
inition.
Generally, terms such as "better", "faster", "improved" or "facilitated" that are of-
ten used when a new visualization or technique is presented have to be specified.
This specification can be combined with the task that shall be facilitated or im-
proved by the generated visualization. If this is defined properly, there are several
methods that can be used to evaluate the human perception, e.g., visual search,
gauge figure technique or depth judgment experiments. Accuracy and task com-
pletion time are the common task performance measurements to analyze a 3D
medical visualization in terms of guidance potential and shape and depth per-
ception. Since these visualizations are generally used for diagnostic, treatment
planning or education purposes, the accurate visual perception of the underlying
data is essential and an accelerated perception contributes to a task completion
acceleration. Since a medical visualization will be generated for a difficult diag-
nostic or treatment planning task, an accurate perception is more important than
task completion time. Thus, the analysis of the technique’s ability to illustrate the
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structures and information effectively should be analyzed qualitatively. However, a
visualization method or technology that quantitatively improves the clinical work-
flow is still not good enough until it is subjectively preferred and accepted as well.
Overall, it is important to design an evaluation that investigates patient-specific
visualizations and real-world tasks to increase the external validity and achieve re-
sults that can be generalized to other anatomic domains and medical applications.
Part II of this thesis presented experimental evaluations of different applications
and anatomic domains and individual experiment designs customized to the in-
vestigated medical domain and visualization. Based on these results and gained
knowledge, a few concrete restrictions and recommendations were formulated,
which are the topic of the next research question.
How is an appropriate evaluation for a 3D medical visualization characterized?
To produce valid and reliable results, the evaluation design must include the prin-
ciples of psychophysical evaluations but still be close to the realistic data and tasks
to ensure accuracy and provide realism.
Theoretically, to minimize and keep the bias factors constant, e.g., one new de-
veloped visualization technique or method had to be compared to all existing
techniques in an experimental evaluation. Furthermore, to increase the internal
validity, the design, conduction and analysis have to be performed from differ-
ent researchers to minimize bias factors and to prevent influencing settings or
participants. The evaluation design would follow a within-participant design and
patient-specific visualizations of the target anatomic domain are presented as stim-
uli, which include all possible anatomic variations. All medical experts for this
investigated anatomic domain or task were asked to perform the realistic tasks
and their performance as well as their subjective preference are measured. These
carefully sorted participants (e.g., age and gender) can be categorized into experts
with several years of experience and medical students. Moreover, all participants
are motivated and were tested at the same time of the day in the same room
with the same apparatus. The study should be short and repeatable after weeks to
minimize recognition and learning effects and to present all stimuli. Since these
requirements do not justify the gained knowledge and results, this is only an ideal
process for one evaluation.
Based on the experiments presented in this thesis, a few guidelines can be for-
mulated. The anatomical visualizations that serve as stimuli have to be:
• patient-specific that are as realistic as possible and provide variations of
the patient anatomy. In psychophysical methods and guidelines, these dif-
ferences are unwanted and shall be prevented, since this is a bias factor
itself. For the evaluation of medical visualizations it is important to include
the patient-specific differences and variations, to ensure that the gained re-
sults were gathered from such data and can be applied to further individual
datasets. Thus, the external validity with respect to other anatomy variations
will be maximized.
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• reduced illustrating the task-relevant structures to maximize the simplicity
and focus on relevant structures and information. Each additional structure
or information that is not necessary for the task understanding and perfor-
mance serves as a structure that influences the result and in the worst case
biases the measured effect.
• comparable to contribute to the internal validity. The stimuli should be as
similar as possible, e.g., same number, type, view (sagittal, coronar or axial)
or viewport of the illustrated structures and information. However, a limited
variety between the stimuli is necessary to provide the individuality of the
structure. Moreover, the similarity might be violated if the task requires that
the stimuli have to be different, e.g., several steps of a diagnostic process.
Different patient-individual variations and different anatomic domains have to
be integrated to promote generalizable results. If possible, real-world tasks are rec-
ommended and should be used. However, the appropriate participants to perform
these tasks are difficult to recruit or limited. Therefore, tasks can be abstracted to
be appropriate for both participants with less medical knowledge and medical ex-
perts. If the tasks still comprise the important aspects of the real medical tasks,
such as positioning an implant to a specific location, the recorded results enable
a statement of the visual perception. It is likely that the measured results can be
applied to prospective users (e.g., medical doctors) concerning the perceptual ef-
fectiveness, even though medical doctors may achieve better results concerning the
accuracy because of their clinical experience with the topology. Well-established
tasks are recommended to quantitatively evaluate shape, depth and spatial per-
ception as well as the guidance potential and thus to conduct an evaluation that
analyzes the visual perception. Quantitative evaluations are recommended, since
they enable results that are more general and objectively measured.
Besides comments and informal feedback, the subjective opinion should be
quantitatively measured, too. It is recommended to use methods such as Likert
scales with well-established scale items. However, the number of scale items as
well as the scale type have to be chosen carefully. Therefore, it is important to de-
fine how many differentiations between the answers are required to analyze the
potential of the technique. How many degrees of "like" or "dislike" are necessary to
show an advantage or disadvantage of a visualization. In this thesis, 5-point Likert
scales were presented. The results showed a clear distinction of rating results for
the different techniques and thus, the assessment of "good" and "very good" was
sufficient enough to show a technique’s illustration potential.
A participant categorization according to the targeted medical application is
suitable to ensure carefully selected participants and prevent a sampling bias, e.g.,
due to experience or knowledge. Groups of participants have to be equal to enable
technique comparisons, if a between-participant design is used. In all other cases,
a within-participant design is favored, except if this is not possible due to stimuli
or recognition effects. An evaluation with three medical experts is not as meaning-
ful as an evaluation with 30 participants including three medical experts. Thus, it
is recommended to recruit as many medical experts or experienced participants
as possible. A task abstraction enables the evaluation with more participants, who
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have one similarity with the experts: they get to know and assess the new visual-
ization technique or technology.
8.2 future work
Perceptual studies are an important element in the quality assessment of illustra-
tive visualization techniques. The studies are an important tool for further analysis
and refinement. Furthermore, they serve as a quality requirement for subsequent
techniques. However, there are still limitations of the presented studies that have
to be considered. Initially, the average age of all recruited participants was be-
tween 23.66 to 34.2 years and was very restricted to a group of young people and
medical students. This might be a problem when applying the result to medical
experts that are commonly older due to the period of medical education. An im-
portant aspect that influences the visual perception is the decreasing vision ability.
This difference and the caused influence on the visual perception of medical vi-
sualizations have to be investigated and might be prevented by recruiting more
participants with higher age.
An important aspect that needs to be evaluated is the technique’s robustness
for mesh resolution and quality, as this might influence the visual perception of
3D isosurface visualizations. The resolution of a surface model is required to be
as high as possible to allow for a faithful depiction of fine surface details. Thus,
the viewer perceives the surface as more smooth and natural and real surface fea-
tures become more obvious, while a too low mesh resolution yields a stronger
emphasis on the edges of the surface mesh. Depending on the triangle size and
local surface curvature, these areas could misleadingly be perceived as surface
features and the user might not be capable of differentiating them from real sur-
face features. Hence, the mesh resolution should be selected depending on the
local surface curvature. Areas with high curvature should be represented with a
high resolution. Even though a high visual quality may be achieved by the imple-
mented shading method that strongly reduces the visible influence of the mesh
resolution, the shading may not fully compensate for low surface resolutions. A
reduced mesh resolution can disturb a smooth surface perception, especially at
the surface-background boundary. The edges become visible without being influ-
enced by the employed shading technique. Besides this relation between mesh
resolution and common surface rendering, illustrative techniques may have addi-
tional requirements to surface models. A high mesh resolution is essential, since
computations are usually performed on a per-vertex or per-face basis. Moreover,
for many computations the surface is usually required to be smooth and the sur-
face elements are required to be of high quality and abrupt changes of size and
shape of neighboring surface elements should be avoided. The latter is especially
challenging since anatomical surface models are usually generated from noisy to-
mographic data yielding additional noise in the resulting surface models. Surface
smoothing is often applied to remove these dominant surface artifacts. Illustrative
techniques and visualizations have to be evaluated in terms of their robustness for
the mesh resolution and quality, since this influences the visual perception and
thus the technique’s effectiveness and expressiveness.
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The development of new illustrative visualization techniques is inspired by lim-
itations of previous work. To identify such limitations and indicate further refine-
ments, an analysis of different scenes or objects and further comprehensive studies
comparing and analyzing illustration techniques are required. Unfortunately, only
a few existing evaluations adapt psychological guidelines to design evaluations
that minimize bias factors, maximize the isolation of the measured effect while
still analyzing medical data and applying real-world tasks to achieve valid, reli-
able and reproducible results. Recently, Lindemann and Ropinski [109], Borkin
et al. [17], Kersten-Oertel et al. [84] presented extensive evaluations that integrate
psychophysical guidelines and findings and thus present quantitatively and qual-
itatively evaluated medical visualizations of direct volume renderings. Since med-
ical application is an important domain and adequate techniques are required to
support the diagnostic and treatment planning process, the development of per-
ceptually guided technique research is important.
Besides illustrative techniques and 3D visualizations, stereoscopic displays pro-
vide the possibility to improved depth and spatial perception without a specific
rendering. Despite the fact that stereopsis has been studied extensively in the lit-
erature, the effect of illustrative visualizations, techniques and stereopsis individ-
ually and in combination on the visual perception of medical images has not yet
received enough attention from the medical image visualization community.
However, the presented evaluations from Chapter 4 to Chapter 7 could success-
fully improve the current state of the art for evaluations of 3D medical illustrative
techniques, visualizations and stereoscopic views.

Part IV
A P P E N D I X

A
A P P E N D I X - C R I T I C A L VA L U E S O F D I S T R I B U T I O N S
a.1 chi-square distribution
df
1 2.71 3.84 6.63
2 4.61 5.99 9.21
3 6.25 7.81 11.34
4 7.78 9.49 13.28
5 9.24 11.07 15.09
6 10.64 12.59 16.81
7 12.02 14.07 18.48
8 13.36 15.51 20.09
9 14.68 16.92 21.67
10 15.99 18.31 23.21
11 17.28 19.68 24.72
12 18.55 21.03 26.22
13 19.81 22.36 27.69
14 21.06 23.68 29.14
15 22.31 25.00 30.58
16 23.54 26.30 32.00
17 24.77 27.59 33.41
18 25.99 28.87 34.81
19 27.20 30.14 36.19
20 28.41 31.41 37.57
21 29.62 32.67 38.93
22 30.81 33.92 40.29
23 32.01 35.17 41.64
24 33.20 36.42 42.98
25 34.38 37.65 44.31
26 35.56 38.89 45.64
27 36.74 40.11 46.96
28 37.92 41.34 48.28
29 39.09 42.56 49.59
30 40.26 43.77 50.89
40 51.81 55.76 63.69
60 74.40 79.08 88.38
0.1 0.05 0.01
α
Table A.1: This table covers the critical values of the χ2 - distribution χ2critical = χ
2
α,df. The
values are calculated based on the probability level α ∈ {0.1, 0.05, 0.01}. df is the
degrees of freedom with df = k− 1 and k being the number of experimental
conditions.
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a.2 f-distribution
1
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 161.45 199.50 215.71 224.58 230.16 233.99 236.77 238.88 240.54 241.88
2 18.51 19.00 19.16 19.25 19.30 19.33 19.35 19.37 19.38 19.40
3 10.13 9.55 9.28 9.12 9.01 8.94 8.89 8.85 8.81 8.79
4 7.71 6.94 6.59 6.39 6.26 6.16 6.09 6.04 6.00 5.96
5 6.61 5.79 5.41 5.19 5.05 4.95 4.88 4.82 4.77 4.74
6 5.99 5.14 4.76 4.53 4.39 4.28 4.21 4.15 4.10 4.06
7 5.59 4.74 4.35 4.12 3.97 3.87 3.79 3.73 3.68 3.64
8 5.32 4.46 4.07 3.84 3.69 3.58 3.50 3.44 3.39 3.35
9 5.12 4.26 3.86 3.63 3.48 3.37 3.29 3.23 3.18 3.14
10 4.96 4.10 3.71 3.48 3.33 3.22 3.14 3.07 3.02 2.98
11 4.84 3.98 3.59 3.36 3.20 3.09 3.01 2.95 2.90 2.85
12 4.75 3.89 3.49 3.26 3.11 3.00 2.91 2.85 2.80 2.75
13 4.67 3.81 3.41 3.18 3.03 2.92 2.83 2.77 2.71 2.67
14 4.60 3.74 3.34 3.11 2.96 2.85 2.76 2.70 2.65 2.60
15 4.54 3.68 3.29 3.06 2.90 2.79 2.71 2.64 2.59 2.54
16 4.49 3.63 3.24 3.01 2.85 2.74 2.66 2.59 2.54 2.49
17 4.45 3.59 3.20 2.96 2.81 2.70 2.61 2.55 2.49 2.45
18 4.41 3.55 3.16 2.93 2.77 2.66 2.58 2.51 2.46 2.41
19 4.38 3.52 3.13 2.90 2.74 2.63 2.54 2.48 2.42 2.38
20 4.35 3.49 3.10 2.87 2.71 2.60 2.51 2.45 2.39 2.35
21 4.32 3.47 3.07 2.84 2.68 2.57 2.49 2.42 2.37 2.32
22 4.30 3.44 3.05 2.82 2.66 2.55 2.46 2.40 2.34 2.30
23 4.28 3.42 3.03 2.80 2.64 2.53 2.44 2.37 2.32 2.27
24 4.26 3.40 3.01 2.78 2.62 2.51 2.42 2.36 2.30 2.25
25 4.24 3.39 2.99 2.76 2.60 2.49 2.40 2.34 2.28 2.24
26 4.23 3.37 2.98 2.74 2.59 2.47 2.39 2.32 2.27 2.22
27 4.21 3.35 2.96 2.73 2.57 2.46 2.37 2.31 2.25 2.20
28 4.20 3.34 2.95 2.71 2.56 2.45 2.36 2.29 2.24 2.19
29 4.18 3.33 2.93 2.70 2.55 2.43 2.35 2.28 2.22 2.18
30 4.17 3.32 2.92 2.69 2.53 2.42 2.33 2.27 2.21 2.16
32 4.15 3.29 2.90 2.67 2.51 2.40 2.31 2.24 2.19 2.14
34 4.13 3.28 2.88 2.65 2.49 2.38 2.29 2.23 2.17 2.12
36 4.11 3.26 2.87 2.63 2.48 2.36 2.28 2.21 2.15 2.11
38 4.10 3.24 2.85 2.62 2.46 2.35 2.26 2.19 2.14 2.09
40 4.08 3.23 2.84 2.61 2.45 2.34 2.25 2.18 2.12 2.08
70 3.98 3.13 2.74 2.50 2.35 2.23 2.14 2.07 2.02 1.97
100 3.94 3.09 2.70 2.46 2.31 2.19 2.10 2.03 1.97 1.93
200 3.89 3.04 2.65 2.42 2.26 2.14 2.06 1.98 1.93 1.88
df
df
Table A.2: This table covers critical values with α = .05 and Fα,df1,df2 for the F-
distribution. df1 is the degrees of freedom for the numerator and is defined
as the degrees of freedom for the between group (df1 = k− 1; k: number of
groups). The degrees of freedom for the denominator is df2 and defined as the
degrees of freedom for the within group (df2 = N− k; N: sample size).
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a.3 t-distribution
0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.005 0.004
1 3.08 6.31 12.71 31.82 63.66 79.57
2 1.89 2.92 4.30 6.96 9.92 11.11
3 1.64 2.35 3.18 4.54 5.84 6.32
4 1.53 2.13 2.78 3.75 4.60 4.91
5 1.48 2.02 2.57 3.36 4.03 4.26
6 1.44 1.94 2.45 3.14 3.71 3.90
7 1.41 1.89 2.36 3.00 3.50 3.67
8 1.40 1.86 2.31 2.90 3.36 3.51
9 1.38 1.83 2.26 2.82 3.25 3.39
10 1.37 1.81 2.23 2.76 3.17 3.30
11 1.36 1.80 2.20 2.72 3.11 3.23
12 1.36 1.78 2.18 2.68 3.05 3.17
13 1.35 1.77 2.16 2.65 3.01 3.13
14 1.35 1.76 2.14 2.62 2.98 3.09
15 1.34 1.75 2.13 2.60 2.95 3.06
16 1.34 1.75 2.12 2.58 2.92 3.03
17 1.33 1.74 2.11 2.57 2.90 3.00
18 1.33 1.73 2.10 2.55 2.88 2.98
19 1.33 1.73 2.09 2.54 2.86 2.96
20 1.33 1.72 2.09 2.53 2.85 2.95
21 1.32 1.72 2.08 2.52 2.83 2.93
22 1.32 1.72 2.07 2.51 2.82 2.92
23 1.32 1.71 2.07 2.50 2.81 2.90
24 1.32 1.71 2.06 2.49 2.80 2.89
25 1.32 1.71 2.06 2.49 2.79 2.88
26 1.31 1.71 2.06 2.48 2.78 2.87
27 1.31 1.70 2.05 2.47 2.77 2.86
28 1.31 1.70 2.05 2.47 2.76 2.86
29 1.31 1.70 2.05 2.46 2.76 2.85
30 1.31 1.70 2.04 2.46 2.75 2.84
40 1.30 1.68 2.02 2.42 2.70 2.79
60 1.30 1.67 2.00 2.39 2.66 2.74
0.010.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.008
α Critical values for a two-sided t-test 
Critical values for a one-sided t-test α
df
Table A.3: This table covers critical values of the T -distribution for tα,df. The degrees of
freedom are defined as the sample size minus one (df = N− 1).
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